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FOREWORD

Nineteen hundred ninety-two, designated The International Space Year (ISY), coincided
with the 35th anniversary of the International Geophysical Year (IGY). The International
Space Year honored space exploration and the planet Earth and also marked the 500th
Anniversary of Christopher Columbus's discovery of the New World. Langley Research
Center, the home of the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF), celebrated its 75th
anniversary. In addition, 1992 marked the second anniversary of the LDEF retrieval.
Since publication of the First LDEF Post-Retrieval Symposium Conference Publication in
January 1992, the LDEF principal investigators, co-investigators, and collaborating
investigators have had an additional 12 months to analyze and interpret the data from
LDEF's 57 onboard experiments and to reach a better understanding of the space
environment (ionizing radiation, meteoroids, space debris, and atomic oxygen in the upper
atmosphere) and the effects that prolonged exposure in this environment will hav.e on
future spacecraft such as large low-Earth orbit (LEO) platforms, Earth-orbiting spacecraft,
and on future manned and unmanned spacecraft to the Moon and to other planets.

Results of the second year LDEF studies were presented at the Second LDEF Post-
Retrieval Symposium, held at the Town and Country Hotel, San Diego, California,
June 1 to 5, 1992. This symposium was co-sponsored by NASA Langley Research Center
and the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. This document contains the

full-length papers presented at the second symposium. The collection includes invited
review papers on ionizing radiation, meteoroids and debris, environmental effects on
materials, environmental effects on systems, and archiving of the LDEF data. Contributed

papers on ionizing radiation, meteoroids and debris, space effects on materials and
systems, the LDEF mission and induced environments, microgravity, and life science are
also included. The document organization is very similar to that of the symposium.

LDEF Mission and Induced Environments

Space Environments - Ionizing Radiation
Space Environments - Meteoroid and Debris
Space Environments - Microgravity
Space Environmental Effects - Materials
Space Environmental Effects - Systems
Space Environmental Effects - Biology
The Future

During the symposium William H. Kinard chaired the first half of the general session
containing the invited review papers, and Bland A. Stein chaired the second half of the

general session containing the invited review papers, plus the Mission and Induced
Environments papers, and a Microgravity paper. Thomas Parnell chaired the Ionizing
Radiation sessions; J.A.M. McDonnell, Jean-Claude Mandeville, Dale R. Atkinson,
Michael Zolensky, and Donald Humes chaired Meteoroid and Debris sessions; Joan Funk
and John Davis chaired the Data basing session; Ann Whitaker and Bruce Banks chaired
the Coating session; Philip Young chaired the Polymer session, and R.C. Tennyson
chaired the Polymer Matrix Composites session. Roger Linton chaired the Metals and
Metal Matrix Composites session. Gale Harvey and Bland Stein chaired the Contamination
session. James Mason, Joel F_Aelman, and Harry Dursch chaired the Systems sessions.
William H. Kinard chaired the closing general session containing papers on biology and
future activities.
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I wish to thank the contributing authors whose research greatly enhanced the knowledge of
space environments and their effects on materials, systems, and biology. The papers
contained in this volume underwent a technical review by peer reviewers and an editorial
review. I also wish to thank the technical reviewers for their time and effort in making this
collection as current and accurate as it is. I would like to thank Maureen Sgambelluri, who
assisted with the symposium logistics, and who cheerfully reformatted some of the papers
contained in this publication. I would like to gratefully acknowledge Susan Hurd, Mary
Edwards, Lisa Levine, Alisa Hollins, and Jeanne Gordon, for their support in editing this
document.

This conference publication is the second in a series of three LDEF Post-Retrieval
documents. In June 1991, over 400 LDEF investigators and data users convened in
Kissimmee, Florida for the First LDEF Post-Retrieval Symposium. The results of the

symposium (130 papers) are printed in a three-part NASA Conference Publication,
LDEF-69 Months in Space: First LDEF Post-Retrieval Symposium,
January 1992, _ASA CP-3134.) The LDEF Science Office plans to hold a third
symposium in November 1993, in Williamsburg, Virginia. Published abstracts for the
third symposium will be available at the meeting. Additional information on these

symposia may be obtained by contacting:

Arlene S. Levine
LDEF Science Office M/S 404

NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia 23681-0001

Telephone: 804 864-3318
Fax: 804 864-8094

The use of trade names or manufacturers in this publication does not constitute an official
endorsement of such products or manufacturers, either expressed or implied, by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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LDEF MISSI[ON AND INDUCED
ENVIRONMENTS

Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF)

Facts:

1st spacecraft developed to
fully utilize Shuttle

57 Experiments:
- Technology
- Science

- Applications

Involvement:

- Private Companies
- 21 Universities

- 7 NASA Centers
- 9 DoD Laboratories

-8 Foreign Countries

- 300+ Investigators
- 3.5 Million Students

Post retrieval operations have

proven LDEF to be a "_Treasure
Trove" of science and

technology data.

Launched

April, 1984
STS-41C Mission

Mission Overview

69 Months in Space
32,422 Orbits

741,928,837 Miles
Retrieved

January, 1990

STS-32 Mission (Night Landing)
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N93-29622
REFINEMENTS ON THE PINHOLE CAMERA
MEASUREMENTS OF THE LDEF ATTITUDE

Palmer N. Peters, and Paul L. Whitehouse

Space Science Laboratory, NASA/MSFC
Huntsville, Alabama 35812

Phone: 205/544-7728, Fax: 205/544-7754

John C. Gregory
The University of Alabama in Huntsville

Huntsville, Alabama 35899
Phone: 205/895-6028, Fax: 205/895-6349

ABSTRACT

The results from the UAH pinhole camera have been reanalyzed to include the effects of corotation of
the atmosphere with the Earth as well as satellite oscillation. Previous results 1 from the instrument showed

that the satellite had stable attitude offsets in yaw of 8.0 ° and 1.0 ° in pitch; these offsets are unchanged by
the present analysis. The primary impact zone of oxygen, i.e. the directly exposed spot on a silver
detector, had a ratio of major to minor axes equal to 1.05, which was interpreted as being caused by a
small oscillation of _+0.35 ° (with precision _+0.15°). The present analysis shows that the observed effect can
largely be accounted for by atmospheric corotation, but that an additional oscillation in yaw of the order of
a degree cannot be excluded. The sensitivity of the pinhole camera to satellite oscillations is shown to de-
crease nonlinearly with decreasing magnitude of the oscillation and to vary inversely with the gas tempera-
ture.

INTRODUCTION

As a satellite in low-Earth orbit moves through the atmosphere, the velocity distributions of gas
molecules striking its surfaces may be calculated if the satellite velocity, air bulk velocity and gas tempera-
ture are known. The predominant species in the atmosphere at altitudes of principal interest (200-500 kin)
is the ground-state oxygen atom. The velocity distributions of these atoms relative to orbiting surfaces
need to be known for detailed calculation of satellite lit_ and drag, erosion of carbonaceous materials, sat-
eIlite glow, etc.. We have used the method ofNocilla 2 to combine the orbital velocity with the

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of molecular speeds to reproduce certain erosion morphologies observed
on polymer surfaces exposed to atomic oxygen on Shuttle flight STS-8. 3 Details of the method given in
reference 3 are not reproduced here. Our prior analyses, as have most, did not account for effects due to a
corotation of the atr,nosphere with the Earth. The rotational speed of a point on the Earth's surface at the
equator is 492 ms-'. Ignoring weather perturbations, the bulk of the air moves in the same direction at
the same angular velocity as the surface of the Earth beneath it. This bulk motion is maintained into the

upper atmospher_ but the actual velocity may not be known within 10%. In our analysis we have assumed
the same angular velocity about the Earth's axis for all regions. The pinhole camera of the LDEF

Experi_t _A0114 imaged the drifting Maxwellian velocity distribution as a spot on a silvered hemisphere,
and be-cause of overexpqsure also appears to have a very large background from multiply scattered atoms,

,_s_previously described2 The refinements that we now introduce are: (1) inclusion of a corotating
_.-J atmosphere, and (2) simulation of the exposed spot in the pinhole camera by integrating atom intensities

over an orbit while oscillations occur. The physical yaw oscilIation of the LDEF had a longer period than
the corotation period of 91.836 minutes and, when combined with the corotation effect, resulted in a wave-



functionthatwasthe sum of the two. Lacking greater details, and since the experimental results do not
permit separation of such effects, the total oscillation was approximated by a simple cosine function with
same phase but larger amplitude than the corotation effect alone.

PROCEDURE

Several assumptions were made as approximations: the pinhole was treated as a source of atoms with
intensity given by a Nocilla-type distribution 2 for a given speed ratio; a constant speed ratio was assumed
for one orbit andthe intensities were determined for a number of locations in that orbit and averaged, while

assuming a sinusoidal oscillation with a period the same as the orbital period; the exposed spot in the pinhole
camera was assumed to be an image of this "resultant intensity" and several physical features of the spot
were associated with contours of'the same flux level. Such contours would be circles centered on the point of
maximum flux for a constant ram direction. These contours would become elongated along any axis
associated with an oscillation. Since gravity-gradient restoring torques for the LDEF have been reported
as being 2 orders of magnitude higher than restoring torques for a yaw displacement, we have assumed
pitch oscillation to be negligible compared to yaw oscillation.

Intensities were averaged for various numbers of orbital positions, up to 365 per orbit. Contours
associated with such intensities with no oscillatory effects were compared to contours of intensities result-

ing when various peak-to-peak oscillations were assumed in the yaw of the LDEF. Any resultant asym-
mettles in the contours were expressed as the ratio of the major to minor axes; these ratios were compared
to each other and to that measured for the "outer contour" of the spot in the pinhole camera. The intensi-
ties were plotted in three dimensions and as 2-dimensional cross sections in the yaw and pitch planes and in
various spherical and rectangular representations to better visualize the results.

RESULTS

Using averaged orbital parameters for December 6, 1989, we obtained a peak-to-peak oscillation in the
incident atom directions due to a corotating atmosphere equal to _+.1.853° , in agreement with Bourassa, et
al 5 These parameters are summarized in Fig. 1. Average atom intensities were obtained for a number of

hypotheticalcases of the LDEF orbiting with its leading surface C-9 having different fixed yaws relative to the
ram direction, different peak-to-peak oscillations in the yaw, different numbers of intensities used in the
average (number of equally spaced locations in one orbit), and other parameters. The intensity was
determined in 3-dimensions and plotted in spherical coordinates, as shown in Fig. 2. This figure shows the

example of a beam entering through a pinhole with a fixed 8 ° yaw. The beam's intensity is also shown in
Fig. 2 on a hemisphere, simulating the exposure of the silver in the pinhole camera to oxygen. The
intensity plot is also shown in two views m Fig. 3; Figure 3(b) most accurately represents the photographed
hardware 3(c) from which spot measurements were made. This photograph, and its enlargement 3(d),
show that at some lower level of atom intensity, the spot contours are obscured by background from

multiply scattered atoms. Intensities in Figs. 2 and 3 were computed for a speed ratio of 7.139, which
corresponds to a temperature of 1000 K and includes corotation o__ofthe Earth's atmosprrer_._gthefresults
for the higher temperature limit and different assumed osci_n amplitudes are shown in Table I. The
simulation of a large angle oscillation of+l 0° produced an average intensity with large elongation in the
yaw direction of about +6 ° compared to the pitch direction, as shown in Fig. 4. In contrast, for smaller
oscillations such as the +1.85 ° associated with a corotating atmosphere, the elongation is much smaller,
about _+0.2°. Actual values are temperature dependent, as can be seen in the table. The effect of higher

temperature is to spread the intensity distribution and lower its maximum and to reduce the influence of
oscillation on elongating the major axis of the spot compared to the minor axis (decreases sensitivity of the
pinhole camera to satellite oscillation). This smaller effect is shown in Fig. 5 as yaw and pitch profiles and
in Fig. 6 as contours having slightly elongated yaw dimensions.



Thesecomputedresultsare compared in Table I to the experimental data. The measured spot had
angular dimensions of 14.8 ° and 14.1 °, or expressed differently, the major axis was _+0.35 ° wider than the
minor. Using the worst case temperature (1600 K) it can be seen that a total oscillation of+_3 ° provided a
good fit. On the other hand, the oscillation of+1.853 ° associated with the corotation almost satisfies the
measured value within stated errors. A total oscillation of+4 ° is clearly inconsistent with the measure-
ments.

CONCLUSIONS

The measured values of spot ellipticity of the AO 114 silver pinhole camera are, within errors, con-
sistent with the +1.853 ° oscillation caused by atmospheric corotation and a 28.5 ° inclination orbit. A
better fit is given by a total oscillation of+3 ° including the +1.853 ° corotation contribution; while +4 °
gives too large an effect. While we have not attempted to account properly for the differences in period
and phase for the two components, our best estimate of the yaw oscillation of the LDEF satellite about its
stable 8 ° offset is +1°(+1°).

The analysis has shown that the pinhole camera becomes more sensitive to angular motion at larger
angular amplitudes and lower gas temperatures.
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Table I. Calculated and Measured Atom "Average" Intensity (Spot) Parameters

SIMULATIONS

Corotation Effect
of + 1.853 °

Large ()scillation
of +-I0°

3 ° Oscillation
(Nearly Equal to
Measured Effect)

4 ° Oscillation
(Excessive)

EXPERIMENT
pATA

From Pinhole

Camera Spot
Contour I laving
14.1 ° Pitch Width

Assumed I_ Contour Ratio Major
Assumed Yaw Width to Minor Elongation

Temperature Spccd Oscillation Yaw c (Yaw:Pitch) (Yaw-Pitch)
(.K) Ratio a (Degrees) (Degrees) Axes (Degrees)

10IX) 7.139 +!.853 14.46 1.026 _+0.18
16_X) 5.645 + 1.853 14.36 1.018 4--0.13

IO_X) 7. !39 +10 27.0 1.92 +6.5
16IX) 5.645 4-10 23.4 1.59 4-4.7

I (XX) 7.139 +-3 15.2 ! .08 _-t-0.55
1600 5.645 +-3 14.7 1.04 _-/-0.32

16_XI 5.645 +4 15.3 1.09 _+0.60

14.8 1.05 _+0.35 4-0.15

a Ratio of orbital speed, relative to a corotating atmosphere, to the most probable thermal speed of the impinging
atoms

b Simple sinusoidal oscillation about zero yaw is assumed with the peak-to-peak amplitudes shown.
c Yaw widths were determined on contours having pitch widths of 14.1 ° to match the contour measured for the spot

in the pinhole camera.
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AVERAGE LDEF ORBITAL P.MLAMETERS FOR DECEMBER 6,1989,

INCLINATION: 28.52 °

ORBITAL SPEED: 7.690 km s-]

TEMPERATURE: 1008 K to 1587K

ALTITUDE: 364 km

COROTATING ATMOSPHERE'S SPEED:

0.4918 km s-] @ equator @ altitude & 0.4321 km s -]
for component parallel to o.rbit. _

PEAK-TO-PEAK 0SCILL:ATIONDLTE TO COROTATION:

+ 1.853 ° with the maximum negative
at the ascending node and the maximum
positive at the descending node

Figure 1. Average orbital parameters used in the calculations.

* From Bourassa and Gillis 6
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(c)

(d)

(c) photograph of the exposed pinhole camera, showing spot and background;

(d) enlarged re#on of photograph near the ex'posed spot.
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degrees off normal of a surface that oscillated ±10°while pointing in the orbital

direction;

(b) 3-d representation of profiles in (a), illustrating the elongation in vaw.
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Figure 6. Contours taken from an atom intensity, representing al.853 °oscillation in yaw: the

major axes in yaw direction are slightly larger than minor for all contours.
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LDEF MICROENVIRONMENTS, OBSERVED AND PREDICTED*

R. J. Bouras_a, H. G. Pippin and J. R. Gillis
Boeing Defense and Space Group

P. O. Box 3999, M/S 82-32
Seattle, WA 98124

Phone: 206/773-8437; Fax: 206/773-4946

SUMMARY

A computer model for prediction of atomic oxygen exposure of spacecraft in low earth
orbit, referred to herein as the primary atomic oxygen model, was originally described at the First
LDEF Post-Retrieval Symposium (ref 1). The primary atomic oxygen model accounts for
variations in orbit parameters, the condition of the atmosphere, and for the orientation of exposed
surfaces relative to the direction of spacecraft motion. The use of the primary atomic oxygen
model to define average atomic oxygen exposure conditions for a spacecraft is discussed herein
and a second mircoenvironments computer model is described that accounts for shadowing and
scanering of atomic oxygen by complex surface protrusions and indentations. Comparisons of
observed and predicted erosion of FEP thermal control blankets using the models are presented.
Experimental and theoretical results are in excellent agreement. Work is in progress to expand the
modeling capability to include ultraviolet radiation exposure and to obtain more detailed
information on reflecting and scattering characteristics of material surfaces.

INTRODUCTION

Atomic oxygen erosion of materials varies with exposure conditions and differences in the
geometry of exposed surfaces. Modeling of atomic oxygen exposure is needed to derive material
performance parameters from orbital test data. Modeling is also important in design of hardware to
be used under conditions differing f_om those of test. Two computer models have been developed
to define atomic oxygen exposure for a spacecraft in low earth orbit. The fast of these is a primary
atomic oxygen model that accounts for orbit altitude, atmospheric conditions, mission duration,
surface orientation and other factors that define the macroenvironment. The primary atomic
oxygen model was discussed at the First LDEF Post-Retrieval Symposium (ref 1) and is described
in further detail in NASA Contractor Report 189627 (ref 2). The second model, presented herein,
accounts for the effects of complex surface protrusions and indentations of spacecraft equipment
on atomic oxygen exposure. These variations in geometry alter the atomic oxygen exposure
environment by casting shadows, producing reflections and scattering incident atomic oxygen flux.
The microenvironments model accounts for any arbitrary size, shape, orientation, or curvature of
exposed surfaces and for interferences between nearby surfaces. The task of modeling atomic
oxygen exposure is simplified by using the two models together. The first model is used to reduce
orbital and atmospheric variables to mission average conditions. The second model is used to

account for variations in detailed design of exposed hardware.

The LDEF experiment offers an ideal opportunity to compare model predictions with
observations. Data are presented herein showing comparisons of predicted erosion with
experimental results for FEP thermal control film at three locations on LDEF. Experimental and

* Work done under Contract NAS1-19247
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theoreticalerosionof surfacesshowssimilar trends.Themagnitudesof observed and predicted

erosion of FEP blankets are in agreement even for surfaces of very complex shape.

OBJECTIVE

To show how the primary atomic oxygen model may be used to defme average conditions
of exposure for a spacecraft over extended periods of time, to describe the microenvironments
model for atomic oxygen exposure, and to verify the accuracy of both models by comparing
observed and predicted atomic oxygen effects on FEP thin film materials flown on LDEF.

PRIMARY ATOMIC OXYGEN MODEL
AND AVERAGE EXPOSURE CONDITIONS

The details of the primary atomic oxygen model are presented in Reference (2). A
summary of the factors affecting atomic oxygen exposure handled by the model are shown in
Figure 1. All of the factors shown in Figure 1 significantly affect exposure. Orbit altitude and

atmospheric conditions are especially important. At an altitude of 400 km, a 25 km decrease in
altitude causes atomic oxygen density to Increase by 50 percent. At this same altitude, atomic

oxygen densities may differ by a factor of 20 between maximum and minimum conditions of solar
activity.

These wide swings in the severity of the exposure environment make it necessary to
integrate atomic oxygen rates with time to determine precise exposures. It was not considered
practical to add further to the complications of the calculation by linking microenvironment
variables directly to the integration. The solution to this complex problem is to divide it into parts
that can be handled in succession. Fluences to plane surfaces of a spacecraft can be calculated

efficiently with the primary model while treating the variables shown in Figure 1. The results of
the primary exposure calculation are then used to define average exposure conditions for a mission
or pertinent portions of a mission. These constant average conditions for the macroenvironment
become inputs for the microenvironments model.

The calculation of average conditions from fluences to plane surfaces on a vehicle is very

straight forward. The required formulas are readily derived from Equation (8) presented in
Reference (2). Resulting equations for the average conditions are as follows:

F0 = (Fluence in ram direction)/(Time for event or mission) (1)

F90 = (Fluence 90 ° to ram direction)/(Time for event or mission) (2)

NAverage = F0/(Average orbital speed) (3)

<c> = 4F90/NAverage (4)

TAverage = (rcM/8R) <c> 2 (5)
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Where:

<c>

F

M

N

R

T

Average molecular speed, cm/sec

Atomic oxygen flux, atoms/cm2-sec

Molecular weight, 16.00 g/g-mole

Number density, molecules/cm 3

Universal gas constant, 8.314 x 107 ergs/g-mole-K °

Absolute temperature, K °

Value of pi, 3.14...

Averages for atomic oxygen number density, atmospheric temperature, and orbital speed
together with parameters describing the geometry and surface properties of the vehicle hardware
become the inputs for the atomic oxygen microenvironments model.

MICROENVIRONMENTS MODEL

The relationships between the primary atomic oxygen model and the microenvironments
model are shown in the Figure 2. The purpose of the microenvironments model is to account for

local geometry variations and surface conditions affecting atomic oxygen exposure. The
microenvironments model uses the average conditions derived from outputs for plane
noninterfering surfaces calculated using the primary model. The new variables introduced by way
of the microenvironments model are those that cause shadowing and scattering of incident atomic
oxygen flux.

Examples of shadowing and scattering are shown in Figure 3. Shadowing and scattering
represent interactions between exposed surfaces that affect molecular flux. Shadowing is caused
by irregularities on an exposed surface or its surroundings that block out a portion of the sky as
seen from specific locations on the surface. Scattering is caused by either specular or diffuse
reflection of incident atomic oxygen such that reflected oxygen molecules intercept another exposed
surface. These effects depend on protrusions, indentations and curvature of exposed surfaces or
on interference between surfaces. Neither shadowing nor scattering can affect the flux on a surface
unless other nearby surfaces can be seen from points on the given surface or unless the given
surface can see itself. Thus, plane surfaces facing away from each other are not affected by
shadowing or scattering. The same is true of surfaces with convex curvature. Shadowing reduces
molecular flux. Scattering by either specular or diffuse reflection increases molecular flux to the
receiving surface.

Figure 4 shows how the microenvironments model handles shadowing and direct
exposure. Direct exposure is molecular flux that reaches a surface without first being reflected by
another surface. Scattered flux is determined by a Monte Carlo technique. The microenvironments
program has four major elements: (1) a geometric routine; (2) a ray tracing routine; (3) a source
function; and, (4) a Monte Carlo integration routine.

The geometric routine defines the shape of exposed surfaces and their spatial relationships.

The defined surfaces may be faced in any direction. Exposed areas of entirely arbitrary shape may
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besimulated.Areasof complexshapearerepresentedbyassemblingsimpleunit surfacesand
shapes.Up to 100planes,cylindersandothershapesmaybehandledby thegeometricroutineat
onetime.

Theraytracingroutineis verysimilarto other routines developed for such applications as
calculating view factors for radiant heat transfer, fugitive light intensities in dark rooms, and for

computation of perspective views from orthographic architectural drawings. Nodes are established
for the ray tracing calculation, each representing a finite area of exposed surface. Directions are

assigned to a specified number of a primary rays originating from each node. Direction is defmed
by two angles relative to the local surface normal and the bow of the vehicle. The ray tracing
routine determines if a primary ray originating from a node on a surface can see the sky. For each
unblocked direction, the projected surface area represented by the node is multiplied by the source
function to determine direct flux.

The source function specifies the flux per unit solid angle that originates from a given
direction in the sky. The function depends on three environmental parameters: number density,

amaospheric temperature and orbital speed, all three treated as constant average values. The source
function has only one independent variable, angle from the ram direction. Tabular files of this
function in terms of its independent variable need be calculated only once for each use of the
microenvironments program. This simplification, made possible by the primary atomic oxygen

program, speeds the computations.

Reflected molecular flux is handled by a Monte Carlo technique. Each time a direction
from a node is identified that is unblocked by other surfaces, primary flux is calculated for that
direction and the incident flux is considered to be represented by a specified number of secondary
rays for the Monte Carlo computation. A weighted random choice for disposition of the flux
represented by each secondary ray is assigned as follows: reaction of atomic oxygen with the
surface material; recombination of monatomic oxygen to form diatomic oxygen; specular reflection;
and diffuse reflection.

If the atomic oxygen represented by a secondary ray is specularly or diffusely reflected,
then the ray is followed to a new impact point and the process is repeated. The directions of rays
experiencing diffuse reflection are weighted according to Lambert's cosine law. If a reflected ray
does not strike the vehicle, the flux represented by the ray is considered lost to space.

If surface reaction or recombination is the random disposition selected, then the selection is
noted and no further consideration is given to the atomic oxygen represented by that secondary ray.
Atomic oxygen undergoing reactions at this place in the computation are cataloged only to arrive at
a correct answer for reflected flux reaching surrounding areas of the exposed surface. Surface
erosion is calculated later based on the total atomic oxygen flux determined for each node and a
reaction coefficient for the surface material.

The integration routine tabulates two items: (1) the total direct flux reaching the finite area
assigned to a node from all directions that are unblocked, and (2) the total of all reflected flux
striking the assigned area. The work of this routine amounts to arithmetic and bookkeeping. Once
all directions from a node have been examined, the entire summation process is repeated for the
next node.

The microenvironments calculation requires properties for reflectance and reactivity of
exposed surface materials. The values of reflectance used in this study, shown on Table 1, are not
based on actual test data. They are only estimates made to support this initial assessment of the
models. Also, it should be noted that the reaction rate coefficient was considered constant,

independent of incidence angle and impact velocity. If reaction rate coefficient is later shown to be
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afunctionof othervariables,thenthemodelcanberefinedto accountfor thisdependence.The
valueof thereactioncoefficientusedis basedon theaverageof valuesreportedby variousLDEF
experimenters.

Table1. PROPERTIESOF EXPOSED MATERIALS

PROPERTY FEP BLANKET ALUMINUM
Specular Reflectance
Diffuse Reflectance
Recombination and Reaction

Reaction Coefficient

49% 50%
49% 46%
2% 4%

0.34E-24 cm3/atm Zero

OBSERVED AND PREDICTED ATOMIC OXYGEN EFTECrS

Angle Bracket, Experiment Tray F9

Figure 5 shows the locations of the three FEP f'dm materials that were selected for

comparison of observed and predicted erosion. The first of these locations was on Experiment
Tray F9. This tray carried an angle bracket that was covered on both sides with an adhesively
bonded FEP film. A section of the angle bracket was made available to Boeing by McDonnell
Douglas for this study.

Figure 6 shows a cross-section of the angle bracket. The bracket has three flat portions, as
follows: one extending outside the envelope of the experiment tray, facing the ram vector; a
second in a horizontal position nearly parallel with the ram vector; and a third recessed inside the

tray envelope and facing the ram vector. Normals to the first and third portions of the bracket
make an angle of 8.1 degrees with the ram vector. A normal from the second surface makes an

angle of 89.2 degrees with the ram vector. The shape of the bracket def'mes the shape of the FEP
film surface. The film covered bracket was potted in plastic and polished to display the thickness
of the coating. Photomicrographs of the coating were taken along the edge of the bracket at 100

magnification. A mosaic, about 17 feet in length, was prepared from the photomicrographs.
Thickness of the coating and distance from the outside edge of the bracket were scaled from the
mosaic.

A comparison of observed and predicted post flight thicknesses for the angle bracket FEP
covering is shown in Figure 7. The cover thickness is a minimum on the recessed portion of the
bracket. This is because the recessed area was subject to exposure from both primary and reflected
atomic oxygen. The calculation shows that had it not been for reflected flux, the final thickness of

the cover would have been the same on both areas of the bracket facing the ram vector. Minimum
erosion occurred on the portion of the bracket that was nearly parallel to the ram vector (horizontal
area). Note that even this area received some reflected flux. Reflected flux reaching the horizontal
portion of the bracket would have originated from the recessed area.

Observed and predicted thickness are in good agreement. Some allowance must be made
for accuracy in measurements of both thickness and distance along the bracket. Also, the reflected

molecular flux, both specular and dLffuse are basedon-estimated reflectances. Trends shown by
observed and predicted thickness are in good agreement. The model appears to be very accurate
after allowances for accuracy of physical measurements.
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Figure8 shows three calculations of total flux for the angle bracket made with widely
differing molecular reflectances. The allowance for surface recombination and reaction was held
constant at 2% for these calculations. The calculation shows that if all molecular reflections were

specular, then the area of the angle bracket parallel to the ram vector would not have received
scattered atomic oxygen. Under this condition, the recessed area of the bracket would have
received maximum scattering. Had the situation been reversed, had all scattering been caused by
diffuse reflectance, then the recessed area would have received a minimum of scattered atomic
oxygen and the scattered flux reaching the area parallel to the ram vector would have been
maximized.

Blanket Edge Attachments, Experiment Trays B7 and D11

The leading edges of the thermal control blankets on Experiment Trays B7 and D11 face the
ram vector at angles such that rolled edge portion of the blanket experiences a large variation in

exposure over a short distance. Also, the experiment frame shielded the blanket between the roll
and blanket edge. The geometry of the blanket edge attachment is shown in Figure 9. The only
difference between the locations shown for Experiment Trays B7 and D11 is the angle the trays
make with the ram vector. Comparisons of observed and predicted post flight thicknesses at these

points offer an excellent opportunity for verification of the atomic oxygen exposure models.

The shape of the FEP foil at the edge attachment was estimated as closely as possible by
Francois Levadou of ESTEC/ESA for this study. Measurements were taken on the experiment
frame and combined with Levadou's measurements to yield the geometry shown in Figure 9.

Thickness of blanket film materials were made on samples supplied to Boeing by NASA. The
samples were first potted and polished, then thicknesses and edge distances were obtained from
photomicrographs. Prediction of post flight thicknesses for these specimens was made using the
microenvironments model.

Observed and predicted results are shown in Figures 10 and 11 for the specimens exposed
on Experiment Trays B7 and D11, respectively. Good agreement between experimental
observations and model predictions is displayed at both locations. Observed and predicted wends
in erosion with distance measured from the blanket edge are in agreement. Measured and
predicted thicknesses are within the limits of experimental accuracy.

The minimum thicknesses predicted for two exposure conditions, primary flux only and
primary flux plus reflected flux, are shown in Figure 10 for the Tray B7 specimen. The two
curves illustrate a noteworthy point. The minimum thicknesses predicted for primary flux only and
for primary flux plus reflected flux occur at different distances from the edge of the blanket.
Maximum exposure does not necessarily correspond to a zero incidence angle (between the surface
normal and the ram vector) when reflected flux is considered. The difference is even more evident

in the data shown in Figure 11 for the Tray D11 specimen.

CONCLUSIONS

Two computer models have been developed to predict atomic oxygen exposure of
spacecraft materials. These models work together. The first model functions to calculate atomic
oxygen exposure to simple noninterfering surfaces of a vehicle and to reduce orbital and
atmospheric variables to mission average conditions. The second model is used to account for
detailed hardware design features that may cause shadowing and scattering of atomic oxygen flux.
Observed erosion of FEP samples flown on LDEF and predictions made with the models are in
agreement even for specimens of complex shape.
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Figure l. Attributes of the primary atomic oxygen
model.
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Figure 2. Attributes of the microenvironments
model.
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Figure 3. Shadowing, specular reflection and
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surface of complex shape.
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DURATION EXPOSURE FACILITY'S FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS
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SUMMARY

The generalized method employed in the thermal analysis of a Long Duration
Exposure Facility (LDEF) flight experiment is presented (ref 1). The method consists of
thermal math model development, defining the orbital heating rates, and applying the
appropriate temperature boundary conditions. This approach has proven to be an
accurate methodfor predicting experiment component temperatures for the worst case
orbital environments and calculating daily average component temperatures for any part
or all time portions of the 5.8 year mission. The application of this method to the
thermal analysis of the Ultra-Heavy Cosmic-Ray Nuclei experiment (UHCRE) is
presented as an example of this approach.

INTRODUCTION

The generalized method used in the thermal analysis of LDEF's flight experiments is

presented in Figure 1. The approach consists of developing a mathematical lumped
parameter node representation of the experiment; calculating the albedo, infrared, and
solar orbital heating fluxes; defining the source and sink temperature boundary
conditions; and solving with a finite difference technique. Minimum and maximum
temperature cycling due to the LDEF rotating around the Earth (Day/Night cycling)
can be calculated for the worst case heat flux and structure temperature boundary
conditions. Daily average component temperatures can also be calculated for any length
of mission time using daily average heat flux data derived from time averaging the
orbital heat flux over one complete orbit and superimposing this flux on the mission beta
angle 03). Temperatures calculated by this method are the experiment's orbital average
thermal equilibrium temperature for anygiven day over the mission lifetime. The
thermal analysis of the UHCRE (A0178-C6) located on row six at bay C is presented as
an example of this approach.

The High-Resolution Study of Ultra-Heavy Cosmic-Ray Nuclei Experiment was
flown aboard the LDEF with the objective of studying the charge spectra of ultra-heavy
cosmic-ray nuclei from Zinc to Uranium using sohd-state track detectors. The
experiment tray consisted of three pressurized aluminum cylinders containing four
detector stack modules per cylinder. Each detector stack module was typically made up
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of 60 layers of 250/_m lexan, 6 layers of 0.5 mm lead sheets, and 4 layers of 750/tm CR-
39 enclosed in molded polyurethane foam resin. The formation and stability of the
etchable latent nuclei tracks in these solid state detectors are highly dependent upon the
temperature of the detector modules during registration and the thermal history of these
modules after nuclei registration. Therefore it is extremely important to have an
accurate post-flight thermal analysis of each tray location in order for the experiment
data reduction effort to be successful. This experiment occupied 16 peripheral tray
locations (fig. 2) providing the principal invesngators with a total of 192 nuclei track
detector modules for collecting heavy nuclei. The experiment tray located on row six at
holding bay C is used as an example.

LDEF THERMAL CONTROL AND TRAY THERMAL DESIGN

The thermal control of the LDEF was totally passive by design, thus relying on
internal radiation heat transfer, heat conduction paths, and the external surface coatings
(a/e) for facility temperature control (fig. 3). Over 90% of the interior structure and
tray surfaces were coated with Chemglaze Z306 high emissivity, black paint (e = 0.90) to
minimize any circumferential thermal gradients and to maximize the radiation heat
transfer across the facility. To minimize conduction heat transfer from the structure,
the experiment trays were attached to the LDEF structure by eight 2"x 5" aluminum
clamps along the tray perimeter. The tray mounting scheme minimizes the contact
conduction area through which heat can be transferred between the facility and the
experiment trays. The passive thermal control of the LDEF results in a wide variation in
the experiment's structure boundary temperature due to the orbiting nature of the
spacecraft. In the case of the UHCRE-C6 experiment, the average structural boundary
temperature ranged from 5°C to 48°C (41°F to l19°F) over the mission lifetime.

The objectives of the UHCRE thermal design were to minimize the temperature
fluctuations experienced by the detector modules, to minimize any thermal gradients
through the module stacks, and to maintain the temperature of the modules at or below
30°C (86°F) over the mission lifetime. This was accomplished by"

• Using 5 mil silver teflon for the thermal cover, featuring a low solar heat
absorptance (c_ = 0.080) and high heat dissipation to space (e = 0.80).

• Establishing a large radiation couple from the detector case to the thermal cover.

• Establishing a small radiation couple from the detector cases to the surrounding
experiment tray.

• Minimizing the heat conduction from the mounting tray to the detector cylinders
by employing 5 mm delrin acetal resin insulation washers.

• Enclosing the detector modules in molded polyurethane foam resin (Eccofoam
FPH) which provided mechanical stability and excellent thermal isolation from
the cylindrical aluminum case.
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The materials and optical propertiesusedin the constructionof the UHCRE are
presentedin Figure 4.

NODAL MODEL DEVELOPMENT

The objective of developing a thermal mathematical model is to accurately calculate
the component temperatures of the experiment for any orbital condition. A finite
difference thermal mathematical code was used to determine the temperature response
of the experiment components at specific points called nodes. Temperatures are
computed by performing an energy balance on each node in the model at the specified
time points in the orbit or mission. The assumptions made in this analysis are that heat
transfer due to convection can be neglected, each node is homogenous and isothermal,
all node surfaces reflect energy diffusely, and finally there is no internal heat generation
to consider for this experiment. The experiment is divided at the appropriate hardware
boundaries or at desired locations into lumped-capacitance nodes which are connected
to each other by the conduction and radiation conductor network. In developing a

thermal math model the !hree essential components needed for temperature
calculations are the node s thermal mass or capacitance, the conduction heat transfer
paths, and the radiation interchange factors between each node. The thermal
capacitance of a node is defined as its thermal ener_ storage capacity and is calculated
by multiplying the node mass by the material's specific heat (Cp). The thermal
capacitance governs the rate at which thermal energy is stored or released from the
node during transient temperature calculations. Nodes which have a finite thermal mass
or capacitance are known as diffusion nodes and nodes which have an infinite
capacitance are considered temperature boundary nodes.

The UHCRE tray was divided into 20 diffusion nodes and three boundary
temperature nodes. Each detector cylinder was divided into six nodes as shown in
Figure 5. Because the detector cylinders were painted black on the top half and left
bare on the bottom half for thermal control, the cylinders were split into two nodes
along this line. The four modules in each cylinder were modeled as two nodes, a top
layer and a bottom layer, which have the same mass and dimensions as the four separate
modules. The remaining two nodes represent the top and bottom supporting eccofoam
layers which were molded as two separate pieces. The experiment tray was lumped into
one node and the thermal cover is represented as one node. The experiment has three
temperature boundary conditions which consist of the average of the two supporting
longerons and section of the center ring structure, the average LDEF interior, and the
space sink temperature (0°K).

Heat conduction paths (conductance) between nodes are known as conductors and
are shown schematically as electrical resistors in Figure 6. Linear conductors represent

heat transfer by conduction and are calculated by taking the product of the node
material s thermal conductivity (_) and the cross sectional area (A), divided by the
effective path length (L) between the two adjacent nodes. Heat conduction paths
(_A/L) were calculated between the experiment tray and each of the three detector
cylinders and between each of the six nodes representing the detector module layers,
eccofoam, and aluminum cylinders.
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Nonlinear conductorsrepresentheat transferby radiation and arecalculatedfor the
nodal geometryasthe product of the Stefan-Boltzmann(a) constant,the nodesurface
area, the surfaceemisswity(e), andthe graybody factor from one node surfaceto
another. The graybody factors are a combination of the geometryshapeor view factor
and the reflected energycoefficients. The reflected energycoefficientsaccountfor
multiple reflectionswhich occur insideof enclosedspacesasa result of energybeing
emitted from one surfacethat strikesanother nodeand is reflected to a third. The
geometry shapefactor representsthe fraction of the radiative energy leavingone node
surfacethat reachesanother node surfacedirectly. The internal radiation couplingsfor
this analysiswere calculatedusingthe Thermal Radiation Analyzer System(TRASYS,
ref. 2) computer code. A TRASYS model of the experiment tray was constructed to
match the nodalization chart in Figure 5. The radiation interchange couplings were
calculated using a numerical integration technique in TRASYS by calling the
appropriate solution subroutines.

LDEF ORBITAL ENVIRONMENT

There are four heat sources (fig. 7) to consider when performing a thermal analysis on
any LDEF experiment and they are the solar irradiation, Earth reflected solar irradiation
(albedo), Earth emitted energy (planetary infrared), and any internally generated heat
resulting from electronics or heaters. Since this experiment lacks any internally generated
heat sources only the solar induced heat sources will be considered. The angle /3 is
defined as the angle between the spacecraft's orbit plane and the Sun's illumination rays
and its minimum and maximum amplitudes are calculated by adding the declination of the
Earth's equator (+ 23.5 °) with the inclination of the spacecraft's orbit plane (_+28.5°). The
/3 angle history for the LDEF mission is presented in Figure 8. The TRASYS computer
program was employed to calculate the albedo, solar, and planetary incident heat fluxes.
A TRASYS model of the LDEF spacecraft was constructed which represented a 12 sided
polygon closed on both ends. Program inputs consisted of the LDEF spacecraft
orientation (fig. 9), orbit/3 angle, and altitude (255 NM). Transient orbital heat fluxes
were calculated for 10° beta angle increments within the range from -52 ° to + 52 ° for the
row six location (figs. 10 & 11). This was done to develop a matrix of points which
characterizes the orbital heat flux versus orbit 13 angle. The mission incident surface
fluxes were calculated by time averaging the orbital heat flux over one complete orbit and

plotting the average flux versus orbit/3 angle (fig. 12). F!gure 12 shows that for the row
six location, the peak heat flux occurs at a/3 angle of-52 and the minimum heat flux is at
a/3 of + 52 °. The t3 angle history was used as the independent variable to interpolate
between the orbit averaged flux to generate a daily average mission flux history (fig. 13)
for experiments on row six.

Surface incident orbital heat fluxes in 10° increments within the /3 angle range and
the mission daily average flux for the first 390 days of the LDEF mission have already
been calculated for each row and both ends of the LDEF spacecraft. Heat flux and
structure temperature boundary condition data are documented in Reference 3 for the
LDEF to provide a set of thermal boundary conditions which are common to all LDEF
experiments.
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The thermal incident fluxes (q) in the abovereferenceddocumentwere evaluated
with boththe absorptance(a) and emissivity(e) setto unity. Thesefluxeswere then
converteOinto absorbedsurfaceheat flux(Q) by multiplying the albedo and solar
componentby the exposedsurfacenodearea (A) anda; this heat flux wasthen added
to the planetary infrared heat flux (qmAe)accordingto the following equation for each
exposedexperimentsurface:

Qabsorbed = qsolar_ + qAIb_doA_ + qlR Ag (1)

TEMPERATURE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Structure temperature boundary conditions have been calculated for each of the 86
LDEF tray locatmns. A thermal math model of the LDEF facility was constructed and
the calculated temperatures were matched to flight data recorded by the Thermal
Measurements System (THERM - P0003) for the first 390 days of the mission (ref 4).
One of the objectives of the THERM experiment was to provide the principal
investigators with a consistent set of data-matched thermal boundary conditions to be
used in the math modeling of their experiments. Each LDEF tray was typically
surrounded by two longeron nodes with the exception of experiments located on the
ends of the facility and at the center ring. All experiments used the LDEF average

interior temperature as one of their boundary temperatures. The structural bounda.ry
temperatures for the UHCRE-C6 location consisted of two longerons and a center ring.
Since the experiment tray was lumped into one node the three structural temperatures
were averaged into one boundary temperature for this analyses. Three sets of
temperature boundary conditions were needed to predict the mission thermal history
and the worst case orbital conditions for this UHCRE tray location, which were the
minimum temperature boundary case of 0°/7, the maximum temperature boundary case
of-52 °/7 (figs 14 & 15), and the daily average boundary temperature for the entire
LDEF mission (figs 16 & 17).

METHOD OF SOLUTION

The Sy.stems Improved Numerical differencing Analyzer (SINDA, ref. 5) finite
differencing computer code is used for the problem solution. SINDA is a general
thermal analyzer which utilizes resistor - capacitor (R-C) network representation of
lumped parameter thermal systems for solving physical problems governed by diffusion-
type equations. Analyzer inputs needed for problem solution include thermal node
capacitance, conduction and radiation conductor networks, exposed surface absorbed
heating fluxes, and temperature boundary conditions. Tray transient thermal analyses
for both the worst case orbital and the full length mission were performed using
SINDA's implicit forward-backward differencing solution subroutine. The assembled
thermal model was used to calculate the extreme temperatures encountered by the
experiment during the LDEF mission. Three cases were analy.zed, the minimum and
maximum thermal boundary orbital environments and the daffy average for the 5.8 year
mission history. The worst case orbital environment thermal conditions for any LDEF
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experiment can be determined by inspecting both the structural temperature boundaries
and the orbital heat fluxes for the combinations which yield both the minimum and
maximum heat flux and temperature boundary conditions. For the UHCRE experiment
located at C6, the maximum combined thermal boundary conditions occur when fl
equals -52 ° and the minimum is at a B of 0 °. The two orbit conditions were investigated
to determine the maximum thermal gradient between the top and bottom nodes of the
detector modules and to calculate the magnitude of the temperature variations caused
by the orbiting day-to-night flux cycling. Mission component temperature histories are
computed by substituting the mission thermal flux andstructure temperature boundary
conditions in place of the orbital boundary conditions. The mission minimum and
maximum experiment component temperatures were determined using this method.
The analysis method was then repeated for the remaining 15 UHCRE trays.

If flight temperature data were available for this LDEF experiment (no flight data
available for this experiment), the thermal model calculations would be compared to the
flight data so that any necessary model adjustments could be made, such as model
geometry changes, conduction contact resistance, or radiation network assumptions,
before proceeding with the final analysis. Figure 1 shows this step in the procedure.

RESULTS and CONCLUSIONS

The minimum and maximum temperatures for the experiment tray, thermal cover,
and both detector node layers are presented in Figures 18 and 19 for the worst case orbit
environments of 0 ° and -52 ° beta angles. The largest calculated thermal gradient
between the detector top and bottom node layers was found to be no more than 0.20°C
for any of the 16 UHRCE locations. Orbital detector module temperature variations
were found to be small with an average temperature for both layers of-2.2_ 0.02°C at fl
equals -52 ° and -31.0 _+0.003°C for the cold case of 0 ° ft. The C6 component mission
thermal history shown in figure 20 represents the thermal equilibrium temperatures

reached for any given day during the 69 months spent in space. The mode temperature
for each detector module (Table 1) is defined as the most days spent at a given
temperature in the range experienced by the nuclei track detectors. The mode
temperature is calculated from the full length mission analysis by counting the number
of days spent at each temperature in the range. Since the charge resolution of the
etchable nuclei tracks is highly dependent upon the temperature of the detector stacks
during and after nuclei registration, the mode temperature gives the principal
investigator important information which is needed to control the stack etching process
used to develop the nuclei tracks. Tables 2 and 3 summarize the minimum and
maximum daily mission temperatures reached by the experiment components for all 16
UHCRE tray locations. All detector modules were below the target maximum of 30.0°C
by a comfortable margin with the warmest detector temperature of -2.2°C occurring at
the C6 location.
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It was concluded that the UHCRE experiment successfully met its thermal design

objectives which were to maintain the detector modules at or below 30°C over the
mlssmn lifetime and to thermally isolate the detector stacks from the orbital day and
night temperature fluctuations as well as minimizing any detector stack thermal
gradients.



The generalizedmethod presentedin this paper is intended to provide a senseof
direction for performing thermal analysesto obtain accuratetemperature calculationsof
LDEF experiments. Sincethe heat flux andtemperature boundary conditions have
alreadybeencalculated, the analysisneedsonly to build a nodal math model of the
experiment and assemblethe giveninformation from the referenceinto the desired
thermal analyzerformat for problem solution.
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Table 1. UHCRE Mode Temperatures for Each Tray Location (69 Month Mission).

LOCATION

Tray A2 A4 AI0 B5 B7 C5 C6 C8 CI! DI D5 D7 DII E2 El0 F4

Temp -'C Days Days Days Dales Days Days Days Da}_s Days Da)'s Dales Da)'s Days Days Days Days
-I

-2

-3

-4

-5

-6

-7

-8

-9

-I0

-I1

-12

-13

-14

-15

-16

-17

-18

-19

-20

-21

-22

-23

-24

-25

-26
-27

-28

-29

-30

-31

-32

-33

-34
-35

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 12 0 29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 35 0 35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3 0 0 0 29 0 18 0 18 0 0 25 0 0 0 0

29 0 0 0 25 0 22 0 14 18 0 40 0 0 0 0

27 0 0 20 17 0 21 0 21 14 0 26 0 0 0 0

55 0 0 45 24 II 20 20 34 24 5 21 24 0 0 0

47 2 44 26 35 36 36 50 38 41 21 25 II 0 0 0

46 75 81 23 33 38 36 29 34 41 47 28 33 0 0 0

59 68 68 29 44 28 34 37 37 29 28 38 44 0 0 0

84 115 101 43 39 34 36 57 33 27 31 34 42 28 0 6

93 111 134 51 27 38 29 72 57 21 31 43 38 34 0 87

77 129 I01 60 35 53 32 56 58 29 53 36 33 60 21 128

77 185 199 43 31 65 25 53 76 47 65 28 53 64 83 171

128 411 322 47 38 43 35 73 58 49 53 33 75 57 86 156

158 821 868 67 45 64 30 I00 58 56 61 39 80 98 133 209

218 30 76 76 51 66 51 106 65 44 56 33 64 110 131 344
290 43 37 91 63 86 37 119 104 46 71 56 62 90 147 428

475 70 38 84 62 93 56 204 118 44 93 53 81 120 308 274

185 42 25 158 117 130 45 361 167 42 82 61 135 195 696 205

41 5

13 0

2 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

13 234 167 235 91 598 211 58 121 63 143 282 400 37

0 398 215 379 121 21 364 97 207 77 199 355 37 39

460 316 562 t65 61 461 130 264 156 366 564 36 23

56 408 52 237 52

42 152 45 286 34

45

9

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

22 0

33 275 209 283 60 13 7 0

38 43 383 4 17 353 42 435 32 2 0 0

33 6 134 0 2 366 41 180 I0 0 0 0

14 0 29 0 0 22 12 39 2 0 0 0

2 0 26 0 0 19 0 27 0 0 0 0

0 0 3 0 0 7 0 5 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0

29 208 514 223 520 35
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Table 2. Detector Module Mission Tem

Tray

Location

A2

A4

A10

B5

B7

C5

C6

C8

Cll

D1

D5

D7

Dll

E2

El0

F4

Detector

Node

Top Layer

Bottom Layer

Top Layer

Bottom Layer

Top Layer

Bottom Layer

Top Layer

Bottom Layer

Top Layer

Bottom Layer

Top Layer

Bottom Layer

Top Layer

Bottom Layer

Top Layer

Bottom Layer

Top Layer

Bottom Layer

Top Layer

Bottom Layer

Top Layer

Bottom Layer

Top Layer

Bottom Layer

Top Layer

Bottom Layer

Top Layer

Bottom Layer

Top Layer

Bottom Layer

Top Layer

Bottom Layer

Min-°C

-28.7

-28.4

)erature Summary 4/7/

Mission

Max-°C

-5.4

-5.3

-9.4

-9.3

-8.5

-8.4

-6.5

-6.6

-3.0

-2.9

-7.5

-7.6

-2.2

-2.3

-7.7

-7.9

-4.9

-4.8

-5.9

-5.9

-7.8

-7.8

-4.6

-4.4

-7.6

-7.6

Average-°C

-16.9

-16.8

-20.7

-20.8
7"

-19.2

-19.2

84 to 1/12/90.

Standard

Devation-°C

4.0

4.0

2.3

2.3

2.5

2.5

4.6

4.5

6.0

5.9

4.2

4.3

6.8

6.6

4.0

3.9

4.9

4.9

5.8

5.8

4.6

4.5

6.3

6.1

4.5

4.5

3.2

3.2

2.2

2.2

2.4

2.4

Mission

Median-°C

-22.3

-22.3

-20.7

-20.7
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Table 3. UHCRE Tray Component Minimum and Maximum Mission Temperatures.

Silver Teflon

A0178 Cover Blanket

Location Mia-*C Max-*C

A2 -42.2 -23.8

A4 -40.7 -28.8

AI0 -39.7 -26.7

B5 -47.1 -22.4

B7 -49.1 -18.1

C5 -47.2 -24.5

C6 -50.4 i -17.2

C8 -45.9

CI 1 -45.7

DI -49.7

D5 -48.4

D7 -50.3

DI 1 -46.3

E2 -44.3

El0 -42.8

F4 -43.6

-24.3

-20.6

-21.6

-24.7

-19.2

-22.6

-28.6

-31.2

-30.8

Top

Detector Case

Min-*C Max-*C

-26.1 -8.5

-24.4 -12.6

-24.7 - 11.6

-30.9 -9,4

-32.4 -5.6

-30.7 -10.4

-33.9 -4.9

-29.4 -10.7

-30.0 -7.6

-33.4 -8.6

-29.0 -7.8

-33,8 -7.1

-30.8 -10.2

-28.9 -14.6

-28.3 -17.0

-27.0 -15.1

Top

Eccofoam Layer

Min-*C Max-°C

-25,3 I -7.4

-23.5 I -11.5

-23.8 I -10.5

-29.9 I -8.5

-31.4 I -4.7

-29.7 I -9.5

-32.9 I -4.1

-28.4 I -9.8 i

-29.2 I -6.7 I

-32.6 I -7.8 I

-28.9 I -7.8 I

-32.9 I -6.2 I

-30.1 [ -9.3 I

-28.2 [ -13,7 I

-27.6]-16.01

-26.o J-14.! !

Bottom

Eccofoam Layer

Min-*C Max-*C

i

-21.7 -3.2

-t9.8 -7.2

-20.2 -6.4

-26.2 -4.7

-27.7 -1.1

-26.1 -5.6

-29.3 -0.5

-24.8 -6.0

-25.8 -3.0

-29.1 -4.1

-30.7 -9.8

-29.3 I -2.6

-26.7 I -5.8

-24.8 I -10.0

-24.2 I -12.3

-22.3 ] -10.0

Bottom

Detector Case

Min-*C Max-°C

-20.6 -2.1

-18.9 -6.1

-19.2 : -5.3
I

-25.3 -3.6

-26.8 0.0

-25.2 -4.4

-28.4 0.6

-23.9 -5.0

-24.8 -I.9

-28.1 -3.1

-28.9 -7.8

-28.4 -I.5

-25.7 -4.8

-23.9 -9.0

-23.2 -11.3

-21.3 -8.9
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Figure 1. Experiment thermal analysis summary.
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Heat Out To Space

LDEF Structure _,'_ = .32/.16 ",,4

"_- adi o -'_

1',. ' Low Conduction Paths
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External Fluxes

Figure 3. LDEF temperature control is passive by design.
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Figure 4. Construction and materials of the UHCRE tray.
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Thermal nodalization of the UHCRE experiment.
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O-Thermal Node Number

Thermal Node

L

T
w

>

Thermal Conductor Sample Calculation:

R_, = KA/t

Area A = L*W

t = Node Thickness (Effective lenght)

K_. = Thermal Conductivity of the Material

R=R_+R B

U = 1/R (Conductance)

Figure 6. Thermal conduction network for the UHCRE experiment.
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Figure 7. LDEF orbital environment definition.
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Beta Angle Calculation
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Figure 8. LDEF BeLa angle history: April 7, 1984 - January 12, 1990.
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Figure 14. Average structure orbital boundary temperature.
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Figure 15. LDEF interior average orbital boundary temperature.
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-- Average StructureTemperature (MissionHistory,Node 2) Time: April 7, 1984 - Jan 12, 1990
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Figure 16. Mission average structure boundary temperature.
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ENVIRONET: ON-LINE INFORMATION FOR LDEF

Michael Lauriente

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

Code 420

Greenbelt, MD 20771-0001

Phone: 301/286-5690, Fax: 301/286-5198

ABSTRACT

EnviroNET is an on-line, free-form database intended to provide a centralized repository for a wide range

of technical information on environmentally induced interactions of use to Space Shuttle customers and

spacecraft designers. It provides a user-friendly, menu-driven format on networks that are connected globally

and is available twenty-four hours a day -- every day. The information, updated regularly, includes exposi-

tory text, tabular numerical data, charts and graphs, and models. The system pools space data collected over

the years by NASA, USAF, other government research facilities, industry, universities, and the European

Space Agency. The models accept parameter input from the user, then calculate and display the derived

values corresponding to that input. In addition to the archive, interactive graphics programs are also available

on space debris, the neutral atmosphere, radiation, magnetic fields, and the ionosphere. A user-friendly, informa-

tive interface is standard for all the models and includes a pop-up help window with information on inputs,

outputs and caveats. The system will eventually simplify mission analysis with analytical tools and deliver

solutions for computationally intense graphical applications to do "What if..." scenarios. A proposed plan for

developing a repository of information from the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) for a user group

concludes the presentation.

INTRODUCTION

LDEF is an example of a highly cost effective experiment whose results will provide a major contribution

to the design of spacecraft operating in Low Earth Orbits (LEO). Knowledge of the operating environments is

important to the prevention of anomalies in the operation of spacecraft. After all the results have been ana-

lyzed and verified, EnviroNET would like to be considered as a centralized repository for technical informa-

tion on environmentally induced interactions likely to be encountered in the LDEF orbit. These results v_ill

enhance the value of text that is presently available on other orbits. Features such as a user-friendly, menu-

driven format on networks connected globally, available twenty-four hours a day will assist engineers and

scientists in the retrieval and acquisition of this valuable information. This data will supplement the data
t

lt:_
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collected over the years by NASA, USAF, other government research facilities, industry, universities, and the

European Space Agency. This information, updated regularly, contains text, tables, and over one hundred

high resolution figures and graphs based on empirical data.

The topics, shown in Figure 1, act like files containing information on the space environment. Topic titles

evolved from the Space Shuttle's concerns. Information emerging from LDEF should fit neatly into these

topics. Text on space debris/meteoroids is considered a natural environment subject, as is text on the ionizing

radiation environment. Finding specific information, however, is not solely dependent on knowing under

which topic it has been filed. Searches of the entire database are possible using a key word search function.

• Introduction

• Thermal and Humidity

• Vibration and Acoustics

• Electromagnetic Interference
• Loads and Low Frequency Dynamics
• Microbial and Toxic Contaminants

• Molecular Contamination

• Natural Environment

• Orbiter Motion

• Particulate Environment

• Surface Interactions

• Interactive Graphics Facility

Figure 1. Current Topics.

A Working Group, Figure 2, is proposed to handle the task of developing the results of LDEF suitable for

insertion into the EnviroNET library. A good deal of the groundwork has already been done. The User Panel

has yet to be organized, but the Information Management Panel is provided by the _taff of EnviroNET.

Figure 3 is a chart of the Natural and Induced Environments Panel. The Natural Environment Panel would

include space debris/meteoroids and ionizing radiation. For LDEF it may be desirable to make modifications

to the types of sub-panels. The purpose of the panel is to make assessments of reliability and traceability of

data.
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NASA
HEADQUARTERS

LDEF
WORKING GROUP

CHAIRMAN:

MEMBERS: ALL NASA CENTERS
INVOLVED WITH LDEF

EX OFFICIO: PANEL CHAIRMEN

ADJUNCT GROUP
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EX OFFICIO:
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NOAA
INDUSTRY
ACADEMIA
EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY
OTHERS AS REQUIRED

, I ,
• USER INFORMATIONENVIRONMENTS
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Figure 2. LDEF Working Group.
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Figure 3. Natural and Induced Environments Panel.
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ENVIRONET'S INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS AND MODELING

The implementation of on-line, simplified computational models in the EnvimNET database was strongly

recommended by many EnviroNET users. A review of published prediction models indicated that selective

computational models could be sufficiently simplified to meet the user-friendly requirement of the

EnviroNET database. The scope of the interactive models is shown in Figure 4.

EnviroNET models provide a readily accessible method to do quick accurate calculations. These models

encompass many important environments for engineers. A user-friendly informative interface is standard and

all models have a pop-up help window which gives more information on inputs, outputs and caveats. Figure 5

is an example of a model help window for the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) modeP.

These models, based on data from satellites which orbit the earth in the thermospheric and exospheric regions

of the atmosphere, will benefit from the LDEF data.

Use of the models has been simplified by providing outputs in a tabular form which can be viewed directly

on the user's screen. In addition the data is available in file format for downloading or for plotting using

EnviroNET's interactive graphics feature. Orbit dosage programs are designed to allow the user to analyze the

radiation dosage for a given orbital configuration or to predict densities and temperatures encountered along a

given orbit.

Figure 6 is an example of a user-friendly model for space debris 2. The Orbital Debris Model provides

essential data needed for risk assessment; it is widely used to predict current and future debris environments.

A provision to make order-of-magnitude estimates of collision probabilities is being developed. The input

parameters are on the left and input ranges on the right. After the computer is asked to run the model, the

output appears in a pop-up window.

f• Mass Spectrometer Incoherent Scatter Model (MSIS-86)

MSIS-E (Altitude Extended version of MSIS)

Marshall Engineering Thermosphere Model (MET)

International Reference Ionosphere Model (IRI)

International Geomagnetic Reference Field Model (IGRF)
Radbelt Model

Energetic Particles Model

Cosmic Ray Effects on Microelectronics Model (CREME)
Orbital Debris Model

Meteoroid Model

Orbital Decay Model

Thermal Analysis Tool
F10.7 Solar Flux Model

Mars Neutral Atmosphere Model J

Figure 4. Scope of Interactive Models.
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HELP

These output files are named "IGRF" and may be viewed or down-

loaded using the options available. These files will be deleted after

exiting the IGRF model, so please download whatever data you wish to

save before doing so.

References:

Peddle, N. W., International Geomagnetic Reference Field; the third

generation, J. Geomagn. Geoelectr. 34, 309-326, 1982.

l!!i!!!!!!ilJ!il
6) Longitude .............

7) Altitude ..............

8) Year ..................

9) Output Option .........

-360.0 to 368.0 degrees
0.0 to 30000.0 kilometers

1940 to 2000

0 or I

[A]head Help [Black Help [E]xit Help

Figure 5. Help Window from the IGRF Model.

ORBITAL DEBRIS MODEL

by Donald Kessler, JSC {713) 483-5313, with

Phillip D. Anz-Meador, Lockheed, and Darrell R. Robertson, Lockheed

"** Hit [?] for help at any time ***

Input Parameters

l) Debris Diameter ....... 1

2) Altitude .............. 900

3) Inclination ........... 102

4) Growth Rate ........... 0.05

5) Year .................. 2000

6) Solar FIO.7 Flux ...... 90

7) Spacecraft Attitude... 0

Input Ranges
0.001 to i0000.0 cm

I00.0 to 1500.0 km

0.0 to 180.0 degrees
0.0 to 0.1

1956 to 2054

o.o to 350.0

0.0 to 180.0 degrees

Output Values

FLUX = 2.602880E-04 PER SQUARE METER PER YEAR

FLUX = 7.131178E-07 PER SQUARE METER PER DAY

iiiiiiiiiiiiii_iii_

i_!ii_ii!i!!!i!!!!ii

Do you want to [R]un the model with the current values, [V]ary i parameter,

change [A]ll values or some of the values [i] - [7], or [E]xlt ?

Figure 6. User-friendly Orbital Debris Model.
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Thesystemallowsplottingof outputversusanyinputparameter.By varying parameters within a model,

"What if..." scenarios, as shown in Figure 7, can be graphically depicted on a remote user's computer screen.

Graphs are generated using Interactive Data Language (IDL), a commonly used commercial package, which

can be viewed on any terminal using Tektronix emulation.

Figure 8 is an example of a user-friendly interface for the Mass Spectrometer Incoherent Scatter (MSIS-

86) Model 3. MSIS is the standard empirical neutral atmosphere model. Output of temperatures and densities

of atmospheric constituents, including atomic oxygen, are displayed in a clear, concise format on the screen.

As shown below, by integrating over a specified orbit, mission fluences are easily calculated. Such informa-

tion would be valuable for drag calculations or for calculating erosion due to atomic oxygen.

Environmental scientists can even map the atmosphere in spatial dimensions. Affordable tools now make

it feasible to provide graphical representation to the scientific data. C programming is used to deliver compu-

tationally intense graphical representations. Figure 9 is an example of a surface plot superimposed over a

topographic plot from the output of the MSIS-86 model. Day of the year is along the x-axis, latitude along the

y-axis, and density along the z-axis.

O
O

FILE: DEt3RIS*FILE°OO6_g.DAT;2 DATA SET: 1

! I I

50 100 150

Iaclination (4eg)

Figure 7. Plot from the Orbital Debris Model.
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Input Parameters

1) Day of year .......... 2

2) Altitude ............. 222

3) Latitude ............. 2

4) Longitude ............ 2

5) Local time ........... 2

6) Average 10.7 cm flux. 222

7) Current 10.7 cm flux. 222

8) Magnetic index Ap .... 2

MSIS MODEL

Input Ranges

i to 365 (days)

85 to i000 (km)

-90 to 90 (deg)

0 to 360 (deg)

0 to 24 (hrs}
65 to 300

65 to 300

0 to 400

Orbit Parameters

Altitude at perigee ..... 400

Altitude at apogee ...... 500
Orbital inclination ..... 60

Long of ascending node.. 90

Disp from asc node ...... 0

Disp peri fr asc node... 0

Another run (Y/N)7

Fluencee

H (Number/cm2) ......... 1.43E+14

N (Number/cm2) ......... 1.20E+16

HE (Number/cm2) ......... 1.83E+16

O (Number/cm2) ......... 5.59E+17

N2 (Number/cm2} ......... 4.48E+16

02 (Number/cm2) ......... 1.04E+15

AR (Number/cm2) ......... 4.99_+12

Total (gm/cm2) .......... 1.74E-05

Figure 8. MSIS Model output showing orbital fluence of species.

z_

Altitude = 900 kin; Local time = 12:00;

Longitude = 15°; F-10.7 = 90; Mean F-10.7 = 90;

z x axis is day ofye_ (1 to 365);
. _ y-axis is Latitude (-90 to +90);

z-axis is density o1"atomic oxygen;

Figure 9. Sample output graphic from MSIS Model.
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Figure10is anexampleof theCosmicRayEffectsonMicroelectronics(CREME)model.A primeuseof
themodelis thecalculationof thelinearenergytransfer(LET) spectrafor anumberof elementsandrangeof
densitiesfor anyorbit.Thisinformation,whenusedinconjunctionwithelectronicpartinformation,canbe
usedtocalculatethesingle-eventupset(SEU)rateof thecomponent.Themodelincludeseffectsof solar
flares,geomagneticcutoff,andtrappedprotons.

Figure11isareviewof EnviroNETsmainmenu.Theaforementionedmodelsfall undertheInteractive
ModelingFunction.TheBrowsetextretrievalsystemallowstheuserto literally"browse"throughthetextual
libraryof EnviroNET.All writteninformationis transportable,includinggraphics.Themailsystem,oneof
EnviroNET'ssourcesof userfeedback,hasplayedamajorrolein improvementsthathavebeeri]mplemented.
Otherfeaturesarethemodelingfunction,messageservice,andbulletinnotices.Thesystemsmanager,upon
request,canestablishanexclusiveaccountfor LDEFsothatitsconstituentscanhavetheirowne-mailser-
vice.

Figure12showsthetextasit isdisplayedonthescreenbytheBrowsesystem.Thewindowonthebottom
givesthemenufor performingactionswithinBrowsesuchaspagingforwardandbackward,dog-earing
pages,searchingthetexttopicallybykey-word,0rswitch_ng_ot_table of contenisori-ndeX.Thetextoften
includesreferencesto_aphicswhichareseparatedintoseparatefilesinordertoshortentheffmerequiredfor
downloadingthetext.Figure13isasamplescreenpresentationof thebitmapgraphics.
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Cosmic Ray Effects on Microelectronlcs (CREME) Model

by James S. Adams, Jr., N.R.L., (301) 767-2747

Geom&g2 Submodel

This program computes the geomagnetic transmission function for a given orbit.

[?] for help at any tlme

Input Parameters

i) Include Earth shadow? .... y

2) Magnetic weather cond .... s

3) Aft. at apogee ........... 550

4) Aft. at perigee .......... 550

5) orbital inclination ...... 28.5

6) Initial long of asc node.0

7) Init. disp. of asc nods..0

8) Perig displ, fr asc node.

Input Range

(¥)es or (N)o

(S)tormy or (Q)ulet
in kilometers

in kilometers

-90 to 90 degrees

0 to 360 degrees

0 to 360 degrees

0 to 360 degrees

Do you want to (R)un the model with the current values, change some

(I through 8) or (A)II the values, or (Q)ult?

Figure 10. CREME Model.



B -->

I -->

U -->

N -->

D -->

M I>

G -->

L -->

ENVIRONET MAIN MENU

BROWSE - Text Retrieval System

Interactive Modeling Functions - Natural Environment Models

User Message Service - Leave messages for other users (VTIO0)

Bulletin Board Notices - Changes to the database (VT100)

Download Specific Chapter

Mail System - Mail us your comments about the system

Graphics - Download high resolution graphics

Logoff - End EnviroNET session

Enter appropriate letter, followed by RETURN:

Figure 11. EnviroNET main menu.
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CHAPTER 8 Page 127, 128

8.8.2 SPACE DEBRIS

Prior to 1957, there was no known space debris because man had not orbited

anything. However, in the decades that followed, many eatellltes were

launched and material began to collect in LEO. Now the amount of space debris

found below 2000-km altitude is far larg_rr than the meteoroid material (200 kg

for meteoroids; 2,000,000 kg for space debris). Unlike meteoroids, which

have an exponential decrease with increasing size, significant space debris

mass is concentrated in objects several meters in diameter.

It may not be obvious that objects at the same orbital inclination pose a
danger since the differential velocity could be small. However, over the

years, the debris is spread over longitude uniformly due to even small
differences in orbital period or inclination, and thus can possess large

differential velocity, even at the same inclination.

North American Air Defense Command (NORAD) has tracked a total of 16,000

objects in the last few decades. Over 6,000 objects remain in LEO. The

[B]ack tN [O]p line [P]age marker [S]ec/pg [R]eturn [H]elp
[A]head IN [D]n line [M]aln topics [I]ndex [F]ind [T]OC [E]xit

Figure 12. Browse text retrieval sub-system.
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Figure 13. High resolution graphic.
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CHAPTER 8

APPENDIX 8A: INTERACENCY REPORT ON SPACE DEBRIS

FOR THE NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

Page 168, 169

REPORT ON ORBITAL DEBRIS

by INTERAGENCY GROUP (SPACE)

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

washington, D.C.

FEBRUARY 1989
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Figure 14. Interagency Report on Orbital Debris.



As arule,full textof reportsis notincludedinEnviroNET.Exceptionshavebeenmadefor reportswhich
wereconsideredof strategicimportanceandnotreadilyavailableto thecommunity.TheInteragencyReport
onOrbitalDebris4isonesuchreport.It wasaddedasanappendixto thesectioncoveringthenaturalenviron-
ment(Figure 14). A copy of the report was forwarded directly to EnviroNET as a text t-fie on floppy disk.

This "electronic transfer" of information saved much labor and time by allowing the report to be included

with minimal formatting. The other document included in its entirety is the Spacecraft Anomalies Handbook 5.

Figure 15 is a schematic of the suggested data management and flow plan. The concept for a central data

network is shown in Figure 16. The various access opportunities are shown at the bottom.

Figure 17 shows the model access and organization that is in use. Environmental models, written in either

FORTRAN or C language are transparent to the user. The user works with a friendly input/output screen

presentation. Other options available include reviewing data tables and viewing interactive graphics using C

and Interactive Data Language (IDL).

DATA MANAGEMENT AND FLOW PLAN

i H H H H ,,,wo,,iSOU RCE & SELECTION DISTRI BUTION HAR DWA RE
EDIT REQUIREMENTS & OPERATION

• JSC Debris Office • LDEF Flight Data • Data Source • NASA • Core VAX (GSFC)
• Universities -Specifications Offices • DoD • VAX (NASA Ctrs,

• Industry -Pre-flight Data • Panel Members • ESA DoD, ESA)
• NASA Centers -Post-flight Data • Working Group • Universities • Terminals

MSFC, JSC • Steering Group • Industry ( NASA,DoD,
• DoD ESA, Univ,
• ESA Industry)
• Others

Figure 15. Data management and flow plan.
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I DATA l

I
l ANALYSIS I

I

I FORMAT I

I

!Central I
Computer I

Facility I

I I I

NSI/DECnet Access Internet Access NPSS Access

I

Dialup Access

Figure 16. Central data network.

Input/Output Screen

I Models in
Fortran or C-Language

Interactive Graphics

Tables Graphical Display

Figure 17. Model access exchange.
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SPACECRAFT ANOMALIES EXPERT SYSTEM

Through the years, a host of information related to spacecraft anomalies has been accumulated. This

information is principally located in EnviroNET's sections dealing with the natural environment and surface

interactions. We are coordinating with all the agencies working in this area to help us develop an on-line

facility to diagnose anomalies. In this category, Harry Koons and David Gorney of the Aerospace Corpora-

tion, who have been working on an expert system to address anomalies due to surface charging, bulk

charging, single event upsets and total radiation dosage, have agreed to share their experience with us. We

also have the assistance of NASA which publishes an annual report of anomalies on its own satellites. Lastly,

there is NOAA, with its on-line reporting system. Expert systems provide an effective method for saving

corporate knowledge, the experiences of researchers and engineers. They also allow computers to sift through

large amounts of data and pinpoint significant parts. Figure 18 shows the expert system interface. Heuristics

are used for predictions instead of algorithms. Approximate reasoning and inference are used to attack prob-
lems not rigidly defined.

Spacecraft
Attributes

Database

Spacecraft

Anomaly
Database

I Real Time Data I

I
Space

Environment

Database

I I

I

I Procedures

i
|

Expert

System

J

USER

Knowledge
Base

Forecasters (AFGWC, NOAA)

Experts (Aerospace, AFGL, NOAA)

Operators (Space Cmd., Commercial)

Program Offices

Contractors

Figure 18. The Expert System Interface.
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TheSpacecraftAnomaliesExpertSystemis atoolto diagnosecausesof environmentallyinducedanoma-
lies.It isalsoeffectiveasalearningtoolonenvironments.Modularsystemsalloweasyexpansionof satellite,
technology,andpastenvironmentalconditionsdatabases.TherulesandfactsgeneratedbyLDEFdatacan
easilybeformattedinto theenvironmentdatabase.

Figure19isanadoptionof theprevioussystemwhichcouldbedesignedforLDEF.Thesoftwarefor the
interfaceengineis reusable.

Spacecraft
Environment

Data

TBD

i

LDEF

Data

Environment

Models

T I a a

Interface
(Driver/screen manager)

Data Access Procedures
Knowledge Base

(RULES)

I
CLIPS* I

Forward Chaining Inference Engine

OUTPUT:
Risk/Benefit Analysis

*C-Language Integrated Production System (NASA/JSC)

Figure 19. Proposed Expert System for LDEF.
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TELESCIENCE TESTBED

EnviroNET is ideally suited for investigators to cooperate with their colleagues from their "remote" home

laboratories and computers by computer networking. This is an expansion of the concept which started with

the Atmosphere Explorer and Dynamics Explorer programs where many scientists were connected over

dedicated phone lines to a central "remote" computer site containing their data and programs.

EnviroNET has always drawn on the NASA centers, other government laboratories, industry, and univer-

sities for help. It welcomes the opportunity to draw on the LDEF community.

CONCLUSION

EnviroNET is an operational system available to the scientists, engineers, satellite operators and users

concerned with space environments who have access to a terminal or dial-up port. It is a logical host for

LDEF data to be used for extending the life of satellites and providing safety for manned missions.
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STATUS OF. LDEF IONIZING RADIATION MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSIS

Thomas A. Parnell

NASA Marshall Space Flight Center

Huntsville, AL 35812

Telephone: (205)544-7690, Fax: (205)544-7754

INTRODUCTION

At this symposium significant new data and analyses have been reported in cosmic ray

research, radiation dosimetry, induced radioactivity and radiation environment modeling.

Measurements of induced radioactivity and absorbed dose are nearly complete, but much analy-

sis and modeling remains. Measurements and analyses of passive nuclear track detectors

(PNTD), used to derive the cosmic ray composition and spectra, and linear energy transfer (LET)

spectra, are only a few percent complete, but important results have already emerged.

As one might expect at this stage of the research, some of the new information has

produced questions rather than answers. Low-energy heavy nuclei detected by two experiments

are not compatible with known solar or cosmic components. Various data sets on absorbed dose

are not consistent, and a new trapped proton environment model does not match the absorbed

dose data. A search for cosmogenic nuclei other than 7Be on LDEF surfaces has produced an

unexpected result, and some activation data relating to neutrons is not yet understood. Most of

these issues will be resolved by the analysis of further experiment data, calibrations, or the

application of the large LDEF data set that offers alternate data or analysis techniques bearing on

the same problem.

The scope of the papers at this symposium defy a compact technical summary. In this

paper I have attempted to group the new information that I noted under the topics listed below.

The papers generally are expository and have excellent illustrations, and I refer to their figures

rather than reproduce them here. The general program and objectives of ionizing radiation

measurements and analyses on LDEF has been described previously (ref. 1).

A. INDUCED RADIOACTIVITY

The induced radioactivity program for LDEF has a number of objectives. The induced

activity when carefully measured, converted to specific activity, and compared to calculations

from environment models serves as a "dosimeter" separate from techniques such as ther-

moluminescence dosimetry (TLD). While each technique has potential sources of systematic

errors, they are mostly independent. The study of induced radioactivity in spacecraft materials,

and methods to model it, are of strong interest in gamma ray astronomy where the local back-

ground is often a limiting factor in detector sensitivity. A few nuclear transmutations occur

principally by neutron absorbtion, and these may be used to study the secondary neutron flux in

the presence of the large primary proton flux.
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Papers were presented at this symposium (ref. 2,3,4,5) which describe the instrumentation

used for low background high resolution spectroscopy, the data reduction techniques, and some
of the results measured at each facility. References (2) and (6) describe some of the considera-

tions required to correct gamma ray line counting rates to specific activity (picoCuries/kg).

Calculations which use the trapped proton and cosmic ray environments to predict results for

specific nuclide production, and some results, were described in reference (3). Progress in

collecting all activation data and placing it in a corrected data set for an eventual archive is

described (ref. 6).

A comprehensive status report on the activation measurements and analyses was reported

at this symposium (ref. 7). A summary of the sample materials, current results, and preliminary

analyses is included. That paper contains new data from aluminum and steel structural samples,
and on neutron activation in the cobalt, indium_and tantalum "intentional Samples." lh:ellminary

analysis of the induced activity in LDEF was presented at the First LDEF Symposium (ref. 8).

Three dimensional calculations using a detailed LDEF mass model and directional proton rn_od_el_.s

are in progress, but results were not presented at the 2nd Symposium. The induced radioactivity

team has obviously made considerable progress as summarized in references (6) and (7), and will

produce an archived data set which will be invaluable to space radiation environments research

and gamma ray astronomy. The induced activity data, along with the three-dimensional calcula-

tions, may be required to help resolve the differences in LDEF absorbed dose data sets (ref.

9,10,11).

7O

B. ABSORBED DOSE MEASUREMENTS

At the First Symposium absorbed dose measurements were presented from experiments

M0004, P(X)04, P0006, and A0015 (ref. 12,13), which gave a tidy picture of the dose from 0.5 to

15 g/cm 2 shielding depth on the west side and from 1.37 to 2.90 g/cm z on the east side of LDEF,

with a west/east ratio close to pre-recovery dose-shielding-depth profiles (ref. 14). Those early

results, although they did not match pre-recovery calculations (ref. 14,15), were consistent with

first-order calculations using a new directional proton model folded with a simple plane-slab

shielding (ref. 16). The P0004, P0006, M0004, and A0015 data was summarized at this sym-

posium (ref. 11), with additional details for the P0006 results.

New data from two experiments, in several more trays, have been presented at the second

symposium. This data extends to shielding depths of 8xl0"g/cm 2 for AO 138-7 (ref. 10) and to

thinner shielding (<10 -2 g/cm 2) for experiment M0003 (ref. 9), where the trapped electrons

contribute the majority of the absorbed dose. Some data from these experiments overlap the

shielding range of experiments M0004, P0004, P0006, and A0015, where protons dominate the

dose.

In the range of shielding thickness dominated by trapped protons and where most data

overlap (> 0.2 g/cm2), the absorbed dose picture is no longer so tidy (see Figure 3, ref. 17). The

differences between data are greatest at the thinner shielding depths (a factor of 2 -3 at -1

grn/cm2). The agreement is much better (-30%) at 5 g/cm 2 (where fewer experiments contribute

data). Figure 3, ref. 17, summarizes the available data above 0.2 g/cm 2 and contains data from

the west, east, and Earth sides of LDEF. Accounting for different locations and local shielding

variations will not reconcile all differences.



At thinshieldingdepthswheretheelectrondosedominates(lessthan-3x10 1 g/cm2), the

measurements (refs. 9,10) agree with pre-recovery calculations within a factor of-2 down to

shielding depths -.01 g/cm 2, where the dose measurement (2x104 rads) becomes asymptotic for

thinner shielding. We note that in pre-recovery estimates (ref. 14) the dose increased to -3x105

rads at "zero" effective shielding. Possible detector saturation effects are being investigated (ref.

9).

Effort is underway to resolve the differences between measurements and between model-

ing predictions and measurements. Further calibrations and studies of detector effects are in

progress (ref. 9). In the environmental modeling effort, data on induced radioactivity will be
used to derive an independent estimate of the absorbed dose in the 0.2 - 5.0 g/cm 2 shielding range

(ref. 18).

C. LET SPECTRA AND HEAVY ION DOSIMETRY

Plastic Nuclear Track Detectors (PNTD's) were used on LDEF to measure both external

(charge and energy spectra) and internal (charge and energy spectra of slowed primaries, secon-

dary particles, and the Linear Energy Transfer spectra) radiation environments. Thin sheets of

CR39, Lexan, Cellulose nitrate (CN), polycarbonates, mica, and others, are etched after the flight

with strong base solutions. The geometry of the resulting microscopic conical pits at the en-

trance to radiation damage tracks are measured in multiple layers of detector, and further analysis

provides the charge, energy, etc. of the charged ionizing particles. The technique is powerful,

but time consuming. No more than 10% of the PNTD's on LDEF have been analyzed (including

the cosmic ray experiments discussed below). Nevertheless, important new results have been

reported at this conference, and these results conf'u'm the significance of LDEF data in the fields

of cosmic rays and radiation dosimetry.

With the attitude stability of LDEF, it is possible for the first time to comprehensively

study the directional properties of LET spectra in spacecraft. These properties are a consequence

of the directionality of the primary radiation and secondary particles produced by them, and the

geometry of the shielding around the detection point. Such directional effects in the composite

LET spectra from all particles (ref. 19, Figure 3) and in the directional characteristics of short

range secondary recoils from trapped protons (ref. 20) were reported at this symposium.

The long exposure of LDEF has permitted a unique study of short range recoil particles.

These particles have very high LET values, exceeding that of relativistic iron nuclei. New

detector etching and analysis procedures have been developed, which coupled with the high

density of the short range (-3 I.tm to -20 t.tm) "recoil" particles in the LDEF exposure, has given

a new measure of their LET contribution, which extends above 103 keV/I.tm - H20 (ref. 19,

Figure 4). These data will allow new modeling techniques to be applied that promise a more

physically complete and more accurate prediction of LET spectra for future missions (ref. 18).

The data already available will permit an assessment of the shortcomings in the present methods

of predictions.

Improvement in the accuracy of LET predictions is significant for all future space

programs. The decreased device size and increased number of devices per chip in contemporary

microcircuits, along with a growing awareness of the SEU problem, have recently motivated

design requirements for SEU susceptibility analysis on future spacecraft electronic systems. The
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recoil particlesdominatethehighendof theLET spectraandhavea largequality factor (QF),or
effectiveness,in producingbiologicaldamage.An accuratepredictionof theLET spectrais
thereforeimportantfor assessingcrewhealthrisk.

D. ENVIRONMENT MODELING AND THREE-DIMENSIONALSHIELDING EFFECTS

At theFirst Post-RetrievalSymposium,preliminarymodelcalculations(ref. 16)of
absorbeddoseandsomeactivationproductswerereported.Thosecalculationsuseda new
trappedprotondirectionalmodelcoupledwith asimpleplanarshieldlocatedperpendicularto
eachprotonflux vector. This "3D/1D"calculationassumedatypical LDEFaltitudeof 450 kin.
Thedirectional(3D) protonmodelincorporatestheflux andspectrafrom theomnidirectional

AP8 "Vette" models.This prelimina_,modelingeffort producedresultsfor absorbeddoseon the
eastandwestsidesof LDEF, for Na in aluminumexperimenttray clamps,andfor Mn54in
samplesfrom thesteeltrunnions.Themodelpredictionswereall within 50%of themeasured
values.

The nextlogical stepswereto providea moreaccurateprotonfluence,reflecting in detail
thealtitudeprofile of LDEF andtheeffectsof thesolaractivityduring themission,andto
incorporateanaccuratethree-dimensionalmassmodelof LDEF.

Reference(21)describesthefactorsthatwereusedto derivea "corrected"protonflux
andfluence. Theseincludeacontinuouscorrectionfor solaractivity ratherthantheMAX/MIN
stepusedbefore,a 10-stepaltitudeandatmosphericscaleheightprofile andamodifiedmagnetic
moment.Thesechangesreducedthecalculatedmissionprotonfluenceby 20%from pre-
recoveryestimates.

Thethree-dimensionalmassmodelof theLDEF structureandexperimentsisdescribedin
reference22. This modelincludestheLDEF ring andlongeronstructureandall LDEF experi-
ment trays,with four of thetrayswhichcontaindosimetersmodeledin detail. Themassmodelis
alsobeingusedin theanalysisof thecosmicrayexperiments.

Thefull three-dimensionalenvironmentmodelinghasbeenappliedto predicttheabsorb-
eddoseat measurementlocationsonLDEF (ref. 17). This producedsomesurprises!On the
westandEarthsidesof LDEF atshieldingdepthsbetween0.5- 15g/cm2,themodelpredicts
abouthalf thedosemeasuredin threeexperiments(Figures4, 5, 7 (ref. 17)). On theeastsidethe
modelpredictsabout80%of themeasureddose(Fig. 6,ref. 17). Onemayconcludefrom this
thattheflux in theAP8 protonmodel,which is thebasisfor theflux valuesin thedirectional
protonmodel,is too low.

Thefull three-dimensionalLDEF modelpredictsasmallereast/westanisotropythan
measured.In thethree-dimensionaltrappedprotonmodel,this is affectedby atmosphericscale
height,which is amodelparameter.In Figures10and11(ref. 17)theanisotropyis shownto be
stronglydependenton theshieldingdepthandgeometrywith the largerwestsideflux influenc-
ing theresultsateastsidemeasurementpoints.

The 3Dmodelis presentlybeingappliedto the inducedactivitydatafrom aluminumtray
clampsaroundthecircumferenceof LDEF (ref. 18)to provideatestof themodelindependentof
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theabsorbeddosedata. An examinationof theeffectof varyingparametersthatdependon the
environment(flux, atmosphericscaleheight,etc.)is alsoplanned.

AbsorbeddosemeasurementsonLDEF at shielding depths of less than 0.2 g/cm 2 (ref. 9,

10) are almost entirely due to trapped electrons. These measurements have been compared with

calculations using the AE8 electron environment model and the results are shown in Fig. 12 (ref.

18) and Fig. 2 (ref. 10). The measurements and predictions agree within a factor of 2 between

0.2 g/cm 2 and 0.01 g/cm 2. Measurements at smaller shielding depths were well below predic-

tions, but the differences are likely due to detector saturation effects that are being investigated

with calibrations (ref. 9).

The directional properties of the primary particles combined with the attitude stability of

LDEF, and its shielding geometry, caused directional effects that were observed in data from

passive nuclear track detectors (PNTD). Anisotropy of detected heavy cosmic ray nuclei,

protons, and secondary particles in P0006 were reported (ref. 23) and the LET spectra from

experiments P0006 and A0015 exhibited directional characteristics (ref. 19, 20). These observed

directional characteristics depend strongly on the local shielding, and modeling of them will

require the three-dimensional mass model.

E. COSMOGENICNUCLEI (TBe, 1°Be, ETC.)

The radioisotope 7Be was discovered on the leading side (east) of LDEF, but was absent

on the trailing side (ref. 24). It was quickly determined that its most likely source was the

transmutation of atmospheric oxygen and nitrogen by cosmic ray protons and secondary

neutrons. This occurs predominantly in the stratosphere (-25 km altitude) and its production rate

is easily calculated and has been well documented by air sample measurements. Its concentra-

tion at the LDEF altitude (-350 km), per unit mass of air, must be several orders of magnitude

higher than in the stratosphere to explain the amount (-106 radioactive nuclei/cm 2) accom-
modated on the front surface of LDEF.

Since the half life of 7Be is 53 days, no new measurement from LDEF since the first

symposium (reference 24) have been possible. However, the LDEF discovery has motivated

new studies to understand the atmospheric transport mechanisms (25) and the spacecraft surface

accommodation of 7Be and similar metallic ions. Further experiments on the Concorde aircraft

(See 1") the shuttle (See 2"), and on the Russian RESURS-F1 spacecraft (See 3*)are planned.

At this symposium a project to detect other cosmogenic nuclei (I°B, 14C, etc.) by the
10

technique of accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) is described (ref. 26). A measurement of Be

is of particular interest as a test of the diffusion transport hypothesis. The ratio 7Be/_°Be at

orbital altitudes should depend only on half-life and isotopic mass, with atmospheric chemical

effects being the same for both isotopes, l°Be was found on both leading and trailing edge AI

tray clamps by AMS at levels >106 atoms cm 2. In a post-conference addendum (ref. 26) the

authors report the contamination by 1°Be (ttt 2 - Myrs) of a variety of industrial aluminums. It is
known that _°Be is detectable in thunderstorm precipitation (See 4*) and that the principal ore of

AI, bauxite, is usally found in surface deposits. AMS experiments are continuing to measure
l°Be on other LDEF substrates, and to search for other cosmogenic nuclei.

*Private communications: P.R. Truscott 1, J.C. Gregory 2, G.W. Phillips 3, C. Frederick 4

Additional information on Phillips 3 found on last page, below references.
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F. COSMICRAYS AND OTHERHEAVY IONS

From scanningof etchedLexandetectormaterial,the"UltraHeavyCosmicRayExperi-
ment" (A0178)investigators,havedeterminedthat>_2800 ultra-heavy cosmic rays (UHCR) with

atomic number Z > 65 will eventually be analyzed. This is more than 10 times the UHCR data

produced by previous orbiting experiments (Skylab, Ariel 6, and HEAO-3), and should yield -30

actinides (Z > 90). Following extensive post-flight calibrations and detector tests to achieve

optimum elemental resolution, 65 events have been fully analyzed. Figure 5 in reference (27)

displays the analyzed events and shows two actinide nuclei clearly separated from the heaviest
stable elements (Z < 83). This appears to support the excellent charge resolution (_+ 0.8 e)

estimated from detector temperature history, track fading studies, and calibrations. This experi-

ment will significantly advance the knowledge of nucleosynthesis in supernovae (the only site of

acfinide production), the relative contributions of various nucleosynthetic processes to the cosmic

ray flux, and the propagation history of the UHCR in the galaxy.

The "Heavy Ions in Space" Experiment (M0001), although it suffered some loss in CR39

detector sensitivity, shows excellent charge resolution (reference 28). Significant effort has been

placed in understanding the detector sensitivity, resolution, and optimum etching conditions of
the CR39 detector, which is detailed in reference 28. UHCR events above Z = 45 are being

measured and about 1100 events will eventually be analyzed (more than twice the previous data

available for 45 _ Z _ 92). The complementary data of A0178 and M0001 will place stringent

tests on models of cosmic ray nucleosynthesis and propagation in the galaxy.

In the analysis of M0001 data reported at this Symposium the emphasis was on the heavy

nuclei with energies below the "geomagnetic cut off" of fully ionized galactic cosmic rays, which

have a minimum energy of 800 MeV/nucleon in the LDEF orbit. About 250 events below 800

MeV/n which stopped in the thick detector stack have been analyzed to yield the composition

and spectra. An unexpected fluence of "iron group" particles, with manganese (Z = 25) the most

abundant, over the energy range -100 to 500 MeV/n were found. As detailed in reference 28,
these results are inconsistent with "anomalous cosmic rays" (because of their composition) and

solar energetic particles (because of composition and energy). Only a few percent of the avail-

able data on these particles has been analyzed, and further work may conFu'm a new low-energy

component of the cosmic ray flux. The present data also indicate that partially ionized iron

nuclei from the strong solar flares in 1989 might have reached the LDEF orbit. Analysis at this

point also shows that the spectra of argon and neon "anomalous cosmic rays" will be measured

up to -300 MeV, or at least a stringent upper limits on their fluence will be set at that energy.

The "Heavy Ion Measurement" (M0002), and corrollary detectors carded in "Biostack"

(A0015) have produced data on low energy (10 - 240 MeV/n) heavy ions (Z = 6 --->26) (ref. 29).

The analysis of these data extends the "new cosmic ray component" measurement (ref. 28, Figure

7), to lower energy and has provided important new information about low energy heavy ions in

the trapped radiation belts (Figure 2, ref. 29). The M0002 data contain new information on their

composition, and temporal changes in their intensity. Such data are required to understand their

injection and loss in the trapped belts.

z
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G. STATUS SUMMARY, AND THE FUTURE

The papers at this symposium show not only the progress in data analysis and the signifi-

cant results already achieved, but indicate what is yet to be done.

The absorbed dose measurements with thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD's) have been

completed, but some proton acceleration calibrations are in progress to resolve differences with

predictions, and to confirm pre-flight calibrations. The final absorbed dose results, calibrations

and other ground tests, information concerning detector shielding, and comparisons with model
predictions, will be collected for the LDEF archive.

Most of the induced activity measurements have been performed, although a few meas-

urements are continuing on samples with long half-life nuclides. There is a significant effort

remaining to resolve small systematic differences between counting laboratories, to reduce all

sample data to specific activity, and to convert the data from different laboratories to a standard

format for archive. The final archive will contain the standard format data, correction methods,

specific activity for samples, shielding information, and relevant comparisons with environment
models.

The passive nuclear track detectors (PNTD) used for dosimetry (LET spectra and heavy

ion fluences and spectra) and for cosmic ray composition and spectra required considerable test

sample processing and analysis, and post-flight calibration. About 10% of the PNTDs have been

processed, measured, and analyzed, and the analysis rate is increasing. However, it will be three

or more years (depending upon the experiment and specific objective) before all this analysis is

completed. Significant dosimetry data with shielding information and environment comparisons

will be placed in the LDEF final report. Final results and interpretations for galactic and

anomalous cosmic rays, trapped heavy ions, and the possible new component of heavy ions will
be published in refereed journals.

In the radiation environment modeling the preliminary analysis of absorbed dose and

induced radioactivity have been completed with the approximate "3D/1D" approach. The full

three-dimensional approach (which includes the directional trapped proton flux and the full

LDEF mass model) has been applied to the absorbed dose data. The model predicts less dose

(-50%) and anisotrophy than observed, demonstrating the need for model adjustment. Reference

(18) summarizes the LDEF data available now, and in the future, for environment model com-

parisons. That paper also describes the status and the future program of model comparisons.
The first priority is to compare the induced activity data with a full three-dimensional model to

determine if the absorbed dose model/data differences are confirmed. Deficiencies in the direc-

tional trapped proton model can then be addressed and model parameters (flux, atmospheric scale

height, etc.) adjusted accordingly. The next major effort in modeling is to develop techniques to
predict the feature in the LET spectra (beyond 103 keV/I.tm) that is due to target recoils and other

secondaries. This feature, which is not included in present methods, will be modeled with a

combination of the primary particle spectra and secondaries from the High Energy Transport

Code. Neutrons are a yet uncertain component to radiation dose in spacecraft, and LDEF has

data from fission foil detectors _d induced radioactivity to help resolve this question. Modeling
calculations are planned to examine in detail the proton vs neutron effects in the fission foil

detectors, and to examine specific activation lines that are principally due to neutrons. The
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revisedandnewenvironmentmodelsdevelopedwith theLDEF datawill bedocumentedand
placedin anaccessibledatabasefor usein futureprograms.

Thediscoveryof 7BeonLDEF hasmotivatedanumberof efforts to explainits surpris-
ingly largeconcentrationatLDEF altitudes.Theseincludefuturemeasurementsin thestrato-
sphereonhigh altitudeaircraft,andonseveralspacecraft.Atmosphericcirculationmodelingof
7Betransportis alsoin progress.Acceleratormassspectrometeryis beingemployedonanum-
berof LDEF substratesto detectothercosmogenicspeciessuchasl°Be.-Theseeffortswill
hopefullyresolvetheLDEF 7Beorigin asdueto exceptionallyefficientvertical transportin the
atmosphere,or someotherprocesssuchassolarflareparticleinteractionsin theatmosphere.

This symposiumdemonstratedthepowerof experimentswith passiveradiationdetectors
andinducedactivity measurements,exposedfor a longperiodin space,to makesignificant
advancesin radiationdosimetry,environmentmodeling,andcosmicray astrophysics.The
radiationexperimentswerenotdesignedasanensemble,norwasthelongexposureanticipated;
but everyexperimentthathasbeenanalyzedhasmadeasignificantcontribution,somewith
unexpected,andremarkable,results.However,theseexperimentsleavesignificantmeasurement
to bemade.Reference(30)describesanumberof "radiation"experiments(butnotall) that
wouldbe importantto performonafutureLDEF spacecraft.Theywouldutilize recentlydevel-
opeddetectorsof higherresolutionanddetectorswith bettersensitivityto furtherexplorethe
ultraheavyandanomalouscosmicrays. Low powermotor-drivenarraysof PNTDswouldallow
timeresolutionfor anomalouscosmicray studies.Cosmogenicnucleiwouldbestudiedwith
Smallmotor-driven,time-resolvedsampleplates.Manyaspectsof dosimetry,suchasthe
"recoil" featurein theLET spectra,andneutrons,needto befurtherstudiedwith detectors
specificallydesignedfor thepurpose.Rapidpost-flightanalysisof activationto measureshort
lifetime nuclideswouldbe importantin severalcontexts. SuchexperimentsonanLDEF-2
wouldbeasproductive,andcost-effective,asthoseonLDEF-1.
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ABSTRACT

cobalt foils and stainless steel samples were analyzed for induced 6°C0 activity with both an

ultra-low background germanium gamma-ray spectrometer and with a large NaI(T1)

multidimensional spectrometer, both of which use electronic anticoincidence shielding to reduce
background counts resulting from cosmic rays. Aluminum samples were analyzed for 22Na. The

results, in addition to the relative sensitivities and precisions afforded by the two methods, are
presented.

INTRODUCTION

High-purity germanium (HPGe) diodes with photopeak efficiencies greater than 100%

relative to a standard 3 in. x 3 in. cylindrical NaI(TI) scintillation crystal are now available.

HPGe gamma-ray spectrometers have become the instrument of choice for low-background
counting in most laboratories with a gamma-ray counting facility because of their high energy

resolution and the large sizes currently available. However, there are instances where large
NaI(T1) detector systems offer better results. The measurement of a2Na in random shaped

samples of aluminum of various thickness retrieved from the Long-Duration Exposure Facility
(LDEF) is an example. Measurement of 6°Co in many stainless steel and cobalt foils can also

be made with more precision and accuracy by counting between two large NaI(TI) detectors
operating in coincidence with each other and in anticoincidence with an active veto shield. For

radionuclides in which the gamma rays are in coincidence and have at least moderate energies,

NaI(TI) systems are competitive with even the largest and lowest-background germanium

detectors in effective resolution, Compton interference, system background, and counting
efficiency. In addition, large dual-crystal NaI(T1) systems vastly reduce geometrical uncertainties

when compared to results obtained using single-diode HPGe detectors. Such NaI(TI) systems
have been previously described in the literature (ref. 1).

Operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Battelle Memorial Institute under contract
DE-AC06-76RLO 1830.
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MEASUREMENTS: HPGe AND NaI(TI) SPECTROMETERS

An ultra-low background HPGe gamma-ray spectrometer as illustrated in Figure 1 was used

for these measurements (refs. 2-3). The system is located above ground in our laboratory and has

the lowest background of any above-ground device known to be operating. The NaI(TI) detector

system, located in the same counting room, is pictured in Figure 2. Comparisons of counting
efficiencies and system backgrounds for 6°Co are given in Table 1 along with those for a low

background germanium system located 50 ft. underground at the Savannah River Laboratory in

Aiken, SC, which uses a 90% HPGe crystal (ref. 4). Counting efficiencies and backgrounds use

the summation of the peak areas for the 1172.7- and 1332.5-keV gamma rays.

The 31.5% HPGe detector was efficiency calibrated for 6°Co with a 5.08-cm square source

with thickness of approximately 0.03-ram supplied through Alan Harmon, Marshall Space Flight
Center. The thin source was positioned on the detector side of a sample (or sample blank) for
one counting interval and positioned on the opposite side for a second counting interval. The
efficiency was determined from the average of the two counts. Efficiencies and backgrounds
for the 90% HPGe detector were derived from data contained in ref. 4.

The NaI(T1) spectrometer was efficiency calibrated using 9.53-cm diameter right circular

cylinders containing various thicknesses of sea sand and/or copper powder homogeneously mixed

with known amounts of NIST-traceable radionuclides. Tests conducted using copper powder vs.
sea sand of thicknesses up to 5 g/cm 2 show differences of less than 1%. Gamma-ray attenuation

in the sample material is primarily due to Compton interactions which are not dependent on

atomic number (Z).

Three cobalt samples and 5 stainless steel samples were analyzed for 6°Co with the NaI(TI)

system. All were about 5 cm square but varied in thickness. The three cobalt samples and one

of the stainless samples were also analyzed with the HPGe spectrometer. Counting intervals
were about one week in all cases. The results are shown in Table 2.

The activities determined for the cobalt samples I-C9 and G12-A-1-F-N with the NaI(TI)

spectrometer are higher than the activities from the HPGe system while the activity determined

for sample I-H12 with the NaI(TI) spectrometer is comparable to the activity determined with

the HPGe system. Sample I-H12 consisted of two components about 1.91-cm wide by 5.08-cm

long and was analyzed as one sample of dimensions 3.82 cm by 5.08 cm. The placement of

activity on the 5-cm-square thin-film standard SC-12-Pt90 may approximate sample I-H12 more

closely than samples I-C9 and G12-A-1-F-N. There are no corrections made for sample

inhomogeneity or for non-uniform activity within the standard. Additionally, the NaI(T1) system

is known to be less sensitive to location of activity within a sample than is a single HPGe
detector.

Measurements were performed to establish the uncertainties introduced to the data resulting

from geometrical variations within the confines of a 1.27-cm thick by 8.255-cm square geometry.
A 9.5-mm diameter 22Na source was used on both the NaI(T1) spectrometer and the HPGe

detector since the triple coincidence afforded by 22Na (the annihilation photons plus the 1274.5-

keV gamma ray) offers a more stringent requirement than a simple coincidence such as offered
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Table 1. Comparison of Counting Efficiencies and System Backgrounds for NaI(T1),

31.5% HPGe and 90% HPGe Spectrometers for 6°Co in 5.08-cm Square by 0.32-cm Thick

Cobalt Metal Samples.

Counting Efficiency

(counts per gamma-ray)

System Background

(counts per day)

NaI(TI) System

0.133

31.5% HPGe System

0.030

90% HPGe System

0.097

34 6 14

Table 2. Activity of 6°Co in 5-cm Square Steel and Cobalt Samples.

Cobalt

Stainless Steel**

Identific_ltion

NaI(Ti) System

CpCi/kg_)
31.5% HPGe System

I-C9 33.9 __. 2.1 29.4 _.+ 2.9

G12-A-1-F-N 34.1 _ 2.1 27.4 _ 2.7

I-HI2 (A+B) 208 _+ 11.3 204 _+ 20

LHDS2 0.84 +_. 0.30 0.9 - 0.4

LHDS3 1.3 +_ 0.2 N/A

LHDs5 1.2 _+ 0.2 N/A

LHDN2 1.3 _+ 0.3 N/A

LHDN3 1.3 _+ 0.2 N/A

For the stainless steel samples, the sample blank was derived from stock other than that used in the
actual LDEF samples; low inherent 6°Co activity in the blank would result in an artificially high activity.

i

i
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by 6°Co. For purposes of comparison, the same source positions are used relative to the center

of the face of the end cap of the germanium detector and the center of the face of one NaI(TI)

detector. All measurements are normalized to 1.00 at this position for each detector system.

The relative efficiencies are summarized in Table 3. In general, the absolute efficiency of the

NaI(T1) System is greater than that of the _Ge sys_6m:

• -- ......
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Measurements for one set of data in Table 3 were taken with no absorbing material

between the source and the detector and show the relative efficiency decrease as the source is

moved away from the center of the HPGe detector end cap. The relative efficiency for the

NaI(T1) spectrometer also decreases as the source is moved away from the axial center of the

crystals. The greatest efficiency for the HPGe spectrometer occurs when the source is centered
on the face of the detector end cap, since the greatest solid angle is subtended at such a position.

The relative counting efficiency with the HPGe detector is reduced by a factor of 2.7 with the

source 1.27 cm away from the end cap and offset 5.08 cm laterally whereas the data in Table 3

indicate only minor variations of between 4 and 6% with the NaI(T1).

Measurements for the second set of data in Table 3 were taken with an aluminum sample
and show that the relative efficiency decreases more severely due solely to attenuation of the

gamma rays by the aluminum as the source is moved away from the HPGe, up to a factor of 4

when the source is located 1.27 cm away and offset 5.08 cm; however, with the same offsets the

relative efficiency of the NaI(TI) spectrometer actually increases by 16% with the 22Na source

and by 2% with the 6°Co source. This increase in relative efficiency is due to an edge effect.

When the source is located near the edge of the aluminum, more gamma rays can escape the

source and be absorbed in the two NaI(T1) crystals because they pass through only a very thin
section of aluminum as shown in Figure 3.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The LDEF aluminum samples analyzed at PNL for 22Na consisted of rectangular slabs of

aluminum of various dimensions. The slabs were centered on the face of the lower NaI(T1)

crystal for counting (this geometry having been previously standardized for samples of similar

sizes and composition). The counting times were typically several days. Uncertainties reported
include counting statistical uncertainties plus 5% for the combination of absolute standardization

uncertainty, geometrical parameters such as the edge effect, and weighing errors. The results are
shown in Table 4.

Sample KP-6 was also counted on the HPGe system. The count rate for the 5 ll-keV peak

plus the 1274.5-keV peak was about half the count rate observed with the NaI(T1) system. If
only the 1274.5-keV peak were used, then the count rate would be about 5% that seen with the
NaI(TI) system.

DISCUSSION

Results from both detector systems, as shown in Table 2, indicate that the activity in cobalt
sample I-H12 (A+B) is 6 times higher than the activity measured in the other cobalt samples.
The higher activity is likely due to higher thermal-neutron fluence. Such a likelihood is further

discussed by Alan Harmon in the proceedings of this symposium (ref. 5).
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Table 3. Comparison of the Relative Efficiencies of HPGe vs. NaI(T1) Spectrometers for a
9.5-mm Diameter Source Positioned in Various Locations

Relative to a Sample 1.27-cm Thick By 8.255 cm Square.

Source Location (cm) Relative Efficiency

Distance NO Absorber Aluminum

from Radial

Surface Offset 31.5 % HPGe NaI(TI) 31.5 % HPGe NaI(TI)
Diode Spectrometer Diod_ Spectrometer

0 0 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

0 2.54 0.80 0.99 0.80 1.01

0 5.08 0.40 0.94 0.40 1.13

1.27 0 0.70 1.02 0.56 1.03

1.27 2.54 0.58 0.99 0.46 1.04

1.27 5.08 0.38 0.96 0.25 1.16

511 keV

Sample
511 keV

1274,5 keV :,-

z

Figure 3. Schematic illustration of the edge effect for the decay of 22Na.
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Table 4. Activity of 22Na in LDEF Aluminum Slabs

as Determined Using a Large NaI(T1) Detector Spectrometer.

22Na Activity

Identification Weight Thickness Counting .J,p__CJ_g)_ Uncertainty_ (lcr)

(g/cm 2) Efficiency. (%)

KP-6 0.06533 2.532 18.81 129.0 6.6

KP-7 0.06533 2.532 18.81 120.2 6.2

CA-W-EAN- 1 0.02203 0.535 21.98 106.3 5.7

CA-W-EAN-2 0.04994 1.261 21.10 95.4 4.9

CA-W-EAN-3 0.07078 1.938 19.86 82.6 4.4

CA-W-EAN-4 0.07748 2.527 18.81 78.7 4.0

CA-W-EAN-5 0.06715 2.376 19.07 70.3 3.7

CA-W-SPS-1 0.02117 0.514 22.03 101.5 5.9

CA-W-SPS-2 0.04949 1.254 21.11 89.8 4.6

CA-W-SPS-3 0.07034 1.926 19.88 83.2 4.4

CA-W-SPS-4 0.07590 2.476 18.89 74.7 3.9

CA-W-SPS-5 0.06532 2.501 18.85 68.8 3.7

HPGe detectors can be readily calibrated using homogeneous standards, even for
radionuclides with coincident emissions, such as 22Na which emits a 0.55-MeV 13+, but errors

introduced from coincidence summing can be significant and some method of correction must be

used (ref. 1). However, there is no reliable method for calibrating HPGe detectors for situations

where the activity is not uniformly distributed throughout the sample. Furthermore, the range of

the 13+ in the sample material will affect the location at which annihilation occurs, especially in

thin samples. Since coincidence summing is actually used for the measurements with the NaI(T1)

system, and due to the low sensitivity to source position, errors are vastly reduced even for
inhomogeneous samples.

Measurements on samples of varying shapes and sizes requiring high precision are

sometimes required and uncertainties due to edge effect must be minimized. For homogeneous

samples, efficiency calibration with standards of similar shape and surface density are sufficient.
However, for highly inhomogeneous samples, a better method must be used. One such method

is to include a small border of blank material around the perimeter of the sample. The correct
thickness and extent of the border material can be determined from mathematical calculations of

absorption parameters. Uncertainties from edge effect have little significance for large samples
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counted on small HPGe detectors since the edge of the sample extends past the outer surface of

the HPGe crystal. However, for the large HPGe detectors currently available, the edge effect

may contribute a significant uncertainty for 1-cm thick by 5-cm square stainless steel samples or

other relatively thick, high density samples.

SUMMARY

Large NaI(TI) detector systems as described above are competitive with, and in many cases

superlative to, even the largest low-background HPGe detector systems _6i" measuring

radionuclides which decay with coincident gamma rays of at least moderate energies. The

combination of efficiency and system background are at least comparable to the best HPGe

systems operating above ground. Large NaI(TI) detector systems are especially advantageous for

large inhomogeneous samples because of their low sensitivity to variable source position.
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SUMMARY

Radioactivities induced in several LDEF samples were measured by low-level counting at Los
Alamos and elsewhere. These radionuclides have activities similar to those observed in meteorites

and lunar samples. Some trends were observed in these measurements in terms of profiles in

trunnion layers and as a function of radionuclide half-llfe. Several existing computer codes were

used to model the production by the protons trapped in the Earth's radiation belts and by the

galactic cosmic rays of some of these radionuclides, 54Mn and 57Co in steel, 46Sc in titanium, and

22Na in alloys of titanium and aluminum. Production rates were also calculated for radionuclides

possibly implanted in LDEF, 7Be, 1°Be, and 14C. Enhanced concentrations of induced isotopes in

the surfaces of trunnion sections relative to their concentrations in the center are caused by the

lower-energy protons in the trapped radiation. Secondary neutrons made by high-energy trapped

protons and by galactic cosmic rays produce much of the observed radioactivities, especially deep

in an object. Comparisons of the observed to calculated activities of several radionuclides with

different half-lives indicate that the flux of trapped protons at LDEF decreased significantly at
the end of the mission.

INTRODUCTION

Many structural pieces from the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) were measured

using low-level gamma-ray spectroscopy by several research teams (e.g., refs. 1,2.) Several ra-

dionuclides were observed, as was predicted on the basis of calculations done using the energetic-

particle environment expected at LDEF (ref. 3). Two sources of energetic particles are expected

to dominate the production of these induced radioactivities, energetic (E ,-, 10:-103 MeV) pro-

tons trapped in the Earth's radiation belt and the high-energy (_ 4 GeV/nucleon) galactic-

cosmic-ray particles that penetrate the Earth's magnetic field and reach LDEF in its 28.5 ° in-

clination orbit (ref. 3). There is very little experience with radionuclides made in material in a

low-Earth orbit like LDEF's, which is what makes the induced radioactivities measured in LDE;

* This research was supported by NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center and done under the

auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy.
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samples so unique and valuable. However, there is much experience with cosmic-ray-produced

(cosmogenic) nuclides made by energetic particles in lunar samples (ref. 4), meteorites (ref. 5),

and terrestrial samples (ref. 6). We compare our LDEF radioactivities with production rates of

cosmogenic nuclides calculated with models developed for these other objects.

MEASURED RADIOACTIVITIES IN LDEF SAMPLES

At Los Alamos, we measured activity-versus-depth profiles in four sets of trunnion layers, six

trunnion sections, five parts of aluminum alloy from end support retainer plates, two aluminum

alloy keel plate pieces, and two titanium clips, and details on these measurements are in ref. 7.

All activities are corrected to 20 January 1990. In the aluminum samples, we observed 2.6-year

22Na with activities ranging from 3.8-t-0.6 becquerel (disintegrations per second) per kilogram of

sample (nq/kg) to 5.2+0.6 Bq/kg, in good agreement with the 22Na activities of ref. 1 in alu-

minum tray clamps and of ref. 8 for other keel-plate samples.

As s h0wn in ref. 1, our measured activities for 312-day SaMn in layers of the D trunnion sec-

tion, 3-5 Bq/kg, are in good agreement with measurements in adjacent samples done by D. C.

Camp at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. A plot of our S4Mn results for layers

from the D section of the west trunnion is shown in figure 1, and shows the trend seen in all sets

of trunnion layers of a decrease in radioactivity from the surface to the center of the trunnion.

In two titanium clip samples, Which we received more than 200 days after LDEF was recov-

ered, we observed low activities of 22Na of 0.6±0.3 and 0.7-1-0.3 Bq/kg, many gamma rays from

uranium and its daughter isotopes, but no clear signal for 84-day 46Sc. Our 3-standard-deviation

limits for 46Sc were 3.3 and 4.1 Bq/kg. Our limits for 46Sc are consistent with the activities of

1.1-1.5 Bq/kg estimated for other titanium clips in ref. 8. As 46Sc is made from *STi by the

same reactions that make S4Mn from 56Fe, it is a little surprising that the measured radioactiv-

ity of a6Sc is much lower (by a factor of _3) than that of SaMn in the trunnion samples.

MODELS FOR PRODUCTION OF COSMOGENIC NUCLIDES

These radionuclides measured in LDEF pieces have activities that are at roughly the same

levels as observed in lunar samples (ref. 4) and meteorites (ref. 5), which range from a few tenths

of a becquerel per kilogram for high-energy products like 1°Be to ,,_5 Bq]kg for solar-prot0n: :

produced-radi_onuclides like 2_A1 and 22Nain the very surfaces of lunar rocks. However, most

samples from LDEF, like the titanium clips, are very different in composition from extraterres-

tr!al ol_jects,so direct comparisons are dimcult to make. Several models have been developed
and are well tested for cosmogenic nuclides]n lunar samples and meteorites, and we apply two of

these models, both from ref. 4, to our LDEF samples. One calculates production rates of nuclides

by galactic-cosmic-ray particles. The other was designed for nuclides made by solar-energetic-
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particles, which are often called solar-cosmic-ray (SCR) particles. We also used another computer

code system to test the assumptions of the SCR model.

Radionuclide Production by Galactlc-Cosmic-Ray Particles

Production of cosmogenic nuclides by the high-energy particles in the GCR have been well

reproduced in lunar samples by the GCR model of Reedy and Arnold (ref. 4). This model has

also been successfully extended to meteorites (cf., ref. 5). However, this model is not directly ap-

plicable to LDEF as the Earth and its magnetic field affect the fluxes of GCR particles reaching

LDEF. Only GCR particles arriving from 2n steradians of space reach a point near the Earth,

thus production rates calculated for meteorites need to be reduced by a factor of two to be ap-

plicable to LDEF, although calculated rates with the lunar model do not need this factor. The

Earth's very strong magnetic field scatters away a large fraction of GCR particles for geomag-

netic latitudes less than _,60 °. This effect has been known for terrestrial cosmogenic nuclides,

such as 14C, and needs to be applied to nuclides made in-situ in surface samples. Production

rates near the Earth's equator are about a factor of three lower than those near the geomag-

netic poles, while those around a geomagnetic latitude of _30 ° are lower by a factor of about

two (ref. 6). As LDEF's orbit had an inclination of 28.5 °, this factor averaged over its orbit is
estimated to be about 2.5.

The GCR particle-flux model of ref. 4 was used with the cross sections for the important re-

actions. Several fluxes for large meteorites and the Moon were used as LDEF pieces were usu-

ally on the main part of the spacecraft or, like the trunnions, were fairly thick. GCR production

rates for the very surface or in a very small object would be lower as the leakage of particles or

reduced production of secondary neutrons lower GCR production rates (refs. 4,5). As described

in ref. 4, the cross sections used in this model are for neutrons at energies below a few hundred

MeV and mainly for protons at higher energies. Most cross sections used here are similar to
those in ref. 4.

The calculated production rates by GCR particles corrected to LDEF's orbit are given in

the last column of table I for several materials in LDEF. Other radionuclides observed or being

searched for in LDEF pieces include 7Be, 1°Be, and 14C," the latter two could be like 7Be and im-

planted on the surfaces on LDEF's leading side (J. C. Gregory, G. F. Herzog, and A. J. T. Jull,

priv. comm.). Production rates of these implanted radionuclides are also given in table I to help

show that observed concentrations are more than those expected by GCR-induced nuclear reac-
tions.

For the LDEF mission length of 69 months, all of these radionuclides except 22Na, 1°Be, and

14C should have their activities in equilibrium with their production rates. Thus the GCR con-

tribution to the activity of 54IVin in steel should be about 0.9 Bq/kg, which is much lower than

the measured activities. The activity for 22Na would be about 80% of its production rate, so its

activity in aluminum pieces from the GCR is about 0.5 Bq/kg, again less than observed. The

calculated production rate for the "implanted" isotope 7Be is much lower than for those induced
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"in-situ," like 54Mn and 22Na, consistent with the interpretation (ref. 9) that the 7Be found on

LDEF's leading surface was not produced in LDEF. Production rates for 1°Be and 14C are lower

than for 7Be, and the calculated GCR production rates for these isotopes in iron are down by a

factor of .-_2 for 1°Be to .-_10 for 14C relative to their rates in aluminum.

Radionuclide Production by Trapped Protons

The energy spectra of the trapped protons near LDEF's orbit are estimated (ref. 10) to be

fairly steeply dropping with energy with most protons having energies of 102 to 103 MeV. These

spectra are similar to those of the energetic SCR protons (ref. 4), although there are relatively

more higher-energy protons in the trapped radiation than in the SCR.

Protons with anenergy ofl00 MeV only have ranges in aiuminurn and most maierialS 'of

.._10 g/cm 2, which is a small fraction of their interaction lengths. The few particles that do inter-

act before they are stopped make few secondary particles because of their relatively low energies.

The primary particles themselves induce most reactions. Thus the most important interaction

mechanism for such particles is slowing down (and stopping),: which occur due to: ionization losses

along the particles' paths and is a well known process. A model is presented _n ref. 4 that in -

volves production of nuclides by particles with energies below a few hundred MeV by considering
only ionization energy losses. This model has been successfully applied to many studlesOf the

interactions of SCR protons and alpha particles in the Moon and meteorites (ref. 5).

The trapped protons: at LDEF's orbit tend to have relatively more energy than those in the

SCR, thus some of the assumptions made above are weakened. To test whether secondary par:

ticles madeby trapped protons could be important , we used the pair of Monte Carlo codes ha

the LAHET Code Sysiem (LCS) to calculate the interaction of trapped protons with LDEF's

trunnion. These codesare LAHET (ref. 11), the Los Alamos High Energy Transport code, and

MCNP (ref. 12), the Monte Carlo Neutron Photon code. A solid sphere of radius 4.125 cm with

density of 7.62 gJcm3, the same as the LDEF trunnion, and with the composition of the trunnion

17-4PH steel was used in these codes with the trapped proton flux of ref. 10 for protons traveling

in the directf0n of geographic east_ at: an altitude of 500 km. This proton spectrum is harder than

that for geographic-west at 500 km or those at 300 km altitude.

The proton and neutron fluxes crossing a surface at a depth of 0.59 cm (4.5 g/cm 2) in this

sphere is Shown in _gure2' While there is a fairly strong flux of neutrons at lower energies, the

flux of protons exceeds the flux of neutrons for energies above about 20 MeV. While the energy

where the proton and neutron fluxes cross varies slightly with depth, being at lower energies at

the surface and at Somewhat higher energies in the center, the trend is similar throughout the

trunnion. Using a cylinder instead of a sphere for the trunnion would tend to increase slightly

this cross-over energy. These fluxes calculated with LCS show that for the trapped radiation,

while secondary neutrons are not negligible, protons are the dominant particle inside a trun-

nion piece. A very similar conclusion was obtained by the calculations of ref. 3, which showed

that production by the protons in the trapped radiation dominates production by neutrons until
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depths of _25 g/cm 2.

The rates for the production of nuclides by trapped protons in LDEF samples were calculated

with proton fluxes calculated inside an object with the SCR model in ref. 4 and cross sections

for proton-induced reactions. As with the LCS calculations, the geographic-east flux at 500 km

of ref. 10 was used. The ionization parameters used for slowing-down and stopping calculations

are those for LDEF's trunnion steel. The SCR code in ref. 4 only considers slab and spherical

geometries. Calculations were done using omnidirectional fluxes on solid spheres of radius 31.5

and 63 g/cm 2 and for a semi-infinite slab. The proton fluxes calculated with the slowing-down

model of ref. 4 agree well with those from the LCS calculations. At the surface and at a depth of

15 g/cm 2 from the surface, the calculated production rates in the 31.5-g/cm 2 sphere and a slab

differed by factors of _25% and 2.5, respectively, with the rates at these depths in the 63-g/cm 2-

radius sphere intermediate. As a long, narrow piece, like a trunnion, is intermediate between a

sphere and a slab, the results for a 63-g/cm 2 sphere are used for the trunnion and for the other

geometries.

Most cross sections used for these calculations are similar to those in ref. 4. For two induced

radionuclides of interest, 54Mn in steel and 46Sc in titanium, more recent measured cross sections

for proton reactions with iron and titanium from refs. 13, 14, and 15 were used. Only cross sec-

tions for proton-induced reactions are used.

The flux at 500 km is too high, as LDEF never was that high (having started at 476 km and

recovered at 332 km, ref. 16), and fluxes at lower orbits are lower (ref. 10). The calculated pro-

duction rates for the geographic-west flux at 500 km and for the geographic-east flux at 300 km

are about 3-5 and about 50-60 times lower, respectively, than for the geographic-east flux at

500 km. Thus LDEF probably was exposed to a flux of trapped protons that was a factor of sev-

eral to an order of magnitude or more lower than used here. However, these calculated rates can

be used to show that the measured radioactivities are consistent with production by trapped pro-
tons.

DISCUSSION

The radioactivities measured in LDEF are similar to those observed in meteorites and lunar

samples. Production-rate models developed for extraterrestrial materials have been used to cal-

culate the production rates of several radionuclides in samples of LDEF for particles in the galac-

tic cosmic rays and for protons in the trapped radiation. These calculated production rates arc
consistent with the measured radioactivities.

Production rates were calculated for four radionuclides measured in three materials from

LDEF and for three radionuclides that could have been implanted in LDEF's leading surface.

The rates for these implanted isotopes, 7Be, 1°Be, and 14C, can be used to help show that they

were not made "in-situ" by the GCR or trapped protons. As these three radionuclides are made

mainly by high-energy particles, their depth-versus-activity profiles are fairly flat, as the calcu-
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lated rates for trapped protons given in table I show. Thus a sample away from the surface of

LDEF can be used to establish the production rate by "in-situ" nuclear reactions for an "im-

planted" species in LDEF.

The production rates estimated for the GCR are lower than the measured activities by fac-

tors of several, although there are a number of uncertainties in going from GCR interactions in

meteorites or lunar samples to GCR-induced reactions in LDEF. The production rates by GCR

particles vary slowly with depth (rcf. 4), and production by GCR particles at depth in LDEF

probably is important. The calculated GCR rates are less than the radioactivities measured in
LDEF.

As noted above, the production rates calculated here for trapped protons are too high.

As these calculated rates are also higher than the observed activities, then the lower fluxes of

trapped protons that LDEF was exposed to would be adequate to make most of the induced

radioactivity induced in LDEF. The measured radioactivities of 54Mn in the trunnion layers

dropped less than a factor of two in going from the surface to a depth of 15 g/cm 2 (a radius of

0.9 inches in figure 1), while the calculated production rates dropped a factor of three over this

depth. Thus trapped protons by themselves probably can not account for all of the activity in-

duced in the trunnion. However, the shape of the activity-versus-depth profile clearly shows a

surface excess of radioactivity that is similar to that made by relatively-low energy particles.

The calculated production ratios for 54Mn/57Co made in steel by either trapped protons or

the GCR are about 6 - 7, similar to their measured activity ratios. The calculated production

ratios for 54Mn in steel to 22Na in the aluminum 6061-T6 alloy is about unity, again consistent

with the measurements. The fact that these production ratios are similar for both trapped pro-

tons and the GCR means that the observed activity ratios can not be used to unfold relative con-

tributions by these two types of incident radiations.

The calculated production ratios for 54Mn in steel to 46Sc in the titanium TI-6A1-4V alloy is

about unity, while the measured activity ratio is about 3 to 1. While shielding of the titanium by

overlying material could affect this ratio, there does not appear to have becn enough differences

due to the locations and shielding of these samples to give a ratio of 3. Another explanation

for the lower activity of 46Sc is that it was made nearer to the end of LDEF's mission than was

_lMn. LDEF's orbit was lower then (ref. 16), and the fluxes of trapped protons decrease rapidly

in very low orbits (ref. 10).

The calculations present here, while not very detailed, show that the radioactivities induced

in LDEF are consistent with our experience in meteorites and lunar samples. There is a com-

ponent due to the relatively-low-energy protons in the trapped radiation that contributes the

observed enhancement in activity at the surface of the trunnions. Another component involves

higher-energy particles and their secondary neutrons that contributes a fairly flat profile and

much of the production at depth. Calculated production ratios for all isotopes but 46Sc are con-

sistent with measured ratios. Activities of 84-day 46Sc are probably low because of the lower

fluxes of trapped protons near the end of LDEF's mission when LDEF was in a very low orbit.
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Table I. Calculated Production Rates in LDEF Samples.

The target is the material or alloy being considered,suchas the titanium alloy usedfor clips.
Rates are calculated for the indicated radionuclide in that target material. The first three rates
are for production by trapped protons at different depths, and the last one is for production by
GCR particles away from a surface. The incident omnidirectional flux for the trapped protons

was the geographic-east 500-km one in ref. 10, and the target was modeled as a sphere of radius

63 g/cm 2. See text for details on the two sets of calculations. The calculated production rates

are in units of atoms s -1 kg -1 for the composition of the indicated target.

Target Nuclide Surface 4.5 g/cm 2 15 g/cm 2 GCR

Steel 54Mn 22.5 12.5 7.1 0.9

Steel 5rCo 4.5 2.1 1.2 0.I3

Ti alloy 46Sc 23.5 13.9 8.2 0.9

Ti alloy 22Na 1.7 1.0 0.6 0.08

A1 alloy 22Na 24.7 14.5 8.5 0.7

Aluminum TBe 1.4 1.0 0.6 0.1

Aluminum 1°Be 0.2 0.15 0.1 0.03

Aluminum 14C 0.2 0.15 0.1 0.07
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Figure 1. Induced radioactivity in section D of the left hand (west) trunnion. The curves are

to guide the eye, especially to the enhanced activity near the surface and the flat-

tening of the profile near the center.
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Figure 2. Proton and neutron fluxes calculated by the LAHET Code System as crossing a

surface 0.59 cm (4.5 g/cm 2) deep in a steel sphere of radius 4.125 cm (31.5 g/cm2).

The incident flux was the geographlc-east, 500-km trapped proton one from ref. 10.

The fluxes of protons dominate except for energies below 20 MeV.
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ABSTRACT

A year ago at the First LDEF Post-Retrieval Symposium, we reported detailed measurements on trunnion
sections, as well as results from "intentional" samples (Co, Ni, In, Ta, and V) and spacecraft parts. For
this year's Symposium we re-evaluate some of these findings in combination with more recent results, to
cast a longer perspective on the LDEF experience, and to sketch some promising avenues toward more
effective participation in future missions. The LDEF analysis effort has been a superb training exercise,
from which lessons learned need to be applied to future missions - - right back to the early phases of
mission planning.

INTRODUCTION

A dedicated group of experts in low-level gamma-ray spectrometry has worked diligently at a
number of laboratories across the USA, to produce an impressive array of radiometric analyses on LDEF
samples and spacecraft parts (refs. 1, 2). This effort was most intensive during the first few months of
sample availability: the period March - August 1990.The LBL measurement program continued into
calendar 1991 and 1992 at a reduced pace, and there remain selected samples to be counted for the first
time at the Oroville Facility when our new "Merlin" detector arrives; these are samples that require long
counting times in a very low-background environment. In addition, it may be worthwhile to re-examine
some samples containing long-lived radionuclides in order to achieve higher precision, for example: the
LDEF aluminum clamp plates, to produce more accurate Na-22 activity values for detailed comparison
with model predictions.

It is a rare privilege, this participation in the LDEF analysis program, and we look forward to
continuing with future LDEF sample analysis. We are in the midst of a major upgrading of the LBL Low
Background Facilities, a process that has been strongly stimulated by our LDEF participation;
consequently, we will be in a position to offer greatly expanded analysis capability to future space
missions, be they of days-long or years-long duration.

In the following sections of this report we illustrate how our LDEF analysis efforts have led to
recommendations for revising some procedures in order to enhance the value of radiometric analysis
results from future missions. We also describe extensions of this technology which have the potential to
provide useful data in the quest to understand the recent history of solar activity.

SAMPLE SIZE: BIGGER CAN BE MUCH BETTER

Results of our measurements of the North-to-South profile for Mn-54 activity in trunnion section
LHG are shown on Table I. Also listed are the ranges of observed count rates in the 834 KeV peak,
count times, and individual sample weights. Our aim was to produce data of good statistical quality (no
greater than 3% standard deviation) so that small changes in profile shape could be identified, for
example: the possible appearance of a broad "peak" in Mn-54 activity in the core region of the trunnion
that would be associated with the buildup of secondaries generated by galactic cosmic ray interactions.

This work was supported by NASA under Marshall Hight Center Order No. H-06815D through U.S.
Department of Energy under contract No. DE-AC03-76SF00098.
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TABLE I

Profile of Mn-54 Activity vs depth in Trunnion Section LHG

Trunnion Mrl-54 Parameter
Slice p_i/Kg S.D. Rang¢_

LHG N1 171.3 6.0
N2 137.3 5.2 Count Rates:
N3 117.5 3.7 0.074-0.470 c/min
N4 105.1 2.0
N5 95.0 2.5 Count Times:
N6 93.1 3.8 2400-10100 rain
N7 97.0 3.2

Sample Weights:
Core 30-70 grams

$7 82.6 2.6
$6 73.4 2.8
$5 69.3 2.1
$4 68.4 2.8
$3 75.8 2.4
$2 88.2 2.7
S1 107.3 4.7

Although we generally achieved the goal of 3% statistical precision, some counting times of
10000 minutes (7 days) were required for these relatively small samples. Week-long count times severely
constrain the number of samples that can be analyzed - -even when the facility is "dedicated" and the
haltlives are suitably long. Shorter counting times become imperative, when considering the need to
measure short halflife isotopes that would dominate from shorter (days to weeks-long) Space Shuttle
missions.

We are implementing significant improvement in this aspect at the LBL/ORO Facility, where an
upgrade replacement for our "Merlin" detector will soon be in operation, providing an approximate 3-fold
increase in detection efficiency. We expect count time reductioqs of a comparable factor without any
sacrifice in measurement precision. Conversely, keeping to the long count times would enhance
measurement precision for some of the nuclides which produced much smaller peaks in these trunnion
samples, such as: Co-56, Co-57, Co-58, Co-60, Ti-44, and Na-22.

Further improvement in our ability to measure such minute activities can most reasonably come
through an increase in sample size. Suppose the typical 50-gram sample is increased in weight to 1 Kg, a
20-fold increase. If the resultant peak count rates increased only half this ratio, we would achieve a 10-
fold gain. Combining the gain in efficiency with this sample-size gain produces a 30-fold reduction in
count time, while maintaining the original precision. A week-long count becomes a 6-hour count. That is
progress!

This effect can be seen from the previously cited results for single trunnion slices, compared to a
special "Merlin" run on a collection of these same samples. A group of 18 trunnion slices was arranged
around the sides and at the end (standard position) of the detector endcap. Total sample weight was about
1 Kg, from which the week-long run produced a Mn-54 activity value with 1% standard deviation. A
small portion of this spectral data is plotted on Fig. 1, where the feature of greatest interest is the
prominent peak at 1274 KeV belonging to Na-22, measured here to a precis!0n of about 10% This peak
was either unobservable or so small as to be quantitatively useless in all data obtained from week-iong
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runsonsingleslices.Thepresenceof Na-22 in these stainless steel samples signifies a reaction requiring
an incident particle energy in the low hundreds of MeV, representing the highest-energy reaction
documented in LDEF materials through observation of induced-activity radionuclides.

A short portion of the spectrum from a Pb ballast slice is displayed on Fig 2, which shows the
presence of 38-year halflife Bi-207, which was produced mainly by a proton-specific reaction on Pb.
This data was obtained in a week-long "Merlin" run on a 2"x2"xl/8" thick Pb sample. While the peak is
small, it is quantitatively useful (about 10% S.D.), and could be much more easily and accurately assayed
upon implementation of the previously described system improvements.

WHAT TO SHOOT AT: SELECTION OF TARGET MATERIALS

Target materials (elements) must be carefully selected to provide as much information about the
radiation field as possible. The nuclear reaction products (induced-radioactivities) discussed here can all
be assayed by gamma-ray spectrometry, the most convenient method for direct measurement on "thick"
samples. Our emphasis is on radionuclides with halflives long enough to be suitable for monitoring
missions of many months to years duration, but at the same time noting that there are nuclides with
shorter halflives appropriate for similar monitoring functions on short duration missions.

It is desirable, but not necessary, that target elements are of the single stable isotope category,
such as Be, Na, A1, V, Mn, Co, Nb, I, Ta, Au, and Bi. Also acceptable are elements in which one stable
isotope dominates, such as B, C, O, Si, S, and Fe. Similarly acceptable are elements in which closely
adjacent (one or two nucleons apart) isotopes are the dominant members, such as C1, Ni, Cu, Zn, Ag,
and Eu. In some cases elements with many stable isotopes may be selected because of certain important
reactions, such as: Ti, for 47-year Ti-44; and Pb, for 38-year Bi-207. It is important to keep in mind that
as the reaction product is further removed from the target element (more nucleons removed, which
signifies higher threshold energies and multiple reaction paths) it becomes less important to start from a
single-isotope target element.

A special category of target materials includes those elements which are major constituents of
large-mass active detectors, such as: the inorganic scintillators NaI, CsI, and "BGO" (Bi and Ge), plastic
scintillators (C), and the semiconductor detectors Si and Ge. Some induced-activity radionuclides
(electron-capture decay) can be assayed internally by these detectors, others, by beta-gamma coincidence
techniques involving the use of external detectors for the gamma-ray analysis.

A sampling of candidate radionuclides is given on Table 1/, which lists halflives along with
prominent gamma-rays, and the materials in which some of these nuclides were detected in our LDEF

samples. Neither target elements nor reaction paths are specified here, except that nuclides followed by
an asterisk are slow-neutron capture products from adjacent high-abundance stable isotopes of the same
element. Most of the rest are products of reactions requiring tens to hundreds of MeV incident particle
energies, and can be initiated by either protons or neutrons or heavier particles.

There are a number of radionuclides with suitable halflives from which fluorescent X-rays are the
only photons emitted at decay. These X-rays are of low energy, for example: the 5.9 KeV K-shell X-
rays from decay of 2.7 year halflife Fe-55; they cannot be detected with reasonable efficiency from the
"thick" samples upon which our gamma-ray technique is based. Consequently, no members of this class
appear on Table II.
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TABLE II

Some Medium Halflife Gamma-Emitters For Space Monitoring

100

Nuclide
Half-life Prominent In LDEF

Years _ Samples

Na-22 2.60
A1- 26 7.2 E05
Ar- 42 (K-42) 33.
Ti- 44 (Sc-44) 47.
Mn-54 0.85
Co- 57 0.74
Fe- 60 (Co-60) 3.0 E05
Co- 60 * 5.27
Zn-65 * 0.67
Kr-81 2.1 E05
Nb-92 3.2 E07
Nb-94 * 2.0 E04
Tc-98 4.2 E06
Rh-101 3.3
Rh-102 2.9
Ru- 106 (Rh- 106) ! .0
Ag-108m * 127.
Cd--109 _'
Ag- 110 m *
Sb-125

Sn-126 (Sb-126)
1-129
Ba-133
Cs-134 *

Cs-137 (Ba-137)
Pm-143
Ce-144 (Pr-144)
Pm- 144

Pm- 146
Pro-147
Eu-150
Eu-152 *
Eu-154 *
Tb-158

Hf- 172 (Lu-172)
Lu-173
Hf-182 (Ta-182)

Os-194 (Ir-194) L6.0
Hg-194 (Au-194) 520.
Pb-202(T)-202) 3.0 E05
Bi-207 38.
Bi-208 3.7 E05

511,1274 Al,ss
511,1809
1525

68,78,511,1157 Ti,ss
834 Co,Ni,ss
122 Co,Ni,ss
1173,1332
1173,1332
1116
276
560,934
703,871
652,745
127,198 In
475,631,697 In
512,622
434,614,722

L2 _ 88
0.69 658,885;138_ in
2.7 428,600;636
1.0 E05
1.6 E07

10.7
2.06

30.2
0.73 742
0.78
0.96
5.5
2.6

36.
13.3

8.5
150.

1.87
1.37
9.0 E06

415,666,695
40

81,356
605,796
662

134,2185
477,618,696

454,736,747
121
334,439,584
122,344,1408
123,723,1274

944,962
181,810,1093
272
68,1121,1221
3_8
328,i924,2044
440
570,1063,1770
2614

Ta
Ta
Ta

Pb

Co,Ni,ss,In



Measurementof thesameisotope in a sequence of successively heavier target elements provides
information about increasingly higher-energy components of the radiation field. For example, the
reactions to produce Na-22 from A1, Si, S, Ti, and Fe have increasing energy thresholds ranging from a
few tens of MeV up to a few hundreds of Mev. Reactions to produce 47-year halflife Ti-44 from Ti, Mn,
Zn, and Ge encompasses a similar range of threshold energies. Suites of target elements that produce
appropriately "short" halflife radionuclides can also be found to provide a similar range of energy spectral
information from short missions. In either case, the enhanced system performance and increased sample
size discussed earlier will be required if we are to extract the best quality radiometric information from
returned samples.

A number of nuclides listed on Table 1] were not observed in our LDEF samples, but are attractive
candidates in certain target elements were they placed aboard future missions; alternatively, some of these
nuclides should be sought in machinery left on the lunar surface during the Apollo Program, when key
parts of these items are returned to earth for their 30-year checkup. A valuable companion study should
be done on key parts of long-dormant earth-orbit satellites - - retrievable during shuttle missions.
Relevant materials include A1, Si, Ti, Fe, and any heavier elements such as Ag, Ta, W, and Pb - -
provided they are available in large enough quantities.

HOW TO DO IT BETTER NEXT TIME

The radiometric sample analysis effort has identified a number of mission parameters that need
revision if our performance is to be improved on future missions. Crucial among these is the time elapsed
between spacecraft touchdown and sample availability. For "intentional" samples on short missions
(days to weeks) this delay should be no more than a few hours. For example, from a shuttle landed at
Edwards Air Force Base, counting at LBL could start within 6 hours if air transport is involved in
shipment to Berkeley or Oroville, or within 10 to 12 hours if only surface transport is available. These
brief delay times are essential to maximize the return from short-halflife (days to weeks) radionuclides - -
the species most favorable for measurement from comparably short missions. Longer delay times might
be appropriate for "intentional" samples from long missions, although longer than a week seems
unnecessary. The availability of spacecraft pieces is a different matter, wherein considerably longer
delays may be unavoidable. This circumstance is in itself a strong argument for inclusion of more
"intentional" samples on future missions.

Sample size is also an extremely important parameter in determining the success of any gamma-
spectrometry analysis effort, as we have already discussed. We mention again that increasing a sample
from a typical 50-gram weight to a 1000-gram weight in "favorable" counting geometry should produce
at least a 10-fold increase in peak count rates for most gamma-ray energies in most target materials.
While recogn_ing the dramatic penalty paid to put additional weight into orbit, the few extra kilograms
inferred here is a very small increment compared to the total weight of the Space Shuttle launch vehicle,
the LDEF itself, or other large satellites.

Target materials (elements) for "intentional" samples must be carefully chosen, so as to maximize
the information recovered from measurement of induced-activity radionuclides, as already mentioned. We
note here that at least the elements Be, C, F, Na, A1, S, Si, Ca, Ti, Mn, Fe, Cu, Ge, Zr, Nb, Mo, Ag,
Eu, W, Au, Pb and Bi should be considered as candidate "intentional" sample materials in addition to the
LDEF suite (V, Co, Ni, In, Ta); further, that some elements from this list might be appropriate substitutes
for the V and In samples that were aboard the LDEF satellite.

The radioactive content of ALL "intentional" samples sent aloft in the future must be known
(measured) before launch. Although peaks from this "baggage" usually do not overlap peaks sought from
space-induced activities, their presence at sufficient intensity can interfere with measurement of all peaks
of interest which have lower energies than the strong interfering peaks. We documented such a case in
last year's report: the presence of relatively high-intensity U-series gamma-peaks in spacecraft parts made
of titanium Type 6-4 alloy. In cases where samples are intended for neutron monitoring by production of
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slow-neutron capture radionuclides, it is crucial to check for the pre-launch content of these radionuclides,
for example: Co-60 in cobalt "intentional" samples. This is especially important when long halflife
nuclides are to be measured from short-duration missions, as is the case for Co-60 in cobalt

With improved detection efficiency, increased sample size, and a favorable sample recovery
schedule, it is feasible to undertake "frequent flyer" missions on the Space Shuttle with 5- to 10-member
sets of "intentional" samples. It is important to build a multi-mission database for this kind of
information, initially to test its validity, but mainly to supply important information on characterization of
the extra-terrestrial environment into which mankind is just beginning to venture in the context of long-
term occupancy.

WHAT'S WITH THE SUN?

Comparisons of the radionuclide content of lunar-surface Apollo Mission machinery with the
content of these same radionuclides in natural lunar surface "soil" can, in principle, provide valuable
information concerning any changes in the level of solar activity during intervals on the same time scale as
the radionuclide halflives. For example, the amount of Ti-44 in Apollo titanium could be compared to the
fraction of Ti-44 in lunar surface material that is attributable to the Ti-content of the lunar material.

Similar measurements could be made for the Ti-44 content of stainless steel, again comparing it to the Ti-
44 in lunar material attributable to its Fe-content. This gives us the 50- to 100-year perspective, during
which solar activity has been monitored from earth with some regularity. An even shorter view, a 5-year
perspective, could be based on the comparison between the Na-22 content of Apollo aluminum and lunar
surface material.

Upon validation of this approach for these time scales, a long-range possibility comes to view:
the million-year perspective, afforded by measurement of the 720000-year halflife radionuclide AI-26, by
direct counting of its decay. The A1-26 content of lunar surface material has been documented from
Apollo Program samples (refs. 3, 4) at approximately 50 d/min-Kg, or about 20 pCi/Kg. One pCi in a
kilogram sample is easily measurable with our present systems. The real challenge will be to get it right
for the A1-26 in Apollo aluminum, where the 30-year lunar exposure has produced but a tiny fraction of
the near-equilibrium A1-26 activity existing in lunar surface material. Simple calculations, based on the
efficiency increase provided by New Merlin and the availability of optimum sample size, predict the
measurement will be difficult but successful.

Measurement of the long-lived nuclides Na-22, A1-26, Ti-44, and Bi-207 in parts retrieved from
dormant earth-orbit satellites can provide additional information regarding the near-earth effects of solar
activity. The value of such analyses would be increased if they can be obtained from parts of satellites
that have been in orbit for different lengths of time, and/or different orbits.

Another very promising and rapidly developing technique, accelerator-based mass spectrometry
(AMS) (ref. 5), is amenable to some of the analytic needs discussed here, especially in regards
measurement of the longer halflife nuclides, such as AI-26. In this technique, any of the parent atoms
(ionized, accelerated, and magnetically separated) can be counted, instead of only those atoms which
decay while the sample is being "watched". Much smaller samples can be analyzed, and in shorter
analysis times. AMS becomes ever more suitable as halflives lengthen, and ever more necessary as
sample size decreases. The proposed "solar history" measurement of A1-26 may best be accomplished
through use of AMS on the lunar surface material and gamma-spectrometry on the Apollo aluminum.

These gamma-spectrometric methods, along with other radiometric techniques, AMS, and
conventional mass spectrometry are among the major avenues (ref. 6) toward understanding the extent of
solar output variability on the time scale relevant to critical decisions to be made regarding the specter
of "global warming" that now confronts our civilization.
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SUMMARY

The perspective for this discussion of the LDEF sample analysis effort is forward-looking:
evaluation of our experience at obtaining the reported results in the context of improvements that can be
implemented during future missions. Examples have been given to emphasize the need for larger
samples, as well as more efficient (larger) detectors. Choices for target elements (intentional samples)
have been discussed, as well as the schedules for sample retrieval after spacecraft touchdown. Finally,
some applications are outlined for use of induced-activity analysis of materials returned to earth after
various times in space, as one of the promising avenues toward identifying (any) temporal variations in
solar output - - perhaps reaching back as far as a million years.
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SUMMARY

High energy proton induced nuclear reaction products are examined using seven

elements, namely, Aluminum, Silicon, Nickel, Copper, Zirconium, Tantalum, and

Tungsten. The samples were in the form of plates, 2 x 2 x 1/8 inches. We detected

activities due to 22Na from AI, 56Co and 57Co from Ni, 58Co from Cu, and 88y from Zr

targets. No induced activity was observed in Si, Ta and W, most probably due to the

long cooling times. Only the Zr sample contained a weak 7Be peak, although Ta and W

were also located at the leading edge of the spacecraft. Gamma-rays of individual

isotopes were measured using high-resolution Ge(Li) solid state detector coupled to

4096-multichanne1 analyzer. Activities were calculated for 56Co (846 keV) and Co-57

(122 and 136 keV's) at the time of the entry of the spacecraft and found to be 0.014!

0.005 c/sec, g, 0.018_0.002 c/sec, g, and 0.0024_0.0007 c/sec, g, respectively.

INTRODUCTION

A number of sample materials carried aboard the LDEF mission became weakly radio-

active because of irradiation by high energy protons associated with the geomagneti-

cally trapped, Van Allen radiation belt. Within the Van Allen belt, protons are

present within an energy range of a few MeV up to about 700 MeV (ref. i). In addi-

tion, radioactivity can be induced by irradiation from cosmic ray protons and heavier

nuclei. These primary proton-material collisions may also produce secondary neutrons

which in turn, could activate other materials.

In the present study, the activation product of interest was gamma radiation

from radioactivities with half-llves of from 10's of days to a few years. Since the

LDEF was in orbit for over 2000 days, it is expected that an induced activity will

have reached equilibrium levels where any increase in the induced activity is offset

by the decay process.

I. Watts, J. W., LDEF Dose Predictions and Measurements, LDEF Ionizing Radiation

Special Investigation Group Meeting, NAIA/MSFC, July 1990.
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RESULTS

Seven sample materials, Aluminum, Silicon, Nickel, Copper, Zirconium, Tantalum,

and Tungsten, from the LDEF were analyzed for gamma emission by high resolution, high

precision gamma ray spectroscopy techniques. The gamma ray spectroscopy equipment

is based upon a Nuclear Data Corp. Genie 9900 system. Data acquisition, display,

and processing are controlled by a DEC MicroVAX II computer. A Ge(Li) solid state

detector was utilized to detect emitted gamma rays. The detector had an efficiency

of approximately 20% with a resolution of approximately 1.9 keV (FWHM Co-1332 keV).

The overall system operated as a 8192 multichannel analyzer. The gamma ray spectrum

ranged from about 100 keV up to about 2 MeV.

Individual samples were counted for time periods ranging from 2 to 7 days. In

all cases, samples were positioned about 2 cm away from the end cap of the detector.

The detector-sample region was shielded with approximately 5 to I0 cm of lead.

Table I lists the target materials together with possible proton induced nuclear

reactions, principal gamma ray emission line of the daughter radionuclide, half-life

of the daughter radionuclide, and the relative position of the sample on the LDEF.

As noted in the table, three samples, Si, Ta and W, exhibited no observable activity.

This is probably due to the fact that only short half-life activities would have

been produced with these elements.

For the four samples, AI, Ni, Cu, and Zr, which exhibited induced activities,

Table II lists the calculated activities of these materials at the time of re-entry.

These data confirm previous results with an additional 88y gamma emission from the

Zr sample.

Also, the Zr sample exhibited a weak 7Be peak at 477 keV. Since the exact

shielding configuration of the LDEF is not known, it is not possible to make any
conclusive statement as to the source of 7Be. For instance, the 7Be material could

have occurred due to physical capture as the LDEF orbited at low altitude in the

stratosphere. However, it should be noted that no 7Be signatures were seen on the

Ta or W samples although all three samples, Zr, Ta, and W, were located on the lead-

ing edge of the spacecraft.

Finally, the gamma ray spectroscopy results do not indicate any direct (n, Y)

reactions. For example, no evidence for a 66Cu (n, Y) or 67Cu (n, Y) reaction was

observed.



Table I. Target Materials

Target
Material

Possible
Induced Reaction

Gamma
Energy Half-
(keV) Life Location

Aluminum

Silicon

Nickel

Copper

Zirconium

Tantalum

Tungsten

27AI (p, _d) 22Na 1274

No Activity Observed

58Ni (p, n2p) 56Co

60Ni (p, _) 57Co

63Cu (p, _d) 58Co

90Zr (p, n2p) 88y

847

122

136

811

1836

No Activity Observed

No Activity Observed

2.6y

77.7d

272d

70.9d

107d

Trailing Edge

Earth End

Trailing Edge

Trailing Edge

Earth End

Leading Edge

Leading Edge

Leading Edge

Table II. Calculated Activities
at Time of Re-Entry

Target
Material

Elemental
Constituent

Activity
c/sec., gram

Nickel 58Ni (846 keV)

60Ni (122 keV)
(136 keV)

0.014 +0.005

0.018 +0.002
0.0024+0.0007
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SUMMARY

The study of the induced radioactivity of samples intentionally placed

aboard the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) m_d samples obtained from

the LDFF structure is reviewed. The eight laboratories involved in the gamma-

ray counting are listed and the scientists arid the associated counting facilities

are described. Presently, most of the gamma-ray counting has been completed

and the spectra are being m_alyzed and corrected for efficiency m_d self

absorption. The acquired spectra are being collected at Eastern Kentucky

University for future reference, The results of these anaiyses are being

compiled and reviewed for possible inconsistencies as well as for comparison

with model calculations. Tlmse model calculations are being revised to include

the changes in trapped-proton flux caused by the onset of the period of

maximum solar activity and the rapidly decreasing spacecraft orbit. Tentative

plans are given for the storage of the approximately 1000 gamma-ray spectra

acquired in this study and the related experirnental data.

PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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INTRODUCTION

Samples intentionally placed aboard the Long Duration Exposure Facility
(LDEF) and samples obtained from the LDEF structure have been studied at
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center and seven national laboratories to
determine the specific radioactivity produced in orbit. The gamma-ray spectra
from these studies have provided information concerning the type and
quantity of radioactive nuclei produced by various activating particles. The
gamma-ray spectra, the resulting activation, and the experimental
arrangements are being collected at Marshall Space Flight Center and Eastern
Kentucky University for review, further analysis, and future archival. An
overview of this process and the type of information that will be available for
future reference will be given here. This information includes the samples
studied, the location of the samples on LDEF, the amount and type of covering

material, the types of detector systems, the format of the gamma-ray spectra
and the corrections for geometry, self-absorption, detector efficiency and
background needed to obtain accurate specific activities (activation per
kilogram) of material. Tentative plans are given as to the archival of the data
for such future reference and how other scientific investigators or spacecraft
designers can access the data.

DATA COLLECTION

Approximately 400 samples 1 have been obtained from LDEF and most, if not
all, have been studied for radioactivity at one or more of seven counting

facilities. The LDEF activation samples include 20 elementally pure rectangular
slabs of original 2" x 2" x 1/8" dimensions although some were cut to smaller
dimensions for mounting. The slabs are made from the elements V, Ni, Co, In,
and Ta. The first three elements (V, Ni,Co) represent materials having very
well-known cross sections for proton-induced reactions up to 200 MeV2 and
fairly well known cross sections up to 1 GeV or higher.3 The last two samples
have well known large thermal neutron cros_ sections4 and have,recently been
studied for incident protons up to 200 MeV3 and for neutrohs/tt 200 MeVS.

The samples of opportunity, or "unintentional" samples, include aluminum

clamp plates and trays, titanium clips, lead ballast, and the stainless-steel
trunnions.* The trunnions have been cut into 1/2-2 inch sections and sections

D, G and L have been layered by cutting at different radial distances from the

center. (See Figure 1 in ref. 6). Except for the outer layer(layer number 1),

*II_u-mon, B. A.: Space Science Laboratory, NASA/MSFC, private
communication.
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these layers were carefully flattened to give an approximate rectangular slab

geometry. The aluminum pieces are of various shapes ,and sizes. In addition,
bolts were taken from the structure and have been studied.

These samples, mostly having rectangula.r slab geometries, have been

studied for radioactivity at MSFC and six other counting facilities. These

facilities are listed in Table I along with the collaborating scientists. These

facilities could be categorized as being shielded, low-background, mad ultra-low

background. A shielded facility is one where shielding is used primarily to

prevent contamination from other smnples being counted in a multiple sample

count facility. The TVA/Muscle Shoals facility might be considered such a

facility. Low-background facilities would have sever_ inches of shielding

consisting of layers of lead, stainless-steel (or copper), and aluminum. The

facility at the Space Science Laboratory at MSFC could be categorized amongst

these. The ultra-low background facilities often have a low background facility

placed in an underground location. The facilities used by Bill Winn at SRL6 and

by A1 Smith at LBL r are ultra-low-background facilities.

At SRL the facility is located in a clean room 50 feet underground with the

equivalent of 104 feet of water shielding. (See Figure 1, ref. 6). At LBL, or

rather at their Oroville Dmn facility, the facility is located inside the dam under

600 feet of bedrock. Such locations with low-background arrangements make

excellent facilities for very low-activity samples.

The detectors used in these facilities consist of low resolution large volume

NaI detectors aa_d HPGe and Ge(Li) high resolution gamma-ray detectors which

in some cases possess active shielding in addition to the passive shielding

already described. The NaI(TI) detectors include the 4_ detector at JSC as well

as the one at PNWL already n'tentioned by Jim Reeves in this conference. The

germanium detectors _e efficiency rated in relation to a 3" diameter, 3" long

NaI(T1) detector at a gmnma-ray energy of 1332 keV. Those used in these

studies have efficiencies rm_ging up to 90%. With shielding and electronics

these are definitely state-of the-art systems.

Analysis

Most radioactivity studies are done with very small, moderately active

samples placed 1.0-25 cm from the detector. Such a sample is considered to be

a point source and the determination of the activity is greatly simplified.

However, the LDEF samples are quite large and must be counted in close

proximity to the detectors to accurately determine gamma-ray yields. In order
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to properly determine the activity, the efficiency of the detector for such an
extended source must be determined and the correction for the self attenuation
of the source must be made.

±
!

Each laboratory is responsible for determining the efficiency of their
detectors and correcting for the self attenuation. The unique experimental
arrangements of each laboratory prevent outside determination of these
factors. However, to facilitate such corrections 2" x 2" mixed gamma-ray
sources have been made by Charles Frederick of TVA and MSFC has prepared a
stack of 2" x 2" stainless steel absorbers. These have been distributed to the

counting laboratories to establish common reference data.

Figure 1 shows the efficiency of the HPGe detector at SSL/MSFC along with
the fit found using an appropriate energy-dependent function:

In e = a/ET+ b + c (lnET) + d(lnET) 2 + e(lnE¥) 3.

Figure 3 of reference 6 shows similar efficiencies for the Los Alamos detectors
at several different distances made with one of the 2" x 2" sources. These

curves are typical of those obtained for HPGe detectors.

Since the absolute efficiency of these detectors decreases with distance
between source and detector and with the increase of material between them,
the absolute gamma-ray activities required a correction to the measured
gamma-ray rate. Various laboratories have developed their own correction for
efficiency and self attenuation. Bill Winn 6 has done a careful study of his
systems and has developed an excellent model for these corrections. A similar
model made for the MSFC detector has been incorporated into the inverse-

square, self-absorption program EFFATN. This program was originally
developed to correct spectra obtained from intentional samples activated with
200 MeV neutrons5 Figure 2(ref. 5) gives the activity of the 122 keV gamma
rays from STCo taken through increasing thickness of stainless steel. The solid

line is the predicted activity including inverse-square and self-absorption
attenuation of this gamma ray. The plot was made using the average of the
corrected activity through each absorber thickness. The "poor" fit at zero
thickness may be due to incomplete correction for gamma-ray summing into
the continuum. Such studies (results) indicate that these corrections can be
accurately determined.

Table C-l.c of reference 7 from SRL shows an example of the exchange of

samples. Consistent with the sharing of cal_ibration sources and the exchange of
samples is the goal of assuring that the results from the various counting
laboratories are consistent. To date the data from the laboratories have been
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very consistent. A few comparisons currently being studied are shown in
figures 3-6. Alan Harmon will present additional results in the next paper.

To date, a large set of resultant specific activities have been reported.
Primarily, these have been from SRL, LLNL and LANL. They have been
compiled to a spreadsheet and are currently being reviewed. They are being
correlated with the position on LDEF so that the effects of the surrounding

material may be determined. The shielding provided by the covering material,
the moderation of thermal neutrons and the production of secondary particles

will be studied in relation to sample specific activity.

The specific activity of each LDEF sample depends on the flux of activating

particles, on the half-life of the decaying nuclei, and on the production cross
section for the particular nuclei. The sample activities, therefore, will be
significantly different from those originally estimated. The most significant
reason for this is the rapid lowering of the LDEF orbit in the last two years and
the transition from a period of minimum solar activity to one of maximum solar

activity. Figure 7 shows the trapped proton flux at a proton energy of 50 MeV
for various times in the LDEF-1 mission.S Figure 8 shows the projected
activation rate for 54Mn for the same time period. Obviously, short-lived
radioisotopes will significantly decay in the last few months in the orbit. A
careful prediction of the activation taking into account these reduced fluxes
must be made for activation comparisons.

Archival

As the counting of the samples is nearing completion, we are planning the
archival of the specific activities and the spectra obtained at the counting

laboratories. To be stored with the spectra is a directory containing the specific
details of the activation study. These include sample material, shape,
dimensions, mass, and location on the spacecraft as well as detector efficiencies,
energy calibrations, and self-attenuation corrections.

Perhaps as many as 1000 spectra will be available for future review. The
spectra in the original binary format will be stored on a convenient magnetic
media in a specified computer center. A catalog will specify the data
acquisition system(ADCAM, ND66, Canberra 100, etc.) and will give the data
format. Programs to change from one format to another will be available as
well as general procedures to change to other formats. Figure 9 shows a

sample spectrum from SRL which has been changed from the original ADCAM
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format to that for a Tennelec/Nucleus PCA-II system. Automatically analyzed
peaks are indicated in the figures.

In addition, the spectra will be translated to a text format. Table 2 is a
tentative sample of such a file from the SRL spectra. Included in the file is a
channel number indicator in column I and a header giving the name of the
original file and other pertinent details from the header of the spectrum file.
Other data will be available in the overall directory.

Hopefully, if we can obtain the spectra and analysis from the counting
laboratories in this calendar year(1992), then the archived spectra will be
available during calendar year1993 for outside users. Then, scientists and

L

engineers needing information concerning activation of spacecraft material in

low-earth orbit will have a source of data that can greatly aid them in their
individual proj ec ts.
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Table 1. Counting Facilities
and Associated Scientists

[

!

Dr. Gerald Fishman

Dr. B. Alan Harmon

NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center(NASA/MSFC)

Dr. Ronald L. Brodzinski
Dr James ReeVes

Pacific Northwest Laboratory(PNWL)
Batelle Memorial Institute

Dr. Alan R. Smith

Donna L. Hurley- '
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory(LBL)

Dr. Calvin E. Moss

Dr. Robert C. Reedy

Los Alamos National Laboratory(LANL)

Dr. David C. Camp
Lawrence Livermore NationaI Laboratory(LLNL)

Mr. Charles Frederick

Tennessee Valley Authority(TVA)

Western Area Radiological Laboratory

Dr. David J. Lindstrom

NASA/Johnson Space Center(JSC)

Dr. Bill Winn

Westinghouse Corporation
Savannah River Laboratory(SRL)
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Table 2. Sample Text File for

Arehived Gamma Ray Spectra

SPECTRUM FILE:I791NASA.PCA

SAMPLE COMPOSITION:ALUMINUM

START DATE:JAN 16, 1991
START TIME:I0:23:00 am

REAL/CLOCK TIME: 254?00
ELAPSED/LIVE TIME: 231218

seconds

seconds

CHANNEL COUNTS

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21

25 133 141 136 132 136 122 131 127
33 145 132 125 121 117 146 103 117
41 104 I00 98 114 102 95 116 127
49 138 118 123 117 122 99 109 106
57 105 104 106 98 115 117 96 108
65 103 99 101 119 87 91 89 97
73 105 107 102 102 90 90 90 81
81 114 94 100 103 87 103 101 122
89 109 106 90 96 101 123 102 79
97 88 93 84 95 92 93 87 76
105 115 88 92 123 112 88 106 94
113 112 88 91 103 99 91 112 105
121 107 93 109 95 105 113 164 207
129 195 149 82 90 100 98 88 99
137 116 102 101 120 124 97 101 102
145 122 I01 127 126 106 125 164 190
153 136 113 139 170 155 133 100 130
161 112 107 102 112 113 108 114 127
169 137 138 186 165 160 123 125 148
177 178 136 125 127 131 124 Iii 119
185 122 215 374 369 245 153 121 107

193 98 113 108 108 98 107 122 118

201 126 96 110 109 110 113 131 91

209 123 105 115 120 117 123 119 111

217 114 115 107 117 119 132 115 130

225 133 124 130 142 121 135 124 107

233 II0 130 125 120 108 119 116 121

241 112 131 121 134 132 108 124 134

249 128 116 113 131 123 133 129 136

257 153 118 139 125 126 144 133 107

265 132 136 140 123 126 131 129 130

273 121 140 123 149 133 136 140 122

281 121 137 152 138 137 166 106 148

289 139 166 184 189 160 140 133 152
297 135 156 154 125 144 141 128 136

305 136 143 131 152 148 124 179 158

313 164 138 154 161 159 153 126 139

321 146 146 161 154 137 167 139 138

329 155 134 186 172 177 143 168 162

337 148 148 134 172" 147 178 158 157
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INDUCED ACTIVATION STUDY OF LDEF

B. A. Harmon, G. J. Fishman, and T. A. Parnell

ES62 NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, AL 35812

Phone: 205/544-4924, Fax: 205/544-7754

C. E. Laird

Department of Physics, Eastern Kentucky University
Richmond, KY 40475

Phone: 606/622-1526, Fax: 606/622-1020

SUMMARY

Analysis of the induced radioactivity of the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) is
continuing with extraction of specific activities for various spacecraft materials. Data and results

of activation measurements from eight facilities are bein G collected for interpretation at Eastern
Kentucky University and NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center.

The major activation mechanism in LDEF components is the proton flux in the South At-
lantic Anomaly (SAA). This flux is highly anisotropic, and could be sampled by taking advantage
of the gravity-gradient stabilization of the LDEF. The directionally-dependent activation due to
these protons has clearly been observed in the data from aluminum experiment tray clamps (re-

action product 22Na), steel trunnions (reaction product 54Mn and others) and is also indicated
by the presence of a variety of nuclides in other materials. A secondary production mechanism,
thermal neutron capture, has been observed in cobalt, indium, and tantalum, which are known to
have large capture cross sections. Experiments containing samples of these metals and significant

amounts of thermalizing low atomic number (Z) material showed clear evidence of enhanced acti-

vation of S°Co, 114rain and 182Ta. Other mechanisms which activate spacecraft material that are
not as easily separable from SAA proton activation, such as galactic proton bombardment and
secondary production by fast neutrons, are being investigated by comparison to radiation envi-

ronmental calculations (Armstrong and Colborn, 1991, 1993). Deviations from one-dimensional
radiation models indicate that these mechanisms are more important at greater shielding depths.

In this paper, we review the current status of the induced radioactivity measurements as of
mid-year 1992. We present specific activities for a number of materials which show SAA effects
and thermal neutron capture. We also examine the results for consistency by combining data
from the participating institutions.

INTRODUCTION

In the First Post-Retrieval LDEF Symposium (Harmon, et al., 1991a), we discussed some
of the major constituents of the space radiation environment which contributed to the activation
of LDEF, and detailed a few of the measurements which illustrated their effects. A number of
results were also presented by Smith and Hurley (1991), Moss and Reedy, and Winn from mea-
surements made as a part of the cooperative effort to study the induced radioactivity of LDEF
(Harmon, et al., 1991a,b). Further work by Smith and Hurley (1993), Reeves, et al., and Reedy, et
al., can be found in these conference proceedings. Eight laboratories with low-level background

detectors for gamma ray counting participated in a large scale study of LDEF radioactivity:
Westinghouse/Savannah River Site (SRS), Pacific Northwest Laboratory/Battelle Memorial In-
stitute (PNL), the Tennessee Valley Authority Western Area Radiological Laboratory (TVA),
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL), Los
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), NASA/Johnson Space Center (JSC) and NASA/Marshall
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Space Flight Center (MSFC). All received samples of spacecraft material following retrieval of
LDEF in January 1990. Our efforts over the past year have been in collecting the results of in-
duced radioactivity measurements from these laboratories, evaluating these results for consistency
and quality, and extracting information about the radiation environment. Eventually all mea-
surements will become part of a LDEF radiation database following evaluation. NASA/Marshall
Space Flight Center and Eastern Kentucky University are primarily involved in a collaborative
effort to produce this database and support a long-term archive. (Details can be found in the
contribution by Laird, et al.) In this report, we attempt to bring together results from different
laboratories and examine them in a coherent fashion. The data presented are, unavoidably, in

various stages of completeness. While the measurement techniques are straightforward, extract-
ing specific activities can be difficult for unusual sample geometries or samples which significantly
attenuate the gamma rays of interest. In some cases, for identical geometries, different methods
have been used to obtain the detector efficiency. (The efficiency relates the observed gamma-
ray counting rate to the activity of the sample.) This can induce systematic uncertainties in
the measured activity which can be larger than the statistical counting errors. We find system-
atic differences as large as 30% in some of the results reported here. We present these results
with the caution that comparisons between measurements at different laboratories be regarded
as preliminary until the evaluation is complete. = :

Materials obtained from LDEF in the months following retrleyai are listed in Table I below.
A detailed plan for analysis of these materials can be found in Harmon, et aI., 1993. Further
information and early results of the induced radioactivity investigations Can be found in Harmon,

et al., 1991b. :.... .........

Table I. Analyzed Spacecraft Components

Aluminum Experiment tray clamps and spacer plates, clamp assem-

blies, end support retainer plate, keel plate, scuff plate

spacers, ballast covers, and end frame clamps

Titanium Structural clips

Steel End frame trunnions, tray clamp screws, and P0004/P0006
canister screws

Lead Ballast plates

Other Samples Vanadium, Nickel, Cobalt, Tantalum, and Indium (Exps.

M0001, M0002, P0006, and A0114) Magnesium, Silver,

Copper, Niobium, Molybdenum and Germanium (Exps.

A0114 and A0171)

ALUMINUM

Many aluminum components 6061 alloy) at various shielding thicknesses were available
from the spacecraft (see Table I). The most significant result from these was the mapping of the

22Na activity (half-life 2.6 years, 511 and 1275 keV gamma rays) around the spacecraft using the
experiment tray clamp plates (East, West, North and South directions) (Harmon, et al., 1991a,b).
The activation was clearly peaked in the West direction, offset to the South, consistent with the

expected angular distribution of the SAA proton flux (Watts, et al.). In order to obtain these
results, about 50 clamp plates were counted at the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) Western
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Area Radiological Laboratory. Several clamp plates have been counted at other laboratories to
verify the extraction of the activities. In Table II, we present recent measurements from Winn

private comm. 1 at SRS and activities for the same clamp plates counted earlier by Frederick
private comm.) at TVA. All measurements presented have been decay-corrected to the date of

LDEF return to Earth (January 20, 1990). Even though we are limited to only a common sample
of six plates, comparison of these results shows that the trends are reasonably consistent between
the two datasets. The computed differences between measurements also appear consistent with
statistical error.

Table II. Comparison of Experiment Tray Clamp 22Na Activities

Sample ID Activity (SRS) Activity (TVA) Difference

(dis/sec/kg) (dis/sec/kg) (dis/sec/kg)

B7-5 4.61 + .19 4.46 + .38 -.15 ± .42

D7-2 5.17 + .18 5.83 4-.38 +.66 4- .42

G6-4 5.34 4- .22 6.26 4- .81 +.92 4- .84

G6-10 3.55 4- .18 3.29 4- .56 -.26 4- .59

H6-4 4.80 4- .20 4.55 4- .64 -.25 4- .67

H9-12 4.63 4- .16 4.76 4- .81 +.13 4- .82

Winn obtains the efficiency for thin samples such as the clamp plates via a model where

the efficiency is separable into two factors for the area and thickness of the sample. Point-like
calibration sources and aluminum attenuator blanks are used to map out the areal and depth
dependences of the efficiency over a range of gamma-ray energies. Using parameters derived from
the calibration, the total peak efficiency is calculated by integrating the model expression. In
addition, because the measurements were made with a high efficiency 90% germanium detector,

a summing correction is also required to the peak efficiency for 22Na. This is due to mutiple

emission of 511 keV (positron annihilation) and 1275 keV gamma radiation when 22Na decays.
The summing correction to the 1275 peak efficiency was measured to be 1.72 for the 90% detector
(Winn, private comm.). Frederick at TVA (private comm.) used a mixed gamma source of the
same area as the clamp plate (2" x 5") which eliminates the need for an area integral. The
efficiency is then computed as a direct average of measurements of the calibration source placed

in the front and back of the clamp plate. The lower efficiency germanium detectors at TVA (15%-

30%) have a negligible summing correction for 22Na. Mathematically, the only difference between
the methods used by SRS and TVA is the treatment of the self-attenuation of the sample as an

exponential in relating the "front" and "back" efficiency of the sample by Winn. This is critical
for thick samples (see trunnion section studies below), but does not yield significantly different
results from direct averaging for the thin clamp plates.

The experiment tray spacer plates, which were mounted beneath the clamp plates, also

showed detectable 22Na, mostly on the West side of the LDEF. These results have not been

systematically analyzed, but show activities of 2-3 dis/sec/kg.
The keel plate (row 6, North side of LDEF) and the end support retainer plate (Earth end

of LDEF) were both cut into samples roughly of 2"x2" area and individually counted at different

laboratories. A composite representation of the _2Na activities from LBL (Smith and Hurley,
1991), LANL (Moss and Reedy), and SRS (Winn) measurements is shown in Fig. 1. The keel
plate was exposed to the westerly-peaked SAA flux and shows a correspondingly higher activity
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in KP-2, 3, 4 and 5 (KP-2 and KP-5 were counted together) than KP-8, 9, 10, 11 (KP-8 and KP-
11 were counted together). The retainer plate, _hich saw flux mainly from the Earth direction,
has a much more uniform activation. The activity of the end support retainer plate should be
compared to the earth end clamp plate data for G6-4 and G6-10 listed in Table II above.

The clamp assemblies, located behind the main (central) trunnion scuff plates, were the

thickest samples of aluminum obtained from LDEF. These were large annular rings surrounding
the main trunnions, which were cut and analyzed for directional and depth dependences, similar to
the steel trunnions (see below). Some of the results for clamp assembly layers are given by Reeves
and Frederick (private comm.); however, most of the measurements have not been reported. The
scuff plate spacers and end frame clamps have also been counted; however, their geometry is too

complex to extract specific activities easily. Bothmaterials contained 22Na and :Be activity. The
ballast plate covers were rectangular plates mounted over the lead ballast on each end of LDEF.
Some of the cover material was processed into normalizable 2"x2" squares and analyzed, but no
activities have been reported.

TITANIUM

A number of titanium structural clips (6AL-4V alloy) were obtained from the internal frame
of LDEF. The clips were mounted beneath the end intercostals, joining the intercostals to the

longerons. Several groups Smith and Hurley (1991), Moss and Reedy, and Harmon report 46Sc

and _2Na to be present in these samples. Obtaining specific activities are possible and appear to

be in the range of 0.1-1 dis/sec/kg for _2Na (Smith and Hurley, 1991) and about 0.5-1.5 dis/sec/kg

for 46Sc. The activation for 22Na is considerably lower than that of the aluminum components,

and is related to the heavier target (4STi, 73.7% natural abundance) and also the increased local
shielding from the LDEF structure. The geometry of these samples (slanted parallelopiped cross
section) will limit the accuracy of these measurements; nevertheless, these data are unique because
of the atomic number Z being fairly well-removed from other analyzed materials (Z=13, 22 and
26 respectively for aluminum, titanium, and iron).

STEEL

54Mn (half-life 312 days, 834 keV gamma ray) was expected to have the highest activity
level in the steel trunnions (17-4PH alloy) based on the average energy of the trapped proton
flux as well as the cross section for protons on iron (75% of 17-4PH). With an activity of 2-5
dis/sec/kg, it was possible to process the 20 in (50.8 cm) long by 3.25 in (8.26 cm) diameter

cylinder into smaller cylindrical sections and concentric layers so that the _4Mn activity could

be mapped throughout the trunnion volume (Harmon, et al. 1991a,b). Directional and energy
information about the activating particle fluxes could then be obtained. Figure 2 is a plot of the
bulk 54Mn activity in the two stainless steel trunnions from the Earth end of LDEF. The abscissa

represents the distance along the trunnion axis measured from the end of the trunnion farthest
from the spacecraft. Each point represents the average activity for One of the large cylindrical
sections (3.25 in did, from 0.5 to 1 in thickness). The space-exposed end of the "LI-I" trunnion
was pointed West and offset to the North by the reported 8 degree yaw (Peters and Gregory),
such that the axis of the trunnion was at an approximately 30 degree angle to the peak of the
South Atlantic Anomaly proton flux angular distribution.

As indicated in Fig. 2, several counting groups have analyzed the large cylindrical sections.
These have a large self-attenuation of 834 keV gamma rays (as much as 50%) which must be
accurately assessed in order to extract a reliable specific activity. This becomes even more of

a problem for 57Co (122 keV) or _lCr (320 keV) activities, because of the rapid increase in
attenuation for lower energy gamma rays. Winn has discussed in detail the required procedures
for obtaining specific activities from these samples using point-like calibration sources. Frederick
(private comm.), Lindstrom (private comm.), and Harmon have used a mixed gamma /planar)
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the end of the trunnion farthest from the spacecraft.



grid source of the same diameter as the trunnion, which appears to give results comparable to the
point source mapping technique. However, while the statistical error for several day counts of the
large trunnion pieces is small as shown in Fig. 2, systematic differences in the activity at the 20-
30% level are evidently present based on several measurements of the same sample (see activities
measured at approximately 1, 5, 9 and 10 in in both East (RH) and West (LH) trunnions).
The systematic differences also tend to be consistent between datasets. Both trunnions indicate

a decreasing activity toward the spacecraft, with the SAA flux out of the West enhancing the
activity considerably in the first two inches of the West trunnion. SAA protons are not energetic
enough to penetrate the entire length of the trunnion and would not explain the more gradual
decrease, which may be due to shielding from the spacecraft.

Three of the cylindrical sections from each of the two end trunnions were sliced into thin

concentric layers about the trunnion axis, then quartered with a set of seven layers facing toward
Earth, Space, North and South. The thinness and uniformity of the steel layer samples, coupled
with the distribution of 2" x 2" mixed gamma standards to several of the counting laboratories,
have made it much easier to extract activities from the layer samples than for the thick cylindrical

sections discussed above. Results from each of the laboratories so far indicate reasonably consis-
tent agreement with the trends and absolute magnitude of the activities as a function of direction

and depth. Figure 3 shows the 54Mn activity in trunnion layers from the LH (West) trunnion
at a distance of approximately 7 inches from the end of the trunnion. These represent the most
sensitive measurements to date of the steel layers. The observed differences in the North, South,
Space and Earth directions are qualitatively similar to that in Harmon, et al., 1991b, where
another layered section closer to the spaceward end of the trunnion was analyzed. The higher
sensitivity measurements indicate a very significant difference in flux between North and South.
The SAA exposure should produce an enhancement to the South (relative to North) due to the
southwesterly peak of the proton flux. There is also a smaller Space-Earth asymmetry, which
is at least partially attributable to shielding by the spacecraft on the space side of the trunnion
(Armstrong and Colborn, 1991).

The only other steel components obtained from the LDEF were canister screws from ex-
periments P0004 and P0006, and a large number of screws associated with the experiment tray
clamps. These were generally too small to obtain sufficient statistics from counting of individual

screws. Bulk counting by LLNL (Camp, private comm.) showed the presence of 54Mn, $6Co,

57Co, 5SCo, 22Na and 7Be (surface deposition) with the 54Mn/_7Co ratio being about 1.6-2.0 in

the tray clamp screws, and a West/East ratio in the activities of 1.2-1.3. The S4Mn/57Co ratio

appears to be quite different from the steel in the trunnions (54Mn/STCo = 8-12). The presence

of significant amounts of 22Na, which may be related to low mass impurities, was not expected,
and is under investigation. Results for the P0004/P0006 screws have not been reported.

LEAD

Lead, taken from lead sheets used for ballast, was the highest atomic number (Z=82) mate-
rial obtained for activation measurement. The lead ballast and associated aluminum cover plates
were mounted on the end frame I-beams and were obtained several months following retrieval.

Only 2°7Bi at a very low activity has been reported by Smith and Hurley (1993) and Lindstrom

(private comm.). No accurate activities have been obtained, but are estimated to be about 10 .2 -

10 -1 dis/sec/kg. Measured activities for both the aluminum and lead components are of interest
due to the shielding effects from other parts of the spacecraft.

INTENTIONALLY-PLACED SAMPLES

Sets of vanadium, nickel, tantalum, indium, and cobalt metal samples, typically 2"x2" by
0.25" thick, were placed in four experiments (M0001, M0002, P0006 and A0114) on the LDEF.
These constituted the original activation sub-experiment by Fishman (Harmon, et al., 1993)
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for monitoring the on-orbit induced radioactivity. Many of these sampleshave been counted
by different laboratories and provide a good basis for interlaboratory comparisonsof absolute
measurements. All of these materials, with the exception of nickel are monoisotopic or nearly
so, which reducesthe ambiguity of the reactions producing certain nuclides. Smith and Hurley
(1991), Winn, Reeves, et al., and Camp (private comm.) have reported results for samples
exchangedbetween laboratories. Table III gives a comparison of all activities for intentional
sampleswhich havebeen counted at more than one laboratory. Blanks indicate that no activity

was detected. Recent measurements by Reeves, et al., of the G12 (M0002) cobalt with both an

ultra low-level germanium and NaI coincidence system yields 6°Co activities of 1.01 4- .10 and

1.26 + .08 dis/sec/kg, respectively. Generally the agreement is good for most nuclides, except for

the 54Mn and 57Co in the G12 (M0002) cobalt, which is under investigation.

Table III. Comparison of Activities for LDEF Activation Foils

G12 (M0002) Cobalt G12 (M0002) Indium

Nuclide LLNL LBL Nuclide LLNL LBL

(dis/sec/kg) (dis/sec/kg) (dis/sec/kg) (dis/sec/kg)

54Mn 3.38 ± .14 2.31 4- .05 .085 ± .011

_6Co 0.82 ± .14 -- -- .085 4- .011

_TCo 11.2 ± .20 7.82 4- .06 .80 4- .14 .78 4- .04

_SCo 4.30 4- .73 -- -- 1.3 4- .56

_°Co 0.97 ± .08 0.85 ± .03 .64 ± .11

102Rh

tl0mAg

ll3Sn

ll4mln

88Zr

GI2 (M0002)

46Sc

Vanadium F2 (P0006) Vanadium
SRS T,T,NT, SR_q LRT,

.59 + .05 .59 4- .05 46Sc .72 4- .08 .64 4- .04
I

Most of the radionuclides listed in Table III are products expected from proton-induced
reactions. However, tantalum, indium, and cobalt also have high thermal neutron capture cross
sections. These foils are activated by very low energy thermal and epithermal (>_ .02eV) neutrons
that are moderated by low Z material on the LDEF. Only a few experiments carried signifi-
cant amounts of plastic or organic compounds which slow energetic neutrons (some are made as
secondary products from the proton-induced reactions, others may be atmospheric albedo neu-

trons). Reeves, et al., report an enhanced 6°Co (neutron capture on _9Co) activity in the M0001

experiment (Adams, et al.), which contained plastic cosmic ray track detectors, relative to 6°Co

activities in the other experiments. Similarly, the lS2Ta (neutron capture on lSiTa) is higher in

the M0001 experiment and the P0004/6 experiments (Benton, et al., and Alston) which contained
plastic detectors and organic materials. A comparison of the neutron capture activities in the

three foils is shown in Fig. 4, which represents a composite of data from LBL (Smith and Hurley,
1993), PNL (Reeves, et al.), and JSC (Lindstrom, private comm.). Neglecting formation and
decay rates, the trends appear consistent between experiments. The only exception is experiment

M0001, which apparently showed a lower tantalum activation than cobalt or indium. The lS2Ta

(115 day half-life) activity will decrease relative to 6°Co (5.27 year half-life) due to the decrease
in proton flux at the lower altitudes encountered in the later part of the mission. The activity

of x14mIn (49.5 day half-life, neutron capture on lX3In (4.3% natural abundance)) is somewhat
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inconsistentwith this picture, yet the indium could be a factor of 2-3 lower and still be within the
large 1-sigmauncertainty. In addition, 11train includes a significant fraction of proton-induced
activation from 115In(95.7% abundance). The metal samplesin Experiment M0001, which were
deliveredfor integration in the standard 2"x2" geometry,had to be cut into two smaller piecesof
approximately 2" x 3/4" for mounting on opposite sidesof a subtray. The tantalum and cobalt
were counted separately,and interestingly show a differencein activity between two sidesof the
tray. This is directly related to the amount of low Z material in proximity to the samples,which
wasgreateron onesidethan the other. In the nearfuture, it may bepossibleto deducereasonably
accurate local thermalized neutron fluxes from thesemeasurements.

OTHER MATERIALS

A few small metal sampleswereobtained from other experiments (magnesium,silver, cop-
per, niobium, molybdenum and germanium) severalmonths after retrieval. Almost all had no
detectable activity, at the 0.1-1 dis/sec/kg level or higher with the exceptions of magnesium
(22Na) and germanium (6SZn). Olmez, et al., 1991, 1993,reported results for larger samplesof
copper and zirconium, which showedthe presenceof 58Coand 88y, respectively,consistent with
production by trapped SAA protons.

CONCLUSION

Wehave surveyedthe overall status of the activation measurementsperformed on the LDEF
spacecraftcomponents. Although all sampleshavebeen counted, a significant fraction of the re-
sults havenot beenreported. Collection, analysisand evaluationof measurementsare continuing.
It is planned to completethesephasesof the investigation by the end of 1993,and shift the effort
toward developinga completepicture of the external radiation fluxes, secondaryreactions and the
shielding/geometric effectson the results. Complementary studies of LDEF dosimetric and acti-
vation data should sufficiently constrain calculations of the low earth orbit radiation environment

and allow better prediction of radiation doses for future space missions.
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SUMMARY

The LDEF spacecraft flew in a 28.5 ° inclination circular orbit with an altitude in the range
from 319.4 to 478.7 km. For this orbital altitude and inclination two components contribute most
of the penetrating charge particle radiation encountered--the galactic cosmic rays and the

geomagnetically trapped Van Allen protons. Where shielding is less than 1.0 g/cm 2

geomagnetically trapped electrons make a significant contribution. The "Vette" models (refs. 1-3)
together with the associated magnetic field models (ref. 4) and the solar conditions were used to
obtain the trapped electron and proton omnidirectional fluences reported previously (ref. 5).
Results for directional proton spectra using the MSFC anisotropy model for solar minimum and
463 km altitude (representative for the LDEF mission) were also reported (ref. 6). Here the

directional trapped proton flux as a function of mission time is presented considering altitude and
solar activity variation during the mission. These additional results represent an extension of
previous calculations to provide a more definitive description of the LDEF trapped proton

exposure.

INTRODUCTION

The LDEF spacecraft flew in a 28.5" inclination circular orbit with an altitude in the range
from 319.4 to 478.7 km. It was gravity-gradient stabilized and oriented so that one side always
pointed along the velocity vector. For this orbital altitude and inclination two components
contribute most of the penetrating charge particle radiation encountered--the galactic cosmic rays

and the geomagnetically trapped Van Allen protons. Where shielding is less than 1.0 g/cm 2
geomagnetically trapped electrons make a significant contribution. All three sources are strongly

modulated by the Earth's magnetic field with the trapped flux being anisotropic with most of the

flux arriving from a narrow band perpendicular to the local geomagnetic field direction. A model

for predicting the trapped proton angular distribution has been developed (ref. 7) including both the

pitch angle and east-west effects. Since trapped protons produce most of the spacecraft activation

except at heavily shielded locations and almost all of the dose at most LDEF measurement

locations, a large part of calculational effort (refs. 6 and 8) of the LDEF Ionizing Radiation Special

Interest Group has been directed toward testing the predictions of this model and the Vette
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omrndn'cctlonal fluxmodel (ref. 1) against LDEF measurements (refs. 9-12). Here is presented

further refinement of the trapped proton exposure over the LDEF mission. Improvements include

detailed consideration of solar cycle modulation of the flux, improved time resolution near the

mission end where the altitude was changing rapidly, directional flux calculations over the whole

mission, and modification to the B and L calculations.

m_

DISCUSSION

Previous predictions of the LDEF mission fluences (,'efs. 5 and 6) were obtained by

calculating long-terrn average lluxes for five circular orbits at 478.7,472.3,462.8,426.0, and

319.4 km altitudes which occurred on mission days 0, 550, 1450, 1950, and 2105, respectively,

and performing a numerical integration over time assuming a straight line between time points.

The solar FI0.7 crn radio flux which characterizes solar activity exceeded 150 about mission day
1540 (June 27, 1988). The environment models used for solar minimum (the first three times)

were AP8MIN (ref. 1) and the magnetic field model was the IGRF 1965.0 80-term model (ref. 4)

projected to 1964, the epoch of the environrnental model. The environment models used for solar
maximum (the last two times) were AP8MAX (ref. 1) and the magnetic field model was the

Hurwitz USGS 1970 168-534M lnodel (ref. 4) for 1970, the epoch of the environmental model.

Both magnetic field calculations used a fixed constant magnetic moment of 0.311653 which was

built into the ALLMAG package for calculating B and L magnetic paramete!'s.
: 2

For low altitude orbits such as that of LDEF the flux retrieved l¥om the Vette model is very

sensitive to the input calculated B and L values. Fo," the current calculation the constant magnetic

moment in the ALLMAG package was replaced by a moment calculated fi'om the magnetic model

expansion coefficients at thc epoch of the model. At the highest altitudes this change reduced the

fluxes by about 5%. At the lowest altitudes nea," the mission end fluxes were reduced by a=factor

of 2.

The goals for improving the flux model were better representation of the solar cycle

rnodulation and better time resolution nea," mission end. In Figure 1 solar activity as defined by the

solar FI0.7 cm flux (ref. 13) and orbital altitude over the LDEF mission period are shown versus
mission day. The LDEF mission began near the end of the last cycle and ended near the maximum

of the current one with the orbital altitude changing slowly over the first 1500 days but rapidly

during the last 500 days of the mission. From the data represented in Figure 1 the mean F10.7

value at the last solar minimum F,n m was 67 and the rnean value at solar maximum F,mj.x was

183. Rather than an abrupt switch from APgMIN to APgMAX a parameter

A Iph a(t) = (F(t)- Fmin )/( Fmax- Fn tin)

was defined where F(t) is the FI0.7 flux at time t. Then the proton flux, O (t) at time t, was
. ........... f ....

gtven as a m_xtul'e

(t) = ¢_APSMIN (I - All)ha(t)) + ¢AP8MAxAlpha(t)
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where CAP8MIN and OAP8MAX are the Vette model proton fluxes for solar minimum and solar

maximum, respectively. Table 1 shows the mission times for the current model, the orbital

altitude, the F10 7 value, Alpha and the scale height parameter for solar minimum (min) and solar
maximum (max) (used in the directional flux calculation).

Table 1. Model Inputs

Mission Altitude F10.7 Alpha Scale Height
Day (km) Flux (km)

min max

0 478.7 95 0.24 116.6 127.2

300 475.8 67 0 115.7 ---

1000 469.1 67 0 113.7 ---

1300 466.2 87 0.17 112.8 123.4

1500 461.5 118 0.44 111.4 122.0

1700 449.5 158 0.78 108.0 118.5

1800 433.6 171 0.90 103.6 114.0

1900 412.8 183 1.00 --- 108.4

2000 388.8 183 1.00 --- 102.3

2050 368.0 183 1.00 --- 97.2

2105 319.4 183 1.00 --- 86.4

Note that about half the points are distributed during the last 500 days of the mission. In Figures 2

and 3 the current model flux is compared to the pure AP8MAX and AP8MIN model fluxes and the

previous model fluxes, respectively, over the mission period. Note the transition near 1500 days

in the previous model curve due to switching from AP8MIN to AP8MAX. In Figure 4 the

predicted mission fluences from the current and previous model are compared. The Current

fluences are about 20% lower.

For the previously directional flux calculation the AP8MIN model and a fixed orbital

altitude of 463 km were used. The current model has now been used to calculate directional fluxes

at each of the time points in Table 1 as input for dose and activation calculations using a complex

geometrical model of LDEF (ref. 14). In Figure 5 the cumulative mission fluence and the ratio of

eastward to westward traveling flux are shown as a function of mission time. Note that the proton

flux is much more directional near the mission end. Short half-life isotopes produced by activation

might be expected to reflect this greater directionality by greater ratios in abundance on the west
side versus the east side of LDEF.

CONCLUSIONS

Predictions of the LDEF mission's trapped proton exposure have been made using the

currently accepted models with improved resolution near mission end and better modeling of solar

cycle effects. Mission fluences are reduced by 20% from previously reported results. The LDEF

experimental measurements are providing an opportunity to validate the model predictions.
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A MEASUREMENT OF THE RADIATION DOSE TO LDEF BY PASSIVE DOSIMETRY

J. B. Blake and S. S. Imamoto

Space and Environment Technology Center
The Aerospace Corporation

Los Angeles, CA 90009

SUMMARY

The results from a pair of thermoluminescent dosimeter experiments flown aboard LDEF show an inte-

grated dose several times smaller than that predicted by the NASA environmental models for shielding thick-

nesses much greater than 0.10 gm/cm 2 of aluminum. For thicknesses between 0.01 and 0.1 gm/cm 2, the,

measured dose was in agreement with predictions.

INTRODUCTION

The Space and Environment Technology Center of The Aerospace Corporation fielded two related exper-

iments on LDEF to measure the energetic radiation dose by means of passive dosimet_y. The sensors were

LiF thermolurninescent dosimeters mounted behind various thicknesses of shielding. In this report, the

details of the experiment am described first, followed by the results of the observations. A comparison is

made with the predictions based upon the NASA environmental models and the actual mission profile flown

by LDEF; conclusions follow.

EXPERIMENTS

The TLDs used in these two experiments were Harshaw TLD-100 LiF ribbon thermoluminescent

dosimeters. Their size is 1/8" x 1/8" x .035". They were packaged at Harshaw on 10 October 1980, control

number T-1409-S(1). A Harshaw Model 3000 was used for readout. The procedures recommended by

Harshaw were followed carefully.

The configuration of the first experiment consisted of two identical packets of 16 TLDs re'ranged in pla-

nar arrays. One array was placed on the leading edge of the spacecraft, the other on the trailing edge. These

arrays were installed in opaque packets of 1-mil aluminum toil and Kapton tape mounted behind an alu-

minum plate of 30-mil thickness. The aluminum shield and toil wrapping of file TLDs were approximately

0.22 gm/cm 2. In addition to the flight arrays, two control arrays were prepared that were kept with the flight
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arraysaslongaspossibleduringexperimentintegration,andthenstoredin our laboratory.After recovery,
theflight detectorswerereadout in groupsof four, alternatingwith thecontroldetectors.

TheTLDs werecalibratedbeforeflight with aCo60gammasource.Theflight andcontroldetectors
werere-calibratedaftertheflight usinga55-MeVprotonbeamattheLawrenceBerkeley88" Cyclotron. It
wasdecidedto useprotonsfor there-calibrationbecausetheflight data,discussedbelow,suggestedthatthe
majorityof thedoseobservedin this first experimentwasduetoenergeticprotonsthatimpingeduponLDEF
in theregionof theSouthAtlanticMagneticAnomaly. Tlie protonbeamfluencewasmonitoredusinga
plasticscintillatorandanion chamber.Figure1is aplotof thecalibrationdataandaleast-squaresfit to
thesedata.Thesenewdataarein goodagreementwithourearliercalibrationdata.
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Integrated Current, nanocoulombs

Figu)e ]. Aplot ot" dose #om 552-MeV protons Vsintegrate_J current as measured with the Harshaw 3000.

The actual flight detectors were used in this calibration run.
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Theconfigurationof thesecondexperimentconsistedof 12LiF TLDs,eachmountedbehindadifferent
thicknessof metalshield. Figure2 is aphotographof theassembly;Table1givestheshieldthicknessesand
theshieldmaterial.Threeof theseassembliesweremountedontheleadingedgeof LDEF andexposedto
theambientradiationfor theentire69-monthmission.A fourthassemblyalsowasmountedon theleading
edge,butwascoveredafter40weekswith ashieldof stainlesssteelalmost2 cm thick. Thus,duringmost
of theLDEF mission,thedosereceivedbythefourthassemblywasdeterminedby themuchthickercover.
A fifth assemblywasmountedon thetrailingedgeof LDEF andexposedfor theentiremissionwhile the
sixthassemblyalsowason thetrailingedgeandrecoveredafter40weeks.Theassemblylocationsare
summarizedin Table2.

Table 1. ShieldThicknesses

Shield Material

Number

1 AI

2 Ti

3 Stainless steel

4 AI

5 Stainless steel

6 Stainless steel

7 Stainless steel

8 Stainless steel

9 Stainless steel

10 Stainless steel

11 Stainless steel

12 Stainless steel

Shield Thickness

(miJ)
.0295

.096

.20

1.0

.57

.80

1.0

1.5

2.2

4.4

8.0

16

Figure 2. One of the flight assemblies used in

Experiment 2.

Table 2. Exposure Time and Location on LDEF

Assembly Number Location on LDEF Exposure Time

1 Leading edge 69 months

2 Leading edge 69 months

3 Leading edge 69 months

4 Leading edge 40 weeks

5 Trailing edge 69 months

6 Trailinc d edcde 40 weeks
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RESULTS

Experiment 1

Table 3 gives the results of the readout measurements for the flight and control arrays in nanocoulombs.

These readings are shown in detail so the reader can get a feel for the scatter in the measurements.

It can be seen that the control dose is negligible. The LDEF flight doses were:

Leading Edge = 88.9 + 11.5 rads

Trailing Edge = 147 + 21.1 l'ads

Dose Ratio = 1.65 + 0.32

Table 3. TLD Readings for LDEF Flight and Control Detectors

Sample # Leading Edge LE Control Trailing Edge TE Control

(nC) (nO) (nC) (nC)

1 t 0.05 nC 70.87 0.03

2 42.54 0.02 89.02 0.02

3 37.62 0.02 83.43 0.03

4 39.09 0.02 85.88 0.02

5 46,76 0.03 73.62 0.02

6 42.41 0.03 62.95 0.02

7 42,14 0.03 78.85 0.02

8 50.55 0.02 67.43 0.02

9 38.14 0.02 76.46 0.02

10 46.00 0.03 76.91 0.03

11 42.84 0.02 95.53 0.02

12 50.22 0.03 82.07 0.02

13 37.24 0.03 62.80 0.02

14 40.36 0.03 71.97 0.02

15 38.08 0.03 61.22 0.03

16 56.19 0.02 96.88 0.03

(l)

(2)

(3)

43.35 + 5.59 77.24 + 11.09

t A malfunction in fl_e readout apparatus interfered with the measurement of the first

leading edge TLD.
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Expeliment 2

Experiment 2 differed from Experiment 1 in that it consisted of single LiF TLDs under a variety of shield

thicknesses and materials rather than several TLDs under a single shield thickness. As a consequence, it is

convenient to show the observations in graphical foma. Figure 3 is a plot of the dose vs shielding thickness

for the three arrays exposed on the leading edge of LDEF for 69 months. Three different symbols are used;

the solid line shows the average value. The results for all shields are reduced to the equivalent gm/cm 2 of

aluminum. It can be seen that the measured dose reaches an asymptotic value at about 0.01 gm/cm2; a

smaller shield thickness did not increase the measured dose.

Figure 4 shows the results for the leading-edge exposure of 40 weeks at the beginning of the LDEF

mission. It can be seen that the depth-dose profile for the 40-week mission shows the same shape as for the

69-month mission. Figure 5 shows the ratio of the two exposures; the solid line is simply the ratio of 69

months to 40 weeks. The ratio of doses shown in Figure 5 clearly is not a simple function of shielding

thickness. Figure 6 shows the measured and predicted dose on the leading edge for the 69-month mission.

The predicted dose (ref. 1) is over 300,000 rads for zero shield thickness (not plotted).

10000

tO00

I00
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t
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O

• e,
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Equivalent Aluminum Thickness (gin/era')

Figure 3. The measured dose vs shielding thick-

ness for the three arrays exposed on the leading

edge of LDEF for a 69-month period. The solid

curve gives the average of the three
measurements.

Figure 4. The depth-dose profile for the single

leading edge exposure of 40 weeks.
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Figure 6. A comparison of the dose measured on

the leading edge of LDEF and the predicted dose
for the entire mission (69 months).

DISCUSSION

Expclimcnt 1

A difference between the leading-edge and trailing-edge dose was expected, the so-called East-West

effect, but was larger than expected. The predicted dose is about 690 rads with 380 rads due to protons and

310 rads due to electrons (ref. 1). Thus, the observed dose is of the order of 15% of the predicted value.

It has been suspected for some time that the NASA AE-8 model over-predicts the electron dose for mod-

est shielding such as used in Experiment i' Gussenhoven et al. (rcf. 2) have shown fi'om observations

made aboard CRRES that this suspicion is con'ect, in general. A much smaller electron dose than the pre-

dicted 140 rads Would mean that the dose observed in Experiment 1 was due almost entirely to protons.

Support for this supposition is given by the observed East-West effect. The large observed value of 1.65 is

in agreement with the predictions if the electron dose is negligible compared to the proton dose. The elec-

trons, because of their small gyro-radii in the geomagnetic field, show no East-West effect and, thus, lessen

the observed dose asymmetry.

z ...... 7[

Even if the measured dose were entirely due to protons, it was less than 40% of the predicted proton

dose. However, the prediction used the NASA AE-8 model. This model is based upon data acquired in the

late 1960s to early 1970s time period. The model contains two environments, one for solar minimum and
one for solar maximum. The differences ofcoui:se are based upon the magnitude of the solar-cycie effect

during the time period of data acquisition. The increase in atmospheric density increases the drag upon the
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protons as well as the spacecraft. The solar activity during the later part of the LDEF mission was substan-

tially higher than during the solar maximum when the model data were acquired. Therefore, it is expected

that the proton fluxes during the later part of the LDEF mission would have been significantly less than pre-

dicted by the AP-8 model.

Experiment 2

Figure 5 shows that the ratio of the dose received over 69 months of exposure to that experienced over

the first 40 weeks of the LDEF mission is substantially less than the ratio of exposure times. Furthermore,

Figure 6 shows that the measurements agree fairly well with the predictions for shielding thicknesses

between = .03 gm/cm 2 and --. 10 gm/cm 2. For thicknesses greater or less than this shielding range, the

predicted dose is significantly higher than the observations. Note that both experiments show a substantially

lower dose at 0.3 gm/cm 2 than given by the predictions. How could we explain these differences?

An obvious question is that of the linearity of the response of the TLD dosimeters over the long LDEF

mission. The literature on LiF TLDs gives a large scatter in values for fading in LiF (refs. 3,4,5). Values

range from several percent per month to a percent per year. The higher values would significantly affect the

LDEF results. If, for example, the fade were 20% per year, the real dose would have been around twice the

measured dose for the samples exposed over the entire mission. However, fading does not explain the

results shown in Figures 4 and 5 unless one were to postulate that the fading is a complex function of radia-

tion exposure. Other studies have indicated a supralinearity in the response of TLDs (ref. 6); such behavior

would worsen the fit between predictions and measurements.

A second question is that of the useful range of absorbed dose for LiF. Bull (ref. 4) gives a range of 5 x

10-3 to 105 rads. This useful dose range covers the expected dose to the LDEF experiments. However, at

low energy, the elecu'ons and protons do not unifonnly irradiate the entire TLD, but are absorbed in a small

portion of the TLD that faces outboard. Saturation could have occmxed in the near-surface region of a TLD

without the entire device being adversely affected. A simple range estimate indicates that it takes on the

order of 600 keV for an electron to penetrate a TLD-100 and 13 MeV for a proton. An accurate calculation

of the depth-dose profile in a TLD-100 would require detailed knowledge of the electron and proton energy

spectra, which are at best poorly known. The flattening in the observed dose occurs around 2 x 104 rads,

which is 20% of the maximum useful range of LiF dosimeters (ref. 4); therefore, the hypothesis that satura-

tion effects are at least a partial cause of the deviation between predictions and observations for the thin
shields cannot be ruled out.

Figure 5 further supports the saturation hypothesis -- the reason that the dose ratio below 0.01 gm/cm 2

is much less than the ratio of exposure times is due to the onset of saturation effects. Once saturation

begins, the effectiveness of further exposure is reduced, and, eventually, more radiation has no further effect

on the TLD response. The dose ratio never equals the ratio of exposure times of approximately 7.5.
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However, since LDEF moved to a more benign environment at lower altitude as the mission progressed, the

dose ratio would be expected to be less than the exposure time ratio.

The discussion of the results of Expefi,nent 2 given above suggest that fading is not a major factor in

these experiments. Thus, it is concluded that the radiation dose in the LDEF orbit resulting from higher

energy particles is more benign than predicted by the NASA models. Furthermore, since the observed East-

West effect is equal to that predicted for protons alone, it suggests that tile electron dose is negligible com-

pared to that from protons.

PRESENT CONCLUSIONS

The results of this expexirnent suggest that for the LDEF rnission:

1) The dose due to electrons that call penetrate 0.22 gm/cm 2 or more was an order of magnitude lower

than predicted.

2) The dose due to protons that can penetrate 0.22 gm/cm 2 or more was a factor of 3 lower than

predicted.

3) The total dose for shielding thicknesses between = 0.01 gm/cm 2 and 0.1 gmlcm 2 agreed well with

the predictions based upon the NASA models.

4) For shielding thicknesses less than = 0.01 gm/cm 2 no conclusion has been reached at the present
time.

ONGOING WORK

t 7 _ _ _ _

Saturation and fading effects me being studied. In order to estimate the magnitude of fading in our

TLDs, 20 were irradiated again at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory with a 55-MeV proton beam. They

will be read out over a year or more to determine tile magnitude of fading. We will study saturation effects

by irradiating some TLDs with low-energy electron and proton beams. It should be possible to determine if

the apparent dose saturation is really due to saturation effects or indicates an absence of very-low-energy

electrons and protons in the LDEF orbit.
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It should be noted that the data base uscd in generating the NASA models does not go down to zero

energy. Thus, the predictions given for LDEF are extrapolations into the unknown as the shielding thick-

ness goes to zero. The LDEF environment is cxpected to be different at the lowest energies from two earlier

low-altitude dosimetric missions -- COSMOS 1887 (ref. 7) and COSMOS 2044 (ref. 8). These two

Soviet missions had inclinations of _2.3 ° and 62.8 °, respectively, and thus regularly u'aversed auroral lati-

tudes, whereas LDEF remained below and was not exposed to auroral particles.

It is hoped that the activation experiments will lead to a quantitative value for the integrated proton flux

over the LDEF mission that can be compared with the TLD results.
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LDEF: DOSIMETRIC MEASUREMENT RESULTS

(AO 138 - 7 EXPERIMENT)
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2 Avenue E. Belin

31055 Toulouse, France
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SUMMARY

One of the objectives of the AO 138 - 7 experiment on board the LDEF was a total dose
measurement with Thermo Luminescent Detectors (TLD 100).

Two identical packages, both of them including five TLDs inside various aluminum shields, are

exposed to the space environment in order to obtain the absorbed dose profile.
Radiation fluence received during the total mission length has been computed, taking into

account the trapped particles (AE8 and AP8 models during solar maximum and minimum
periods) and the cosmic rays; due to the magnetospheric shielding the solar proton fluences are

negligible on the LDEF orbit.

The total dose induced by these radiations inside a semi infinite plane shield of aluminum are

computed with the radiation transport codes available at DERTS. The dose profile obtained is in
good agreement with the evaluation by E.V. BENTON.

TLD readings are performed after flight; due to the mission duration increase a post flight
calibration was necessary in order to cover the range of the in flight induced dose. The results
obtained, similar (+ 30%) for both packages, are compared with the dose profile computation.
For thick shields it seems that the rneasurements exceed the forecast (about 40%). That can be

due to a cosmic ray and trapped proton contributions coming from the backside (assumed as

perfectly shielded by the LDEF structure in the computation), or to an underestimate of the
proton or cosmic ray fluences. A fine structural shielding analysis should be necessary in order
to determine the origin of this slight discrepancy between forecast and in flight measurements.
For the less shielded dosimeters, rnainly exposed to the trapped electron flux, a slight
overestimation of the dose (less than 40%) appears. Due to the dispersion of the TLD's

response, this cannot be confirmed.

In practice these results obtained on board LDEF, with less than a factor 1.4 between
measurements and forecast, reinforce the validity of the computation methods and models used

for the long term evaluation of the radiation levels (flux and dose) encountered in space on low
inclination and altitude Earth orbits.

PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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OBJECTIVEOFTHE STUDY

AE8 andAP8 usedfor thecomputationof trappedparticle fluencesencounteredin spaceare
steadystatemodels,andof courseshort termfluctuationscannotbeobtained.Theycome,for
the main part, from old measurementsperformed during the sixties and seventies.Dose

evaluations on board STS point out that the use of an updated magnetic field model, taking
into account the secular drift, leads to an overestimate of the trapped proton fluence forecast on
LEO (ref. 1).

The remarks above explain the uncertainties allowed by NASA (ref.2) for the long term forecast
of the trapped particle fluence:

- a factor 2 (up and down) for protons,
- a factor 2-3 (up and down) for electrons in the inner zone,
- a factor up to ten for electrons in the outer belt.

An other concern is to define the rate of Single Event Effects (SEE) on electronic devices and
the risk of an accute exposure induced by large solar flares during manned missions. For these

computations the magnetospheric shielding during solar flares must be well known in order to
define the level of transiting radiations, Galactic and Solar Cosmic Rays (GCR and SCR).

On the orbit of LDEF, with an inclirmtion equal to 28.5 degrees and an altitude ranging between
480 km at the begining and 320 km at the end of the flight, the radiations encountered are

mainly trapped particles. Due to the orbit inclination the magnetospherlc shiei_ing:-iS vdry
effective for the solar protons and the GCR. Concerning the heavy ions from solar events their
state of charge is not well known and consequently the magnetospheric absorption cannot be
defined.

Significant exposure on board LDEF comes from trapped protons and electrons and the

absorbed dose induced by GCR and SCR are weak.

The objective of this study was the evaluation of the doses profiles induced during a mission of
some months (mean term) on LEO. Due to the increase of the flight duration the results can he
used for a comparison with the long term forecast including solar maximum and minimum
periods.

EXPERLMENTAL METHOD

The AO 138 - 7 experiment was part of the ERECOPA tray developed by the Centre National

d'Etudes Spatiales (CNES) and set on the row 3 (tray B) on board LDEF.

Do,_imcters

Without data transmission, only passive dosimeters could be used. Ten lithium fluoride
thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD 100) were located inside two cases behind various

aluminum plane shields (see figure 1)in order to obtain the dose profiles for thicknesses up to
1.08 g/sqcm (0.4 cm of aluminum).

The two dosimeter assemblies were located on the plate supporting the AO138 - 1 experiment ;
they are directly exposed to the space environrnent during all the flight.
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Figure l • FRECOPA location on board LDEF and dosimeter assembly

Calibr:ation

The preflight calibration made with detectors of tim same set of TLDs (on a range covering the
(lose expected during the planned mission) cannot be used because of the delayed retrieval of
LDEF.

After the post-flight reading a new calibration was performed on all the TLDs used to control
their sensitivity in the enlarged domain of dose obtained during the LDEF mission.

FLUX AND ABSORBED DOSE FORECAST

The flight of LDEF, from April 1984 to January1990, extends approximately over half part of a
solar cycle, with a minimum of activity observed in September 1986.

GCR aild trapped particle fhlences are determined assuming that the first four year period was
during solar minimum; the end of the flight (about I0 months) w_s during solar maximum.
The AP8 and AE8 environment models are used,with solar maximum and minimum conditions,
for the evaluation of the trapped particle fluences. In the code available at DERTS for these
computations (ref.3), following NASA recommendations, the magnetic field model is not
updated and fits the conditions encoumered at the epoch of the measurements.
Concerning GCR fluence evahlation, the models for solar minimum and maximum periods are
those developed by DERTS from the data of JP. Meyer (ref.4). The magnetospheric shielding
is included in the computation (DERTS code BLINMAG).

In order to take into accouqt the altitude change during the mission the computations are
performed for the inclination 28.5 degrees and four steps of altitude:

- 475 km, fiom the mission begining up to the day 1000,
- 470 km, from day 1000 to day 1500,
- 440 kin, between day 1500 and 200(),
- 330 kin, flom day 2000 to the retrieval.
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Tileabsorbeddoseprofiles,D(x),iuducedbytiletrappedparticlesandtheGCR,arecomputed
at a pointtissuesampleat depthx insidean infiniteplaneshieldof aluminum.Isotropic
distributionsareassumedfortheradiationsimpingingtheshield.Straightaheadapproximation
is usedfor protonsandotherions;scatteringis takenintoaccountfor electronsandthe
bremsstrahlunginduceddosecomputedisnegligible.
Thedoseprofilesobtainedwithourcodes(ref.5)for trappedprotonsandelectrons(seefigure
2)aresimilartotheresultsreportcT_byEV.Benton(ref.6).
Due to theorbit inclinationthe protonsfrom solarevents(October89 for instance)are
unsignificant,andthedosesduetoGCRarenegligiblefortheshieldthicknessesstudied.
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LDEF MEASUREMENTS

The results obtained (see figure 3) on the FRECOPA tray agree with both dosimeter groups for
shield thicknesses above 0.5 g/sqcm; due to energetic trapped protons the dose profile is then

relatively flat (between 3 and 4 gray).
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A goodagreement(differenceabout20%for thepoint0.7g/sqcm)is observedwith the
measurementsperformedbyG.REITZ(seefigure4) in theBIOSTACKunit (location:C2,
neartheFRECOPAtray).
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Figure 4 : In flight measurement, comparison with results reported by G. REITZ (ref.7)

For thin shields (0.081 and 0.27 g/sqcm) the dose is mainly induced by trapped electrons, and
larger dispersions (20 and 30 %) are observed between the two groups of TLD of our
experiment.

In spite of rough descriptions (two and four steps respectively) of solar activity change and
altitude decrease during the mission, there is a general agreement between measurements and
simple plane shield geometry calculation.

For thick shields (0.55, 0.81, and 1.08 g/sqcm) tile differences between forecast and measured
doses indicate an under-estimate (20 to 30%) of the computed values, that may be from the AP8
models, but in this case the unaccuracy announced by NASA (factor 2) appears as pessimistic.
Increases of doses for thick shield can be also due to:

- primary particles from tile lateral and back sides of tile TLD case,
- secondaries (neutrons, protons, etc) produced in the structures,
- the anisotropy of the incident radiations (reinor points).

For thin shields (0.081 and 0.27 g/sqcm) tile dispersion of the measurements (_+20 and 30 %)
and the differences with previsions are of the same order of magnitude; however, it seems that
computations overestimate (less than 50 %) the elt_ctron induced dose.

CONCLUSION

The part of the AO138-7 devoted to dosimetric rneasurements on the FRECOPA tray on board
LDEF, with differences smaller than 50% between forecast and measurements, generally
confirms the validity of:

- the NASA models AP8 and AE8 used for the computations of uapped particle fluences
encountered in LEO during more than half of a solar cycle,
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- the codes developed to simulate the particle transport in matter, and to determine the
absorbed dose, at least for plane shield, and thicknesses smaller than 1.1 g/sqcm.

l
1

!

l
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These conclusions concern long tenn missions on low altitude and weakly inclined orbits. They
are not valid for many application satellites, particularly in GEO, where an overestimation of the

electronic doses and an unexpected effect of the solar activity m'e evidenced (ref.8).

The LDEF mission demonstrates the interest of in-flight passive (if retrieval) or active

dosimetry in order to study vmious unsolved problemsas:
- the validity of the long tenn forecasting methods for inclined LEO _md GEO (trapped

particles, solar events and GCR),
- the consistency of the doses that can be computed and measured inside the complex

structures of a space vehicle,
- the short term fluctuations of trapped particle populations linked with variations of
geomagnetic activity, problem concerning mainly, as the solar flares, the manned space
missions.
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SUMMARY

The overall radiation environment of the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) was determined in

part through the use of thermoluminescent detectors (TLDs) which were included in several experiments.

The results given here are from four experiments (A0015 Biostack, M0004 Fiber Optics Data Link, P0004

Seeds in Space, and P0006 Linear Energy Transfer Spectrum Measurement) and represent a large fraction

of existing absorbed dose data. The TLDs were located on the leading and the trailing edges and the Earth

end of the spacecraft under various shielding depths (0.48 to 15.4 g/cm2). The measured absorbed doses

were found to reflect both directional dependence of incident trapped protons and shielding.

At the leading edge, doses ranged from 2.10 to 2.58 Gy under shielding of 2.90 to 1.37 g/cm 2 AI

equivalent (M0004). At the trailing edge, doses varied from 3.04 to 4.49 Gy under shielding of 11.7 to

3.85 g/cm 2 (A0015), doses varied from 2.91 to 6.64 Gy under shielding of 11.1 to 0.48 g/cm 2 (P0004), and

a dose range of 2.66 to 6.48 Gy was measured under shielding of 15.4 to 0.48 g/cm 2 (P0006). At the Earth

end of the spacecraft, doses from 2.41 to 3.93 Gy were found under shielding of 10.0 to 1.66 g/cm 2

(A0015). The effect of the trapped proton anisotropy was such that the western side of LDEF received

more than 2 times the dose of the eastern side at shielding depths of --_1 g/cm 2. Calculations utilizing a

directional model of trapped proton spectra predict smaller doses than those measured, being about 50% of

measured values at the trailing edge and Earth end, and about 80% near the leading edge.

INTRODUCTION

Passive detector assemblies were included in four separate experiments on the LDEF satellite. The

detectors included plastic nuclear track detectors of various sensitivities for heavy particle LET spectra

•Work partially supported by NASA Contract No. NAS8-38610 (NASA--Marshall Space Flight Center,
Huntsville)
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measurements,fissionfoil detectorsandactivationfoils for neutronmeasurementsandTLDs for total
absorbeddosemeasurements.Only theTLD portionof theexperimentsisreportedhere.

Thepurp0se0T_esemeasurementswasto definetheradiationenvironment,in somecasesto
determinetheirradiationof experimentalmaterialsWhichaccompaniedthedetectors,andin othercasesto
measureshieldingandlocationaleffects.Alrof themeasurementsareOfusein themoregeneralobjectives
of mappingtheradiationenvironmentandprovidingdetailedmeasurementsfor intercomparisonwith
calculationsusingmodelingof the incidentradiationandpropagationthroughshielding.Preliminary
calculationshavebeenmadeusingtheMarshallSpaceFlight CenterProtonTransportCodeanddetailed
modelsof theexperimentalshieldingmaterials.

EXPERIMENTs

The TLDs located in the four LDEF experiments which are discussed here were surrounded by diverse

shielding materials and thicknesses and were located on different parts of the LDEF vehicle.

In the P0006 experiment, 18 TLD-700 chips were spread evenly in each of five !aYer_s within a large
detector stack. The stack was chiefly-composed of layers of different plastic types arid of aluminum. The

overall stack was 10.8 cm square (with -,_1.5 mm clipped from the comers) by 10 cm thick and was

contained in an A1 cylindrical canister with inner dimension of 15.2 cm diameter and 10 cm depth. It was

located in Tray F2 near the trailing edge of the vehicle and positioned intermediately between four larger

canisters of the P0004 experiment.

In the _2Fext_riment, small plastic holders containing four TLD-700 chips were placed in six A1

canisters carrying seeds (five canisters of tomato seeds, one canister with a variety of seeds). The canister

interiors were 31 cm in diameter with average depths of about 12.5 cm, and they had rounded lids. They

were arrayed, 3 x 2, in Tray F2. The TLDs were centered in the canisters, either at the top or bottom or at a

position roughly centered within the seeds.

The M0004 experiment included two small AI canisters (interior dimensions of 4.8 cm diameter and

1.3 cm depth) containing two TLD plates each, which were separated by plastic stacks. Each plate

contained either 3 or 4 TLD-700 chips. The canisters were mounted, canted 90 ° to each other, next to other

' fli_components of the experiment in Tray F8 near the leading edge.

In the A0015 experiment,detector stacks containing TLD plates were included in three different

Biostack canisters. The canisters were of A1 with acrylic plastic liners. Interior dimensions were 9.7 cm

diameter and 8.5 cm depth and the detector stacks were 7 cm square (with ,--,1.5 mm clipped from the

comers) and 8.5 cm thick. The stacks were mainly composed of layers of different plastic types and A1.

Canister #1 was located at the Earth end of the vehicle and contained three TLD plates with 4 or 5

TL-D-700Cia]ps. Canister #2was _|ocated in Tra_, C_ near the trailing edge and also c0ntainec!_ three TLD

plates with 4 or 5 TLD-700 chips. Canister #3 was also located in Tray C2 but was vented to space and

oniy partially devoted to radiation detectors. It contained one TLD plate with 6 TLD-700 chips_ _
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Table1. P0006:LDEFAbsorbedDoseMeasurementsWith TLD-700

TLD Plate TissueAbsorbed DoseRate AI Equivalent
No. Dose(Gy) (mGy/d) Shielding(g/cm_)

1 6.48 -I- 0.24 3.07 ± 0.11 0.48

2 3.92 + 0.21 1.85 + 0.10 4.10

3 3.16 4- 0.15 1.49 + 0.07 8.34

4 2.76 4- 0.13 1.31 + 0.06 12.2

5 2.66 + 0.12 1.26 4- 0.06 15.4

The doses were approximately uniform over Plates 1 and 2 and

were non-uniform over Plates 3, 4, and 5 (due to lesser shielding

through the sides than through the top of the detector assembly for

the deeper TLD plates). The minimum shielding to the side (for

only the detector assembly) of the individual TLDs was 1.96 to

6.66 g/cm 2 AI equivalent. All shielding was converted to AI

equivalent on the basis of the relative ranges of 100 MeV protons in
the materials.

MEASUREMENTS

The TLD measurements from the four experiments are given in Tables 1-4. The highest doses are seen

to be near the trailing edge under thin shielding. Doses are lower by more than a factor of two near the

leading edge, taking shielding into account, and doses at the Earth end are intermediate between the leading

and trailing edges. This distribution of doses is due to trapped proton anisotropy combined with the

shielding from the LDEF vehicle, which together yield a dose maximum at the western side of the vehicle.

The distribution of doses within a given flight canister is also complex, as demonstrated from the P0006

measurements in Fig. 1. As vertical shielding thickness of the TLD plates increases, average dose

decreases and the spread in doses across a plate increases. The spread is due to radiation entering through

the sides of the canister. The solid line represents the distribution of smallest doses from the TLD plates,

near the plate centers, where the effect of radiation entering through the sides of the canister is minimized.

A comparable study of dose distribution cannot be done for the other three experiments where there were

only a few TLDs per plate.

The doses measured in the A0015 Biostack canisters can be compared with other canister

measurements reported by Reitz.[ 1] Table 5 shows an approximate agreement of measured doses at the

trailing edge and at the Earth end, as functions of vertical shielding thickness. Only approximate agreement

can be expected since the measurements are from different canisters with different contents, internal
geometries and horizontal distributions of TLDs.
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Table2. P0004:LDEFAbsorbedDoseMeasurementswith TLD-700.

Detector Canister TissueAbsorbed DoseRate AI Equivalent
No. No. Dose(Gy) (mGy/d) Shielding(g/cm2)

1 6 6.64 ± 0.29 3.14 ± 0.14 0.48

2 6 2.91 + 0.07 1.38 + 0.03 11.1

3 6 3.88 + 0.22 1.83 + 0.10 _--5

4 4 3.12 ± 0.08 1.48 ± 0.04 6.II

5 2 3.05 ± 0.08 1.44 -4- 0.04 6.10

6 5 3.09 ± 0.08 1.46 ± 0.04 6.10

7 7 2.93 ± 0.10 1.39 ± 0.05 6.10

8 3 3.15 ± 0.08 1.49 4- 0.05 6.10

GC1 3.2 ± 0.2 x 10 -3 1.3 x 10 -3"

GC2 3.2 + 0.2 × 10 -3 1.3 x 10 -3"

*For a total detector assembly time of 2418 days. The flight detectors are averaged

over the LDEF orbital duration of 2115 days.

The minimum shielding to the side (for only the detector assembly) of the

individual TLDs was --_12.4 g/cm 2 A1 equivalent. All shielding was convened to

A1 equivalent on the basis of the relative ranges of 100 MeV protons in the

materials. The proton range in the seed was assumed to be equal (in units of

g/cm 2) to that of polycarbonate plastic.

Table 3. M0004: LDEF Absorbed Dose Measurements with TLD-700.

Detector TLD Plate Tissue Absorbed Dose Rate A1 Equivalent

No. No. Dose (Gy) (mGy/d) Shielding (g/cm _)

1 1 2.10 ± 0.13 0.99 ± 0.06 2.90

2 2.37 + 0.10 1.12 ± 0.05 1.37

2 1 2.19 ± 0.12 1.04 ± 0.06 2.90

2 2.58 ± 0.09 1.22 ± 0.04 1.37

3(GC) 1 2.9 ± 0.2 × 10 -3 1.3 ± 0.1 × 10 -3.

2 3.2 4- 0.2 × 10 -3 1.4 4- 0.1 × 10 -3"

4(GC) 1 2.9 ± 0.2 × 10 -3 1.3 :k 0.1 × 10 -3*

2 2.9 ± 0.2 × 10 -3 1.3 ± 0.1 × 10 -3*
_- -:: % :, L

*For a total detector assembly time of 2271 days. The flight detectors are averaged over

the LDEF orbital duration of 2115 days.

All shielding materials were convened to A1 equivalent on the basis of the relative ranges

of 100 MeV protons in the materials.
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Table 4. A0015: LDEF Absorbed Dose Measurements with TLD-700.

Canister TLD Plate Tissue Absorbed Dose Rate A1 Equivalent

No.'* No. Dose (Gy) (mGy/d) Shielding (g/cm 2)

1 3.93 + 0.08 1.86 + 0.04 1.66

2 2.74 ± 0.23 1.30 ± 0.11 6.23

3 2.41 :t: 0.18 1.14 4- 0.09 10.0

1 4.49 ± 0.11 2.12 i 0.05 3.85

2 3.29 + 0.22 1.56 + 0.10 7.83

3 3.04 + 0.32 1.44 -t- 0.15 11.7

3 1 3.47 + 0.22 1.64 + 0.10

*Canister #1 was to Earthside.

*Canister #2 was at the trailing edge.

*Canister #3 was vented to space and at the trailing edge.

Minimum shielding to the side (for only the detector assembly) of the

individual TLDs was 2.52 to 5.31 g/cm 2 AI equivalent.

All shielding materials were converted to A1 equivalent on the basis of the

relative ranges of 100 MeV protons in the materials.

Table 5. Comparison of LDEF A0015 Absorbed Doses from TLD-700.

Location Laboratory Tissue Absorbed Vertical Shielding

Dose (Gy) (g/cm 2)

Earthside USF* 3.93 + 0.08 1.66

DLR** 3.79 + 0.17 0.7

3.89 + 0.19 0.7

USF 2.41 + 0.18 10.

DLR 2.22 + 0.30 12.

1.99 + 0.25 14.

Trailing Edge USF 4.49 ± 0.11 3.85

DLR 4.73 + 0.26 0.7

3.88 4- 0.64 2.

USF 3.04 + 0.32 12.

DLR 2.38 + 0.22 12.

2.46 4- 0.26 12.

*University of San Francisco

**DLR Institut fiir Flugmedizin (see 1 Reitz, G.: Preliminary Doses on

LDEE Proc. XXVIII Plenary COSPAR Meeting, The Hague, 1990 )
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Figure 1" TLD-700 doses in the LDEF P0006 experiment.
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COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND CALCULATED DOSES

The Marshall Space Flight Center Proton Transport Code, which utilizes directionally-dependent

trapped proton spectra[2], has been used to calculate doses for comparison with measured values. The

flight canister physical configurations were modeled for the calculations.[3] Comparisons with

measurements are shown in Table 6. The ratio of calculated to measured doses is approximately 50% near

the trailing edge and at the Earth end, and approximately 80% near the leading edge. The GCR

contribution to dose is not included in the calculations but at the LDEF orbit this represents a small fraction

of total dose.[4,5] The differences seen are representative of the present state of trapped proton models and

calculational codes. The different dose ratios near the leading edge, as compared with other locations, are

not presently understood.

CONCLUSIONS

TLD measurements in four LDEF experiments have yielded absorbed dose as a function of shielding

thickness near the leading and trailing edges and at the Earth side of the LDEF vehicle. A consistent set of

dose values is produced which defines much of the LDEF radiation environment and provides comparisons

for dose calculations using advanced trapped proton predictions and transport codes. Dose rates up to

3.14 mGy/d (0.48 g/cm 2 shielding) and down to 1.26 mGy/d (15.4 g/cm 2 shielding) were found near the

trailing edge. The dose rate range near the leading edge was 0.99-1.22 mGy/d (2.90-1.37 g/cm 2 shielding)

and at the Earth end it was 1.14-1.86 mGy/d (10.0-1.66 g/cm 2 shielding). Calculations using directionally

dependent trapped proton spectra produced doses less than those measured with ratios of about 50% for

locations near the trailing edge and at the Earth end, and about 80% near the leading edge. Further

refinement is needed in the trapped proton modeling. This goal may be advanced by results from other

radiation detectors flown in the LDEF experiments which are still under analysis.
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Table 6. LDEF Absorbed Dose Calculations: Comparison with TLD Measurements.

Detector Location Shielding Absorbed Dose in Tissue (cGy)

Min. A1. Equiv. Measured Calculated

(g/cm _)

Ratio:

Calculated/

Measured

Exp. P0004 #1 Can. #6 0.48 664 4- 29 338 0.51

i

#3 Can. #6 -,_5

#4 Can. #4 6.1

Tray F2 #5 Can. #2 6.1

Near Trailing #6 Can. #5 6.1

Edge #7 Can. #7 6.1
#8 Can. #3 6.1

#2 Can. #6 11.1

Exp. P0006 TLD Plate #1 0.48
TLD Plate #2 4.1

Tray F2 TL D Plate #3 8.3

Near Trailing TLD Plate #4 12.2

Edge TLD Plate #5 15.4

- . 2 ......

Exp. M0004 #1 Plate #2

Tray F8 #1 Plate #1

Near Leading #2 Plate #2

Edge #2 Plate #1

Exp. A0015 TLD Plate #1

Tray G2 TLD Plate #2

Earth End TLD Plate #3

388 + 22 170(a) 0.44

312 -4- 8 172 0.55

305 4- 8 170 0.56

309 + 8 172 0.56

293 + 10 167 0.57

315 + 8 172 0.55

291 4- 7 141 0.48

630(b) 327 0.52

367 182 0.50

275 138 0.50

218 118 0.54

208 110 0.53

1.37 237 4- 10 198 0.84

2.90 210 4- 13 168 0.80

1.37 258 + 9 207 0.80

2.90 219 4- 12 180 0.82

1.66 393 4- 8 205(c)

6.23 274 ± 23 127

10 241 4- 18 113

0.52

0.46

0.47

(a) Calculated at6.1 g/cm 2 depth.

(b) Measured values at middle TLD plate (i.e. minimum TLD value in plate), corresponding to

iocat[on used in calculationL _

(c) Detailed geometry description of Tray G2 not included in calculations.

I
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SUMMARY

Measurements are under way of the charged particle radiation environment of the LDEF satellite using

stacks of plastic nuclear track detectors (PNTDs) placed in different locations of the satellite. In the initial

work the charge, energy and linear energy transfer (LET) spectra of charged particles were measured with

CR-39 double layer PNTDs located on the west side of the satellite (Experiment P0006). Primary and

secondary stopping heavy ions were measured separately from the more energetic particles. Both trapped

and galactic cosmic ray (GCR) particles are included, with the latter component being dominated by

relativistic iron particles.

The results from the P0006 experiment will be compared with similar measurements in other locations on

LDEF with different orientation and shielding conditions.

The remarkably detailed investigation of the charged particle radiation environment of the LDEF satellite

will lead to a better understanding of the radiation environment of the Space Station Freedom. It will

enable more accurate prediction of single event upsets (SEUs) in microelectronics and, especially, more

accurate assessment of the risk -- contributed by different components of the radiation field (GCRs,

trapped protons, secondaries and heavy recoils, etc.) -- to the health and safety of crew members.

*Work partially supported by NASA Grant No. NAG8-168 NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, AL
35812
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INTRODUCTION

Cosmicray andtrappedchargedparticlescontributeto thehealthrisk of crewmembersof mannedspace
flight andproducesingleeventupsets(SEUs)in microelectronicsin space.Risk estimationsareusually
basedon measurementsof thechargedparticleradiationenvironmentexternalto thespacecraftin space
andusingtransportcodestocalculatetheradiationenvironmentinternalto thespacecraft.Measurements
of thespacecraftradiationenvironmentarealsoessentialto validatetransportcodesbasedon
three-dimensionalmassmodels,andin somecasestoprovidedirectdatafor risk estimation.Plasticnuclear
trackdetectors(PNTDs)havebeenwidelyusedto measurebothexternal(chargeandenergyspectraof
GCRsandtrappedparticles)andinternal(LET spectra,chargeandenergyspectraof secondarypanicles)
chargedpanicleradiationenvironments.

PNTDsexposedaspartof theLDEF P0006experiment"LinearEnergyTransferSpectrumMeasurement"
arebeinganalyzedin orderto measurethechargedpani_!erad_ati0nenvironmentof theLDEE
Measurementsarebeingmadeof thecharge,energyandlinearenergytransfer(LET) spectraasfunctions
of shieldinganddetectorlocationandorientationon theLDEF.LET spectrameasuredfrom theP0006
experimentandfrom otherLDEF experimentsdesignedto measurethechargedparticleradiation
environmentof LDEF constituteauniquesetof measurementsnot likely to beduplicatedin theforeseeable
future. Resultsfrom P0006will becomparedtoothermeasurementsmadeaboardtheLDEF satelliteand
with modelcalculations.[1,2]

EXPERIMENTS

TheP0006experimentwaslocatedin theF2 traynearthetrailingedgeof theLDEF satellite.TrayF2 also
containedtheP0004"Seeds"experiment.TheP0006consistedof ninemodularstacksof passiveionizing

radiation detectors assembled into a stack with detector layers oriented parallel to the plane of the

experiment tray. Four side stack modules were placed on the sides of the main stack. The configuration of

the P0006 is shown in Figure 1. Each detector modulecontained a variety of passive ionizing radiation

detectors and a layer of aluminum separator. The P0006 stack was 4.5" by 4.5" square and 4.0" high. It

was sealed in an aluminum canister and bolted to the F2 tray. Air pressure was maintained within the

canister over the duration of the mission.

Measurements of the LET spectrum as a function Of shielding and detector orientation are under way. In

addition, detailed measurements of the high LET tail region of the LET spectra are being made.

Preliminary results of these measurements are presented below.
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Figure 1: Configuration of LDEF P0006.
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RESULTS

Dependence of LET Spectra on Shielding

LET spectra were measured in the main stack in CR-39 made with 1% DOP plasticizer under 6.5 and

9.5 g/cm 2 A1 equivalent shielding. The CR-39/DOP detectors were at the center of the main stack and

measurements wer e made in the same region of each detector. CR-39 with DOP is somewhat less sensitive

than pure CR-39, but has a clearer surface making track location and measurement easier. The detectors

were processed for 36 hours in 6.25 N NaOH at 50°C. Measurements were made using a double layer

Track Coincidence Method. Two adjacent layers of CR-39 were etched and then reassembled into their

flight configuration relativeto one another on the microscope stage. Particle events were selected for

measurement when two tracks produced by the same particle were found, one on each adjacent surface.

Major and minor axes of the track were measured using a video micrometer. LET was calculated using a

detector response function based on data from accelerator-exposed calibration samples. A further internal

calibration was carried out by adjusting the spectrum With respect to tile relativistic iron peak.

Figure 2 is the integral LET flux spectra for (tie two shielding configurations. Curve o was measured under

6.5 g/cm 2 and curve [] was measured under 9.5 g/cm 2. At low LET (< 100 keV//zm) curve o lies a factor of

2 above curve El. "Fh=isshows the attenuation of low LET particles, most likely trapped protons, as a

function of shielding. There is good agreement between the two curves at high LET (> 100 keV//zm). For

the LDEF orbit (28.5 ° inclination) the major contribution to the high LET portion of the spectrum is from

short range recoils. The good agreement between the two curves in the high LET region shows that the
density of recoil tracks is not a steep function of shielding at these shielding depths. The shortest recoil

track measured in this plot has a range of ,-_16/zm. Hence the shorter range recoil events are excluded from

these LET flux spectra.

Dependence of LET Spectra on Detector Orientation

Four PNTD stacks were attached to the sides of the main stack. The exact orientation of the P0006 was

based on comparison of experimental results with expected directional dependent effects and is represented

in Figure 1. Side stack A was oriented toward the north and toward the space end of the satellite. Side

stacks B antiC were oriented toward the Earth end of the satellite. B was oriented toward the north while C

was oriented toward the south. Measurements were made in CR-39/DOP. The self shielding of the P0006

experiment was 1.3 g/cm 2 in the locations where the side stack LET spectra were measured. The effect of

the additional shielding from the P0004 experiment and from the LDEF satellite is not known at this time.

The detectors were processed for 36 hours in 6.25 N NaOH at 50°C.

Figure 3 shows the integral LET flux spectra for Side stacks A, B, and C. In the low LET region, there is

good agreement between the measurements from B and C, while A rises above the other two by about a
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6.5 g/cm 2 and Curve o was under 9.5 g/cm 2. Both spectra were measured in CR-39/DOP using the track

coincidence method.
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factor of two. Under the assumption that our interpretation of the experiment orientation is correct, this

shows a higher flux of low LET particles from the space side of the satellite than from the Earth side. These

low LET particles, most probably trapped protons, approach the experiment from the space/west side of the

spacecraft. At higher LET, the reasons for the good agreement between A and B and their poor agreement
with C are still not known.

High LET Tail

Sheffield Polycarbonate Measurements

Sheffield polycarbonate (PC) is a much less sensitive PNTD than CR-39, but has some advantages in

measuring the high LET tail. Without ultraviolet (UV) sensitization, its LET threshold_is about

300 keVLum which means it cannot detect protons or alpha particles. Hence, the track densities in LDEF

PC samples are much lower than in CR-39 samples and the overlapping of tracks is negligible. In the

higher LET portion, PC has higher LET resolution than CR-39.

In a preliminary study, PC pairs were etched to remove about 10 Itm from each surface. Overetched,

bubble-like tracks were found on both surfaces which were identified as tracks from short range heavy

recoil particles. To be able to use the track coincidence method, an even shorter etching time (12 hours in

6.25 N NaOH at 50°C) was used which removed about 3-4/tm from the layer surfaces. The range of the

short range particles which can be identified as pairs using the track coincidence method is on the order of

twice the thickness of the removed layer and was about 6-8 #m in this case.

The etch rate ratio was determined from the measured minor and major axes of the tracks using a constant

etch ratio assumpffon. This approximation is very good if the residual range of the particle is significantly

greater than the l:emoved layer. In our case, the residual range of the majority of particles was on the order

of the removed-layer Which means that some systematic error is present in the etch rate ratio estimation.

This error depends on the range and on the dip angle of the particle and in most cases it was estimated to be
within about 50%.

The LET of the particles was calculated from the etch rate ratios using an external calibration curve. The

calibration curve was generated using tracksof stopibing Ar ions obtained from the Bevalac (Berkeley). It

also contains some known uncertainties which, together with the constant etch rate ratio approximation,
makes the LET determination not better than about a factor of 2.

Finally, the LET spectra were generated using an assumed isotropic directional distribution of recoil

particles. This assumption is also very questionable because of the known strong anisotropy of the high

energy trapped proton environment by which these recoils were produced. In a calibration experiment with

200 MeV protons, we found that the directional distribution of heavy recoils reflects the directionality of

the primary beam./3/
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CR-39 Measurements

The high LET tail was measured in CR-39(DOP) using a multiple-etch technique. After a short etching

time only tracks of high LET particles are present. Tracks of low LET particles are not present because of

the low etch rate ratio and a possible etch induction layer. High LET particles in CR-39 are mainly heavy

recoils, but include stopping alpha particles, too. After longer etching times, the tracks of short-range

recoils become overetched and they can no longer be recognized as pairs. At the same time, pairs of lower

LET particles appear and become measurable. With this technique, a large portion of the high LET tail can

be covered. Shortest range particles included in the spectra are determined by the shortest etching time,

which is limited by the resolution of the microscope used to measure the track dimensions.

Figure 4 shows the LET spectra fromthe Sheffield polycarbonate under 7.5 g/cm 2 and the LET tail

measured in CR-39(DOP) under 0.65 g/cm 2. The LET spectra in CR-39(DOP) under 6.5 g/cm 2 shielding

measured by the track coincidence method are included for reference.The standard track coincidence

method neglects short-range recoils as can be seen in the highLET POrtion of the spectrum as compared

with the other measurements in this figure. The LET spectrum tail measured in polycarbonate lies to the

left of the CR-39(DOP) multiple-etch spectrum. The minimum range of particles measured in the

polycarbonate was 6--8 #m. While this is a significant improvement over the minimum range of

measurements in the multiple-etch spectrum (--_16 #m), it still excludes even shorter range recoils. The

high LET tail measured by the multiple-etch technique in CR-39(DOP) under 0.65 g/cm 2 lies above and to

the right of that for polycarbonate. The shortest range tracks measured are 2--3 ,um in length. There is

good agreement between the two polycarbonate measurements demonstrating that density of recoils in the

high LET tail is not highly dependent on shielding. The high LET tail measured in CR-39(DOP) is

considered to be more accurate than that in polycarbonate due to the shorter range particles included in the

spectra, the more accurate determination of LET from measured track parameters in the CR-39 and to the

inherent uncertainties in the polycarbonate measurements for the calibration and determination of LET. The

multiple-etch LET measurement may also show an effect from the very low shielding (0.65 g/cm 2) of this

CR-39 layer.

CONCLUSIONS

LET spectra have been measured for a number of detector layers in the P0006 main stack and side stacks.

The dependence of the low LET region of the spectrum on shielding and detector orientation has been

established. The major contribution to the high LET tail has been determined tO be from short-range

recoils. Thedensity of short-range recoils, and hence the high LET tail, was found to be relatively

independent of shielding up to several g/cm _ for the LDEF Orbit.

The high LET tail is being measured using the multiple-etch technique at different shielding depths in the

main stack. These measurements will determine any dependence of the shorter range recoils on shielding.

In addition, further etching and measurement of the CR-39 layer already measured will provide charge and

energy spectra of the high LET tail and an internal calibration based on stopping protons and possibly

stopping alpha particles. The internal calibration will improve the accuracy of the high LET tail

measurement.
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SUMMARY

The azimuthal angle distribution and the charge and energy spectra of selected light-heavy (5 < Z _<

8) stopping particles were measured in a single layer of CR-39 plastic nuclear track detector (PNTD) from

the stack of the A0015 experiment located on the Earth-end of the LDEF satellite. The directional

incidence of the trapped protons is studied by comparing the azimuthal angle distribution of selected

recoils, obtained in the LDEF detectors, to that obtained through calibrations of PNTDs with exposures

performed with 200 MeV proton beams from different directions.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the A0015 Free Flyer Biostack experiment was to measure the total absorbed doses

and particle LET spectra as a function of depth in shielding material at different positions on the surface of

the LDEF satellite[I,2,3,4,5,6,7].

Cosmic ray charged particles contribute to the health risk of crew members and high LET particles

can cause single event upsets (SEUs) in microelectronics. In the present study the charge and energy

spectra of selected high LET particles (mostly heavy recoils) were measured in order to compare with

model calculations. The contribution of high LET recoils to the LET spectra seems to be more significant

than previously thought. Their flux in the inner radiation field is much higher than the flux of the high LET

primary cosmic ray particles under the same shielding conditions. To measure the LET spectra, plastic

nuclear track detectors are widely used. A standard technique is developed to measure the LET spectra in

regular STS flight. This technique, however, has a range threshold about 30--40 #m, therefore recoil

particles with a range shorter than that threshold could not be detected. Hence, short range recoils are not

included in regular LET spectra measurements performed in STS flights. This range cut-off value,

however, is proportional to the etching time which had to be much shorter in the case of the LDEF samples

because of the expected high track density. Also, the fluence of these relatively long range recoils is much

higher in the case of the LDEF samples because of the long duration exposure. Heavy recoils, satisfying

*Work partially supported by NASA contract No. NAS8-38610 (NASA-Marshall Space Flight Center,
Huntsville).
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certainselectioncriteria, canbeidentifiedin CR-39PNTDsby measuringthegeometricalparametersof
their single-surfaceetchedtrack.Detectionefficiencyof theseparticlescanbecalculatedandexperimental
andtheoreticalresultscanbecomparedin thefuture.Thisgivesagoodopportunityto validatemodel
calculations.

Thedirectionalitydislributionof theseparticlesWasmeasuredandcomparedwith calibration
measurementsperformedwith 200MeV protonbeams.Someconclusionsaboutthedirectionalityof the
primarytrappedprotonradiationenvironmentaredrawn.

EXPERIMENT

Detectorstacksfilled two Biostackcontainersandpartially filled a third in theA0015experiment.
DetectorstackNo. 10_arth-side) and No. 2 (non-Earth-s_de)were positioned in the center of A1 canisters.

Each canister was sealed from the outside environment by means of an O-ring. The inner wall of each

canister was covered by an acrylic layer.

Two layers of CR'39 from the Earth'side stack and two layers from the non-Earth±side stack were

selected for analysis. The minimum shielding of these layers was 10.0 g/cm 2 for the Earth-side layers and

4.2 g/cm 2 for the non-Earth-side PNTDs. The layers were etched in a 6.25 N NaOH solution at 50 °C for

36 hours. A thickness of 8-10 t_m was removed from each surface.

Measurement of Charge and Energy of "Energetic" Recoil Particles

_2 ....

A layer from the Earth-side stack was selected for these measurements of the charge and energy Of

selected energetic recoil particles. The minimum shielding distance (from the outer surface of the canister)

for th_s layer wasl0.3 _cm _, The surface of tile layer was parallel with the surface of the Earth. That side

of the=iayer newest the satellite was scanned. The scanned area was 4132 cm 2 and was Iocated at the center

of the layer. 400 undercut, rounded trackff were measured in the scanned _ea and 200 of these were

selected for charge and energy determination. The range of the particles in the CR-39 layer and the

reduced etch rate ratio ( VT/VB - 1 ) along the particle's tracks were determined from track geometry

measurements of etched tracks using the asSumption of constant etch rate ratio. The particles were

identified using an internal calibration technique and the REL (Restricted Energy Loss) model of track

formation with a threshold energy of 200 eV. The internal calibration is based on the assumption that recoil

particles with the highest charge are oxygen because there are no particles with larger charge in the

composition of the CR-39 material. The corresponding charge distribution is shown in Figure 1.

The track selection criteria were determined in such a way as to ensure that only "energetic" recoil

particles were measured, the range of which had to be greater than _ 15-20/zm depending on the charge of

the particles. Currently, a detailed detection efficiency calculation is under way to convert this data into

charge, energy and LET fluence spectra.
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Figure 1" Number of energetic recoil particles as a function of charge measured in a CR-39 layer from the

LDEF A0015 Earth-side stack.

Directionality of Recoil Particles

In addition to charge and energy spectra measurements, the directionality distribution of recoil

particles was measured. Figure 2 shows the azimuthal angle distribution of the 400 measured tracks. The

azimuthal angle in this case is the angle of the projection of the particle trajectory onto the detector surface

measured from an arbitrary x-axis on the detector sheet.

Similar measurements have been performed on calibration samples of CR-39 exposed to 200 MeV

protons at different angles of incidence. The corresponding azimuthal angle distributions are presented in

Figure 3. The comparison of these distributions with that obtained from the LDEF sample confirm the

anisotropic nature of the primary proton fluence by which these energetic heavy recoils were produced in

the case of the LDEF.

CONCLUSIONS

Charge and energy spectra of selected energetic recoil particles can be measured in CR-39 samples

with acceptable charged resolution in the case of the LDEF samples. Together with detailed detection

efficiency calculations these spectra can be compared with theoretical results to validate model calculations.
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It is found throughcalibrationexperimentsthatthedirectionalityof energeticrecoilparticlesreflects
thedirectionalityof theprimary highenergyprotonbeamby whichtherecoilswereproduced.The
analysisof theazimuthalangledistributionof energeticrecoilsin anLDEF sampleconfirmstheanisotropic
natureof thehigh energytrappedprotonfluencein thecaseof theLDEE

Similarexperimentsareunderway in a samplefrom thenon-Earth-sidestackto studythelocation
dependenceof thechargeandenergyspectraof energeticrecoils.Also, adirectionalitystudyof energetic
recoilsis underway in sampleswith surfacesparallelwith theEast-Westdirection.Thedirectionalityof
recoilsin thesesamplesis expectedto bemoredefiniteasthemajorityof thetrappedprotonsis expectedto
havearrivedfrom theWestdirection.Theseexperimentswill bealsousedfor validationof directionality
of trappedprotonradiationenvironmentmodels.
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SUMMARY

Three-dimensional shielding effects on cosmic ray charged particle fluences were measured with

plastic nuclear track detectors in the P0006 experiment on LDEE The azimuthal and polar angle

distributions of the galactic cosmic ray particles (mostly relativistic iron) were measured in the main stack

and in four side stacks of the P0006 experiment, located on the west end of the LDEF satellite. A

shadowing effect of the shielding of the LDEF satellite is found. Total fluence of stopping protons was

measured as a function of the position in the main and side stacks of the P0006 experiment. Location

dependence of total track density is explained by the three-dimensional shielding model of the P0006

stack. These results can be used to validate 3D mass model and transport code calculations and also for

predictions of the outer radiation environment for the space station Freedom.

INTRODUCTION

Cosmic ray charged particles contribute to the health risk of crew members of manned flights and

produce single event upsets (SEUs) in microelectronics in space. Risk estimations are usually based on

measurements of the outer charged particle radiation environment and use three-dimensional mass

•Work partially supported by NASA grant No. NAG8-168 (NASA-Marshall Space Flight Center,
Huntsville).
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modelsandcomputertransportcodesto calculateinnerradiationfields.Measurementsof the inner
radiationenvironmentarealsoessentialtovalidatetransportcodesandin somecasesto providedirectdata
for risk estimation.Plasticnucleartrackdetectors(PNTDs)havebeenwidely usedto measurebothouter
(chargeandenergyspectraof galacticcosmicrays(GCRs)andtrappedparticles)andinner(LET-spectra,
chargeandenergyspectraof secondaryparticles)chargedparticleradiationfields[1,2,3,4,5,6,7].

A seriesof PNTDstackswereexposedon theLDEF (LongDurationExposureFacility) satelliteand
theongoinganalysisof thesestacksmakesthecosmicraychargedparticleexperimentsperformedon
LDEF probablythemostcomprehensiveand,asof today,themostimportanteverconductedwith PNTDs.
Uniquefeaturesof theLDEF satellitemakethisevenmorereasonable.Thelongduration,almostsix years
in space,makesit possibleto studylow abundantcosmicraysandmeasurethehighLET-tail with good
statisticalaccuracy.Thegravity-stabilizedorientationgivesthepossibilityof studyingthedirectionality
distributionof cosmicraychargedparticles.Also,adetailedmassmodelof LDEF is available,which
makesit possibleto comparetheinnerradiationfield andactivationmeasurementswith modelcalculations.

"Outerradiationfield measurements"usuallyactuallymeans"inner radiationfield measurements",
takinginto accounttheshadowingeffectsof shielding.This shadowingeffectandthecontributionof
secondaryparticlesto theprimaryparticlefluxesmakesastrongdifferencein the innerandouterradiation
fluxes.Hencetheunderstandingof three_limensionalshieldingeffectsonchargedparticle fluencesis
essentialwheninterpretingexperimentaldatameasuredatdifferentlocationsonLDEF underdifferent
shieldingdistributions.In thepresentpaperwepresentdataof themeasurementof galacticcosmicrayFe
particlesandstoppingtrappedprotonparticlesin themainandfour sidestacksof theP0006experiment
flownon LDEE Thecontributionof thethree-dimensionalshieldingeffectsto theobservedanisotropyof
Feparticlesandto thepositiondependenceof total trackdensityis discussed.

EXPERIMENTSAND RESULTS

TheP0006Experiment

TheP0006experimentonLDEF is acomplexexperimentto measuretheinnerandto acertainextent
theouterradiationfield of cosmicrays.It consistedof activationmaterials,neutrondetectors,
thermoluminescentdetectorsandplasticnucleartrackdetectorsto obtaindifferentkinds of information
aboutthe innerradiationfield.

TheP0006experimentwaslocatedin theF2 trayof LDEFon thewestendandcloseto thespaceend
of thesatellite.Itsexperimentalunit consistedof amainandfour sidestacksasshownin Figure1.The
mainstackconsi-stedof 9 suly-stacksofPNTDs,theplanesof whichwerepe_endicularto theeast-west
direction.Thesidestackswereattachedto thefour sidesofthemainstackwith thenormalvectorspointing
out from themainstackintospacewith theapproximatedirectionsasfollows: north-space(sidestackA),
north-Earth(sidestackB),Earth-south(sidestackC) andsouth-space(sidestackD). (_Theorientationof
thesidestacksis assumptivein thesensethatexperimentalresultsobtainedarein agreementwith andonly
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Figure 1: The P0006 experimental block on the LDEF satellite.

with this assumption. Unfortunately it was not possible to confirm the orientation of the side stacks from

the data available about the disassembly of the LDEF satellite.)

The P0006 experimental block was placed in a sealed aluminum canister with 1 atmosphere normal

air inside. In the surrounding of the P0006 experiment there were 4 other canisters of the P0004 corn seed

experiment representing a significant amount of shielding from those directions.

Measurement of Relativistic Fe Particles

Two layers of CR-39 PNTDs were selected from the center of the main stack (6.5 g/cm _ shielding

from the top of the canister) and from the side stacks (1.3 g/cm 2 shielding) for scanning and measuring. The

central area of each layer was scanned for tracks in coincidence at the adjacent surfaces. Track pairs were

further investigated as to whether they have corresponding tracks on the top surface of the top layer and on

the bottom surface of the bottom layer (4-surface tracks). Comparing the size of the tracks at all four

surfaces to each other we found that the size of the tracks did not change within experimental errors which

means that these tracks were produced by high energy particles. Comparing the differential LET-spectra of

4--surface tracks found in LDEF samples to a differential LET-spectra of 4-surface tracks found in a

sample flown on a shuttle flight with similar altitude and inclination to LDEE we found that practically all

4-surface tracks measured in LDEF samples must be produced by relativistic energy Fe particles. In the

case of the sample from the shuttle flight other galactic cosmic ray particles are also included in the

differential LET-spectra and the peak of the relativistic Fe particles can clearly be seen because of the
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Figure 2: Arriving directions of GCR Fe particles with relativistic energies looking to the west direction

from the center of the P0006 experiment on LDEE Particles with dip angle greater than 40 ° could not be

measured because of the critical angle cut-off of the detector.

relatively high abundance of these particles to the neighboring elements. Lighter than iron relativistic

particles could not be seen in the case of the LDEF samples because of the short etching time needed.

300 particles in the main stack and 100 particles in each side stack were identified as relativistic

galactic cosmic ray Fe particles in the present experiment. The azimuthal and dip angle distributions of the

particles were measured. Since the moving direction along the particle trajectory could not be measured we
---.- J -

assumed that all the particles measured arrived from tFie west direction and moved toward the east

direction. Experimental data in the side stacks are consistent with this assumption.

Figure 2 shows from which directions 300 GCR Fe particles arrived to the center of the main stack of

the P0006 experiment. No pariiciesc-ouldbe-det-ected with dip angle (measured from the normal of the

detector layer) greater than about 40 ° because of the dip angle cut-off of the detector. Scanning efficiency

close +to ifie cut-_Tfd]p an-gie Was aiso-sign]i_cantly less than i_% due t0 the d{fficulty of finding

corresponding tracks on tfi_e- first and fourth surfaces of the CR-39 doublet, Figure 2 shows that arriving

directions of particles from the west are very isotropic with some extra particles coming from the

South_west, p___ie]- with the Earth's surface.

In Figure 3, empty circles show the arriving directions; filled circles show the leaving directions of

100 particles ineach sid e stack. The Shieicl[ng of the LDEF satellite is the east side and the shielding of the

PO004 canisters are at the center of the graphs. It seems that these large (about 40-150 g/cm 2) shieldings
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Figure 3: Arriving directions of GCR Fe particles with relativistic energies in the side stacks of the P0006
experiment.
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canabsorbrelativisticFe particlesandonly averyfew percentcanpenetratethem.However,some
anisotropyof theGCRFeparticlescannotberelatedto shieldingeffects,hencewe believethereis an
anisotropyin theflux of theprimaryGCRFeparticles.

J

i

Total Track Density Measurements

We have measured two-dimensional total track density profiles in each side stack using an image

analyzer. The image analyzer was able to pick up tracks darker than a certain brightness threshold and

having contrast high enough to detect edges. Track size criteria were also applied in the counting.

Overlapping tracks were separated by the software with very high efficiency. Total track density

measurements were also performed by manual scanning and counting and the results were used to calibrate

the automatic system. A reasonably good agreement between manual and automatic scanning has been
established.

Total track density in CR-39 consists of tracks of different particles. At low shielding, such as the

case for the side stacks, a large contribution is due to stopping primary trapped protons. A significant

contribution is due to secondary stopping particles and recoils and also from GCR Fe particles. At higher

shielding depths, these particles dominate the total track density as the high flux of low energy trapped

protons is absorbed in the shielding.

On the other hand, not all of the particles can be detected by CR-39. A stopping proton can be

detected with very high efficiency if the particle stops in the upper layer of the detector, which has a

thickness comparable with the layer removed by the chemical etching of the detector. This thickness was

about 8-10 #m in our samples. The critical angle for the detection of a proton in this case is about 70 °

measured from the normal of the detector surface. This critical angle decreases rapidly with the residual

range of the proton if the particle stopped below the post--etched surface which, we found, is usually the

case for proton tracks. A detailed detection efficiency calculation is in progress taking into account a

variable track etch rate ratio model for stopping particles. Internal calibration will also be performed using

tracks of stopping proton particles.

Detection efficiency for other than proton particles is almost 100% if the particle stops in the removed

layer, which means that CR-39 can detect practically all heavy recoils that have a part of their trajectories

in the removed layer thickness. Relativistic Fe particles, on the other hand, are detected only from a small

field angle around the normal of the detector with a critical angle of about 40 °.

Trapped protons are expected to have a strong directionality. In the case of the P0006 stack they are

expected to arrive from the west direction, mostly parallel with the Earth's surface and with the surfaces of

the CR-39 layers in the side stacks. It means that the track density of stopping primary trapped protons is

expected to decrease with the depth in the main stack as the 10w energy trapped protons and their

secondaries are absorbed in it. The secondaries of the high energy trapped protons, however, are not

expected to show strong shielding effects because they can penetrate the whole stack with approximately

constant interaction cross sections. Hence, a strong location dependence of total track density is expected at

low shieldings and some relatively smooth track density profiles at higher protected areas.
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Figure 4: 2D total track density profiles in CR-39 from the side stacks of P0006. Bottom edges of the layers

are the space side edges.

Figure 4 shows some preliminary 2D total track density profiles measured in the side stack CR-39

samples. The total track density varied between 0.6 and 1.3 million tracks/cm 2. Side stacks A and D had

significantly higher track densities than side stacks B and C facing toward the Earth. On the side stacks

facing toward space the side stack D has higher track density than side stack A, indicating more particles

from the south-west than from the north-west direction. This observation is in good agreement with the A1

activation measurements around the LDEF satellite which also show a maximum in the south-west

direction.

On each sample the track density is highest at the space edge of the sample and decreases toward the

LDEF satellite. This is especially demonstrated on side stacks B and C. The sudden drop of track density

moving from the space edge toward the satellite probably reflects the absorption of low energy trapped

protons arriving from the west-space direction and slowing down as they penetrate the main stack. The

dominance of the trapped protons from the west-south-space direction is also suggested by the relatively

uniform track density on the side stack D which has practically no shielding from this direction.

CONCLUSIONS

It is demonstrated that the three--dimensional shielding effect has to be taken into account when

cosmic ray charged particle fluences are measured under different shielding conditions. The shadowing

effect of the LDEF satellite on the relativistic GCR Fe particles was found. Additional observed anisotropy
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in thefluenceof thesepar.ticlesis assumeddueto theanisotropicdirectionaldistributionof theparticles
whichhasto beexplainedby propagationcodes.

Thevariationof total trackdensityasaresultof selfshieldingof theP0006stackwasalsoobserved.
Thestronglocationdependenceof thetrackdensitywasfoundm bein goodagreementw[th theanisotropic
trappedprotonenvironmentand3Dgeometricalconsiderationsof theP0006experimentalblock.

Theseexperimentsclearly indicatetheneed-fordeta_tedmassmodeicalcuia_onstogetherwith which i

they may provide an excellent opportunity to validate model calculations and help update flux data of the i

outer radiation environment. _:_ _:__.
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SUMMARY

A three-dimensional geometry and mass model of the LDEF spacecraft and experiment trays has been

developed for use in predictions and data interpretation related to ionizing radiation measurements. The

modeling approach, level of detailed incorporated, example models for specific experiments and radiation

dosimeters, and example applications of the model are described.

INTRODUCTION

Measurements of the ionizing radiation and effects on the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF)

satellite provide new data important to attaining a more accurate definition of the space radiation

environment. An important issue in interpreting the LDEF radiation dosimetry data, and in performing

definitive predictions to compare with the data, is the influence of material shielding effects. For example,

data for the absorbed dose from geomagnetically trapped protons indicate a strong anisotropy for

measurements made at different locations on LDEF (ref. 1), and measured LET (linear energy transfer)

spectra from galactic cosmic rays also exhibit a directional response (ref. 2). A question in interpreting

these results is to what extent this angular response is due to the directionality of the space radiation

environment, which would be common to other spacecraft having orbit parameters similar to LDEF, as

opposed to the influence of shielding variations particular to the LDEF experiment/spacecraft configuration.

The purpose of the present work is to provide a geometry and mass model of LDEF incorporating

sufficient detail that it can be applied in detemfining the influence of material shielding on ionizing radiation

measurements and predictions. The model can be utilized as an aid in data interpretation by "unfolding"

shielding effects from the LDEF radiation dosimeter responses.

*Work supported by NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, AL, Contracts NAS8-38121 and NAS8-39386.
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MODELING APPROACH

Initial work on the development of a LDEF geometry/mass model, which included the spacecraft

structure and individual experiment trays but provide no detailed modeling of the tray contents, has been

reported earlier (ref. 3). The model has now been extended to include a detailed description of the contents

of several trays (F2, FS, H3, and H12).

The rationale of this tray selection for detailed modeling is as follows: Tray F2 (containing Exps.

P0004 and P0006) and Tray F8 (containing Exp. M0004) are located near the trailing and leading edges of

LDEF, respectively, and contain radiation dosimeters important to assessing the directionality of the trapped

proton exposure (ref. 1). Furthermore, other measurements from the P0006 experiment in Tray F2 show a

directional dependence of the spectra from heavy ions in galactic cosmic rays (ref. 2), and shielding

variations around this experiment are needed in interpreting the data. Preliminary data from Exp. M0001 in

Trays H3 and H12 indicate a higher heavy ion flux than expected entering the detector from the direction of

the interior of the LDEF spacecraft (ref. 4), and the influence of shielding on relating the observed ion

spectra to the incident space spectra is of interest in interpreting these data.

Methodology

The LDEF geometry/mass model has been programmed in FORTRAN using the combinatorial

geometry methodology of describing complex three-dimensional configurations. The computer version of

the geometry module used here has been operated for many years in radiation transport applications, and is

the geometry module commonly used with the HETC radiation transport code (ref. 5).

The c0mbinatoria] geometry method describes three-dimensional material configurations by applying

logical operators to form unions, differences, and intersections in combining simple solid bodies (spheres,

boxes, cylinders(etc.) io:form a complex geometry. Material properties are assigned to each zone defined

by these operators, and ray-tracing algorithms are included to provide the pathlength and material identifier

for each zone traversed. This material identifier is used as an index to retrieve information (density, atomic

compositions, etc.) from a materials properties table. As an aid in debugging, we have used the SABRINA

code (ref. 6) to obtain a graphical output of the geometry input data.

Input Data Sources

Input data for constructing the LDEF model has been obtained from engineering drawings, preflight

. reports frome_perimenters describing component layouts, dimensions, and materials for individual

I
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experiments, and pre- and post-flight photographs, all kindly provided by the LDEF Project Science Office. 1

Key modeling input was the weight of individual experiment trays and all spacecraft structural

components provided by NASA LaRC from pre-flight center-of-mass and flight dynamics analyses. 2

Dimensions for the experiment trays and descriptions of certain electronics and data storage components

common to various experiments were obtained from the LDEF Experimenter Users Handbook (ref. 7).

General descriptions and photographs of individual experiments from Clark, et al. (ref. 8) were also

helpful.

Information needed for the detailed modeling of Exps. P0004, P0006, and M0004 was provided by

Benton and Frank, 3 and a detailed description of Exp. M0001 was provided by Tylka and Adams. 4

Level of Detail Incorporated

The LDEF spacecraft is considered to be comprised of the following general categories for modeling

purposes: spacecraft structure, miscellaneous spacecraft components, and experiments, which include the

experiment trays and components (Tables I-III). The 84 experiment trays on LDEF can be further divided

into four subcategories: (a) space debris experiments (26 trays), for which the tray contents can be

adequately modeled as an aluminum plate; (b) ultra-heavy cosmic ray experiments (16 trays), for which the

contents can be simply modeled as aluminum plus plastic; (c) trays containing ionizing radiation dosimeters

(13 trays), for which some detailed modeling of the tray components is desirable, and (d) all other

experiments (29 trays), for which the tray is considered to be filled with aluminum having a reduced density

such that the individual tray weight is preserved. Thus, each individual experiment tray is modeled, with the

actual weights of the trays and contents included, but only the contents of selected trays are modeled in detail

for assessing shielding effects on the radiation dosimeter responses. Of the 13 trays indicated in Table III as

containing ionizing radiation dosimetry, four trays (F2, F8, H3 and H12) are modeled in detail.

Experiment Models

Some of the geometry models of the LDEF ionizing radiation experiments are shown here as examples;

other models and details of the modeling procedure are given in ref. 9. Fig. 1 shows a view of the LDEF

spacecraft model with experiment trays, including the four experiment trays in which the contents are

modeled in detail.

Fig. 2 shows the component layout in tray F2 and the corresponding combinatorial geometry model.

This tray contains the six canisters of tomato seeds (SEEDS experiment) with the thermoluminescent
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dosimeters(TLDs) of Exp.P0004for measuringradiationdoseatvariouspositionsin theseedcanisters.

This tray alsocontainstheExp.P0006detectorstack,which includesseveraltypesof radiationdetectors:
TLDs, plasticnucleartrackdetectors(PNTDs),activationmaterials,andneutrondetectionfoils. TheExp.

P0006detectormodelis shownin moredetail in Fig. 3.

Thelayoutandgeometrymodelof tray F8containingExp.M0004on spaceenvironmenteffectson

fiberopticsis shownin Fig. 4. This tray containstwo radiationdosimetrypacketsin eachof two canisters,

with eachpacketcontainingbothTLDs andPNTDs.

Themodelingassumptionsfor theseandothertraysin termsof geometryandmaterialsimplifications
aredetailedin ref. 9.

APPLICATIONS

TheLDEF geometrymoduleprogramcanbeappliedin severnoperationalmodes: (a) asa stand-alone

program,materialthicknessesalongraysemanatingfrom specifiedspatialpointsandaspecifiedangular
grid canbegeneratedto providethree-dimensionalshieldingvariationsaroundvariousdosimetry

: ::5 = ::2 z_7-_ = , ,4=: : ;_ _z _ : = r

components; (b) such shielding distributions can also be used as input to one-dimensional transport codes

which usesoiiaangieSe toringioapproximate three:dimensional radiation transffdrti ahd[_)-_the getmeiry

module can be interface with detailed three'dimensional Monte Carlo radiation transport codes (e.g.,

NETC),
ii--22?

The geometry/mass model is currently being utilized !n several studies related to predictions and

comparisons with LDEF radiation dosimetry data and in the interpretation of LDEF radiation measurements.

The model has been used with radiation transport calculations to predict the directionality of the radiation

dose measured on LDEF (ref. 10), which showed that 3-D shielding effects were very important in

comparing with the dosimetry data, and the model has been used by NRL 4 in analyzing results from

the Exp. M0001 heavy ion experiment.

Shielding calculations using the LDEF geometry/mass model are also being made to investigate the

directionality of protons and heavy ions observed (ref. 2) in Exp. 1:'0006 plastic nuclear track detectors. An

examplem_od__e ! application (stand-alone mode)is given in Fig. 5, wh!ch .shows_!he shielding distribution in

a horizontal plane around one of the PNTD side modules of Exp. 1:'0006. Here a local coordinate system is

used wkh theangle o_ measured in a plane parallel to the tray top. The "dips" in the shielding_distrib_ution

designated as (a), (b), and (c) occur for directions__between the seed canisters, with the large peak in tile

distribution (d) corresponding to directions going through lower trays (toward earth-end) and through the

center ring of the spagegrgft structure. The other N006 side modules see a similar horizontal shielding :
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distribution but displaced by 90 ° . Such shielding variations can have an important influence on the observed

radiation environment.
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Table I. Level of Detail for Modeling LDEF Spacecraft

C,=teg?ry No.Component Races

Center Ring 1

uJ Longemns 24
n" End Frames 2

Diagonal Tubes 8
Intercostal Rings 72

_Trunions,Pins,Scuff Pits I0
End Support Beams 5

TOTAL STRUCTURE:

Weight Weight

Iib-._ %

2,073 9.7%

2,280 10.7%

1,374 6.4%

926 4.3%

758 3.5%

50 t 2.3%

285 1.3%

8,197 38.3%

Batteries 2 100 0.5%

Initiate Electronics 1 105 0.5%Wiring 100 0.5%

Nuts and Bolts 200 0.9%Damper Assembly 1 62 0.3%

Thermal Covers (Ends) l 2 154 0.7%
_E Ballast Plates 1 1 365 1.7%

TOTAL MISCELLANEOUs: 1,086 5.1%

EXPERI- Experiment Components 84 12,110 56.6%
MEN'IS and Trays

TOTAL LDEF,WEIGHT: 21,393 100.0%

uo_,._i Approach

Modeled as IndMdual component.

Modeled as Individual components.

Modeled as Individual cemponents.

_lodeled as individual components.

ModekKI as individual components.

Modeled as Individual components.

Modeled as individual components.

Included as pad of eadh-end supporl beam.

Included as pad of center ring weight.

Included as pert of center ring weight.

Included as parl of cenler dng weight.

Modeled as Indhdduat component.

Modeled as Individual components.

Included as pert of end frames.

Modeled each experiment bay separately,

with Individual experiment weights

)resorved. Modeling for components

varies with expedmenl l_l.

Table II. Level of Detail for Modeling Experiments
NO.

Trays

26

16

13

29

Model I Experiments
N plate S0001: Space Debris (LaRC)

Al+plastic plates A0178: Ultra-heavy Cosmic-Ray Expt. (Dublin Inst., ESTEC)

"detailed" Selected experiments containing ionizing radiation dosimetry.

homocjenized AI (all others 1

Table ]I1. Trays Containing Ionizing Radiation Dos'unetry
Experiment

NO. Ezperlment Doldmelry

Tray

Bay-Row

C-2, G-2

C-3. C-9

B-3

H-3, H-12

D-3.D-9,G-12

E-6

D-3,D-8,D-9

F-8

C-2

F-2

F-2

A-0015

A-0114

A-0138

M0001

M0002-1

M0002-2

M0003

M0004

M0006

P0004

P0006

Blostack (DFVLR)

Atomic Oxygen (UAH, MSFC)

Op|Jcal Rbers (CERT/ONERA - DERTS)

Heavy lens (NRL)

Trapped Proton SpecL (AFGPLMSFC, et el.)

Heavy Cosmic-Ray Nuclei (U. KelI)

Space EJwr. ElfiK_ on MaUs. (Aerospace)

[Space Envr. Effects on Optics (AFWL)

Space Envr. Effects (AFTAC, Grumman)

SEEDS (Univ. SF)

LET Spectrum Ideas. (Univ. SF, MSFC)

TLD's, PNTD's

AclJva_ Samples

TLD'S

PNTD's

PNTD's,TLD's,AcL

PNTI_s

TLD'a

TI.D's, PNTD's

TLD's

TLD's, PNTO's

TLD's, PN'rD's,

Rse. & Act. Sampdas

R

m
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Figure 1. Combinatorial geometry model of LDEF spacecraft with the four experiment

trays (F2, F8, H3, and H12) containing radiation dosimeters which have been modeled
in detail.
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Figure 2. Layout of components in LDEF experiment tray F2 containing
radiation dosimetry (top) and combinatorial geometry model (bottom), showing
TLD packets (Exp. P0004) in the seed canisters and the Exp. P0006 detector
stack.
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Plastic
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Silicon & CR-39
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ivation Plate
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RADIATION MODEL PREDICTIONS AND VALIDATION

USING LDEF SATELLITE DATA*

T, W, Armstrong and B. L. Colborn

Science Applications International Corporation
Route 2, Prospect, TN 38477

Phone: 615/468-2603, Fax: 615/468-2676

SUMMARY

Predictions and comparisons with the radiation dose measurements on LDEF by thermoluminescent

dosimeters have been made to evaluate the accuracy of models currently used in defining the ionizing

radiation environment for low Earth orbit missions. The calculations include a detailed simulation of the

radiation exposure (altitude and solar cycle variations, directional dependence) and shielding effects (three-

dimensional LDEF geometry model) so that differences in the predicted and observed doses can be attributed

to environment model uncertainties. The LDEF dose data are utilized to assess the accuracy of models

describing the trapped proton flux, the trapped proton directionality, and the trapped electron flux.

INTRODUCTION

Radiation dosimetry data from the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) mission are being utilized

to evaluate the accuracy of current ionizing radiation environment models and to identify model

improvements needed for future mission applications in low Earth orbit. A calculational program is in

progress to compare model predictions with the different types of LDEF ionizing radiation measurements

(dose, activation, LET spectra, secondary particles, etc.), and the status of this work is summarized in a

companion paper (ref. 1).

The scope of the present paper is restricted to model predictions and comparisons with LDEF

thermoluminescent dosimetry _D) measurements of the radiation dose. These TLD measurements provide

one set of data for evaluating the accuracy of environment models describing the trapped proton flux, the

trapped proton directionality, and the trapped electron flux. Assessments of trapped radiation models

utilizing other LDEF data sets from plastic nuclear track detectors and activation sample measurements of

induced radioactivity are in progress.

*Work supported by NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, AL, Contracts NAS8-38770 and NAS8-39386.
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CALCULATIONAL METHOD

Environment Model -- Results from the calculations of Watts, et al. (ref. 2) are used to model the LDEF

exposure to trapped protons. These calculations are based on the standard AP8 omnidirectional proton flux

model fief. 3), with altitude and solar cYc!e variations during the LDEF mission included, and with the

MSFC anisotropy model (ref. 4) applied to determine the trapped proton directionality. In the calculations

here, the directionality was taken into account by using different incident energy spectra along directions

defined by a 3-D angular grid of 720 equal solid angle intervals about the dose point. Example spectra are

shown in Fig. 1.

Spacecraft Model -- The LDEF radiation dosimetry data is influenced by material shieldingeffects due to

the dosimeter itself, nearby components and experiments, and the spacecraft structure. It is necessary to

isolate shielding effects particular to the LDEF spacecraft so that the evaluated model uncertainties can be

attributed to the ambient radiation environment and so that the results have applicability to other missions

with different spacecraft configurations. To help ensure that differences between predictions.. and

measurements are due to the external radiation environment and not shielding effects, a detailed three-

dimensional_geometry/mass model of the LDEF=_spacecraft and selected experiment trays has been

developed (ref. 5), and this 3-D model has been used to take into account shielding effects for the dose

predictions here.

RadiationTransport -- Three-dimensional radiation transport calculations were performed using the 3-D

LDEF geometry/mass model and the solid angle sectoring approximation, in which the solid angle around

each dose poin t is divided into small sectors and the shielding attenuation along "ray" directions through

each sector is computed. Transport calculations using different trapped proton energy spectra for each

direction werec_edout usingthe MSF C c_e written by Burrell (ref. 6), which employs the straightahead

approximation together with fits to stopping power and range relations to obtain an analytical solution of the

transport equation. The attenuation is computed for material along each ray direction representing a solid
= • _ .

angle sector, the attenuated fluence spectrum is folded with the stopping power for tissue, and the results

summed for all rays to obtain the tissue dose.

An example TLD shielding distribution used in computing the radiation attenuation is shown in Fig. 2.

Shown:Ne _area! densities (aluminum equ!valent) along rays emanating at the midpoints of 720 equal solid

angle bins surrounding the TLD. The TLD in this case is located in one of the canisters containing tomato

seeds in tray F2 (SEEDS experiment, Exp. No. P0004). The outward directed TLD normal is at q_= 240 °

and 0 = 90 °, where +q0 is measured from south (row 6) and +0 from the zenith direction. Also indicated in

Fig. 2 i s the constant shielding corresponding to a spherical geometry model having a radius equal to the

vertical (minimum) TLD shielding, which is the simple geometry model assumed for some of the scoping
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estimates in the LDEF pre-recovery dose predictions (ref. 7). As evident, the spherical geometry model

substantially underestimates the dosimetry shielding.

RESULTS

TLD measurements were made at various locations on the LDEF spacecraft and at various shielding

depths in the experiment trays. Fig. 3 summarizes the TLD data presently available at the larger shielding

depths (_> 0.5 g/cm 2) where trapped protons dominate the dose contribution. The data shown are from

dosimeters located: (a) on the trailing (west) side of the spacecraft, consisting of the measurements by

Frank, et al. (ref. 8) for TLDs located in experiment tray F2 (Exps. P0004 and P0006), measurements by

Frank, et al. (ref. 8) and Reitz (ref. 9) in tray C2 (Exp. A0015), and measurements by Bourrieau (ref. 10)

in tray B3 (Exp. A0138-7); (b) on the earth-end of the spacecraft, consisting of measurements by Frank, et

al. (ref. 8) and Reitz (ref. 9) in tray G2 (Exp. A0015); and (c) on the leading (east) side, consisting of

measurements by Frank, et al. (ref. 8) in tray F8 (Exp. M0004) and by Blake and Imamoto (ref. 1 I) in tray

D9 (Exp. M0003). In two cases, the Exp. M0006 measurements of Chang, et al. (ref. 12) and some of

the Exp. M0003 measurements of Blake and Imamoto (ref. 11), TLD assemblies were located in drawers of

the experiment trays which were closed 40 weeks into the mission. Thus, the shielding changed during

flight in these cases, and results from these measurements are not included in Fig. 3.

The doses in Fig. 3, and in subsequent graphs of this type, are plotted as a function of the "vertical"

shielding thickness in g/cm 2 of aluminum equivalent material (based on equivalent ranges for 100-MeV

protons), where the vertical direction is along the normal from the TLD face outward from the LDEF

interior. This vertical direction generally corresponds to the direction of minimum shielding, although there

are exceptions, such as for the TLDs located near the edge of the thick detector stack in Exp. P0006.

Predicted doses and comparisons with the data of Fig. 3 are given below with the objective being to

evaluate the accuracy of models describing the magnitude of the trapped proton flux and its angular

dependence. Subsequent comparisons using previous predictions (ref. 7) are then made with the TLD data

at thin shielding depths where the dose contribution is dominated by incident electrons to assess the

accuracy of trapped electron flux models.

Trapped Proton Dose

Figs. 4-6 compare predicted and measured doses for TLDs in LDEF experiment trays located on the

trailing edge, earth end, and leading edge of the spacecraft, respectively. Predictions for Exps. P0004 and

P0006 located in tray F2 and Exp. M0004 in tray F8 are based on a detailed geometry modeling of the tray
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contents (ref. 4); for other cases (trays B3, C2, and G2) the tray contents were modeled as a single

homogenized material (aluminum) with reduced density, so the dosimetry shielding is approximate for these

cases. For the TLDs located in the Exp. P0006 detector stack, both measurements and calculations show

appreciable variation of the dose for different locations within the TLD array for the same vertical shielding

depth; the computed doses shown for P0006 are for a point in the middle of the array, and the measured

values are the minimum values observed (ref. 9) across the array. The values shown for the Reitz

measurements in Exp. A0015 are averages of the reported data (ref. 8) for TLD types 100 and 700.

i

i
i

A summary of the predicted and measured doses is given in Fig. 7. These results show that the AP8

trapped proton flux model gives a lower dose than observed from TLD measurements aboard LDEF for all

spacecraft locations and shielding depths, with the predictions usually about a factor of two lower than

measured. The predicted-to-measured dose ratios are practically constant with shielding depth, indicating

that the trapped proton model environment is too low by about the same factor over a wide range of proton

energies. Since the total mission dose is accumulated during the early high-altitude portion of the flight,

which occurred predominately during the solar minimum phase of the solar cycle (ref. 2), these conclusions

refer to the solar minimum version (AP8MIN) of the AP8 trapped proton model. (Model comparisons with

available LDEF induced radioactivity measurements, ref. 13, for relatively short half-life radioisotopes

should enable a check of the APSMAX model since the latter part of the flight took place during solar

maximum.)

The present dose predictions based on a detailed LDEF geometry model and an anisotropic trapped

proton environment differ from early scoping estimates (ref. 7) made as part of the LDEF pre-recovery

predictions in which simple geometry models (sphere and planar) and an omnidirectional trapped proton

environment model were used. The difference is illustrated in Fig. 8 for comparisons with the TLD data of

Exps. P0004 and P0006. While the omnidirectional, spherical geometry calculations (fortuitously) agree

with the data, the more accurate models give doses about a factor two lower than the measurements. This

illustrates that directional effects and a reasonably detailed spacecraft geometry model are needed in utilizing

LDEF data for definitive assessments of uncertainties in the radiation environment.

Trapped Proton Anisotropy

For the low inclination (28.5") of LDEF orbits, the dose from galactic cosmic rays is very small due to

geomagnetic shielding, and, except for near-surface shielding depths where the trapped electron

environment is important, the absorbed dose measurements on LDEF are due almost entirely to the trapped

proton exposure during passes through the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA). In the SAA region at LDEF

altitudes, protons are "mirroring" in the geomagnetic field, with trajectories confined mainly in planes

perpendicular to the iocai magnetic field direction and with in,plane asymmetry due to the east-west effect.
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Since LDEF had a very stable orientation during the entire mission, measurements at various positions

around the spacecraft provide data for evaluating the proton anisotropy model used.

In several cases TLD dosimeters at similar shielding depths were located near the trailing (row 3) and

leading (row 9) edges of the spacecraft. These data and predictions in terms of the ratio of trailing-to-

leading edge doses are shown in Fig. 9. The measured anisotropy is generally higher than predicted by the

MSFC anisotropy model; e.g., the measured anisotropy for Exps. P0004/M0004 and Exps. P0006/M0004

is a factor of = 2.4, whereas the calculated anisotropy factor for these cases is = 1.4.

To further investigate the difference found between measured and predicted trapped proton

directionality, several calculations were performed to determine the influence of spacecraft geometry on the

predicted anisotropy. Fig. 10 shows the angular variation of dose at a particular depth (4 g/cm 2) for three

assumed geometries: (a) the curve labeled "LDEF" was computed using the three-dimensional LDEF

spacecraft model, (b) the curve labeled "Cylinder" was computed for a cylindrical spacecraft geometry

having the same diameter, length, and total mass as LDEF but with the mass uniformly distributed within

the cylinder, and (c) the "Plane" curve is for a planar shielding geometry with infinite backing and lateral

dimensions and with the plane normal vector pointed in the plotted direction. These results for different

modeIgeometries show significantly different characteristic shapes for the angular variation of the dose.

The detailed 3-D spacecraft model exhibits a local enhancement of the dose on the east side of the spacecraft,

which is not present for the homogeneous cylinder or planar models. This dose "bump" on the east side is

due to the fact that the interior of LDEF underneath the experiment trays contains relatively little mass, so the

high flux incident on the west side "streams" through the hollow interior and contributes to the dose on the

east side. This radiation streaming through the interior of LDEF can also influence the anisotropy observed

at different shielding depths because at deeper depths on the east side the west-side flux contribution

becomes larger. This is illustrated in Fig. 11 where the dose at various depths is calculated around the

center ring of the spacecraft structure using the 3-D LDEF model. At small depths (e.g., 0.5 g/cm 2) the

west side dose is higher, at about 10 g/cm 2 depth the west and east side doses are about the same, and at

larger depths (e.g., 14 g/cm2), corresponding roughly to the bottom of most of the experiment trays, the

east side dose is higher.

While these calculations on geometry effects do not fully explain the difference found between the

measured and predicted dose anisotropy, they do indicate that the observed anisotropy can be substantially

influenced by the spacecraft configuration and that a realistic spacecraft geometry model is necessary in

interpreting the measurements and in applying the data to other spacecraft configurations for future

missions.
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TrappedElectronDose

Two experiments on LDEF contained TLDs with sufficiently thin shielding that the response is

dominated by incident electrons. Measured TLD doses for these cases have been reported by Blake and

Imamoto (ref. 11) for Exp. M0003 and by Bourrieau (ref. 10) for Exp. A0138-7. Results from these

measurements are plotted in Fig. 12 together with the pre-recovery predictions made by Watts (ref. 7) using

the AE8MIN and AESMAX trapped electron environment models (ref. 14). The predictions are for a planar

shield with inf'mite backing, which is expected to be an adequate geometry approximation in this case

because of the shallow shielding penetration of the electrons and secondary bremsstrahlung. The M0003

results reported by Blake and Imamoto for dose in the TLD lithium fluoride have been multiplied by 1.25,

the stopping power ratio of water to lithium fluoride for electrons in the applicable energy range, to compare

with the calculated results in terms of tissue dose. M0003 measurements were also made for thinner

shielding than shown in Fig. 12, but these data points are not included here because, as discussed by Blake

and Imamoto, the results are suspect at present due to possible TLD saturation effects.

Fig. 12 shows that for small shielding depths where the incident electron flux is predicted to clearly

dominate the dose (_<0.1 g/cm 2, corresponding to ..<15 mils of aluminum shielding), there is general

agreement between the predictions arid measurements. The largest difference is at a shielding depth of about

0.04 g/cm 2, where the predicted dose is lower than measured by a factor of two; near 0.01 g/cm 2, the

predicted dose is higher by a factor of 1.5. Blake and Imamoto (ref. 11) point out that the flattening of the

measured dose profile near 2 x 104 rads for very thin shielding may be due to TLD saturation effects caused

by very high doses in a thin layer of the TLD near the outboard surface and by the steep dose gradient within

the TLD thickness. Thus, this may account for at least part of the difference between measurements and

predictions in the thin shielding region _<3 x 10 -2 g/cm 2 of Fig. 12 rather than environment modeling

uncertainties.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the radiation dose measurements by thermoluminescent dosimeters on LDEF, the AP8 proton

model at solar minimum (APSMIN) underpredicts the trapped proton flux in low Earth orbit by about a

factor of two. This difference between measurement and prediction is not totally unexpected since a factor

of two uncertainty is often associated with the AP8 model, but the difference here is larger than indicated by

some Shuttle measurements (e.g., ref. 15). The higher radiation dose observed for TLDs on the trailing

edge of the spacecraft is in agreement with calculations using the MSFC model for describing the angular

dependence of the trapped proton environment, although the measured dose anisotropy, based on the

relatively few trailing-t-o-leading edge TLD positions onboard at common shielding depths, is somewhat
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higher than predicted. For thin shielding where incident electrons dominate the dose, predictions based on

the AE8MIN trapped electron flux model are in general agreement with the TLD measurements (within a

factor of two). Some of this difference may be due to saturation effects in the TLDs, which is still under

investigation (ref. 11).

These conclusions should be regarded as tentative since additional calculations and comparisons with

other LDEF radiation data are still in progress. For example, measurements of the induced radioactivity in

various metal samples, some located in close proximity to the TLDs, provide additional data for evaluating

the trapped proton flux model and will allow a cross-check of the conclusions here based on model

comparisons with TLD data. Also, a more detailed mapping of the proton anisotropy is available from

activation measurements, and these data are expected to provide a more definitive test of the trapped proton

anisotropy model. These and other model comparisons with the LDEF ionizing radiation data are

underway.
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Figure 8. Influence of geomery model and environment anisotropy on predicting

LDEF dose from trapped protons.
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SUMMARY

A calculational program utilizing data from radiation dosimetry measurements aboard the LDEF

satellite to reduce the uncertainties in current models defining the ionizing radiation environment is in

progress. Most of the effort to date has been on using LDEF radiation dose measurements to evaluate

models defining the geomagnetically trapped radiation, which has provided results applicable to radiation

design assessments being performed for Space Station Freedom. Plans for future data comparisons, model

evaluations, and assessments using additional LDEF data sets (LET spectra, induced radioactivity, and

particle spectra) are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Ionizing radiation measurements on the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) satellite provide a

unique opportunity for reducing present uncertainties in models used in defining the space radiation

environment. The LDEF mission had several features particularly important to radiation model validation --

e.g., various types of radiation detectors were aboard, providing an extensive data set; because of the long

mission duration, the data have unparalleled statistical accuracy; and, the LDEF spacecraft had a very stable

orientation during the flight, allowing unprecedented data to be obtained on the directionality of the space

environment. The radiation measurements performed and key results from analyses to date are summarized

in refs. 1 and 2.

A calculational program is in progress as part of the LDEF ionizing radiation investigations. The

scope of the program includes model predictions in support of data analysis and interpretation, calculations

for data comparisons and model accuracy assessments, and model updates. The overall objective is to

utilize the LDEF data to pro.vide models that give a more accurate definition of the ionizing radiation

environment. This will enable more accurate radiation designs and design margin assessments for future

missions in low Earth orbit which in turn will help reduce risk and cost. Specific models which can be

improved utilizing LDEF data and their importance in addressing particular radiation issues for planned

missions are discussed in ref. 3.

*Work supported by NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, AL, Contract NAS8-39386.
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Thepurposeof thepresentpaperis to summarizethecurrentstatusandfutureemphasisof theLDEF

ionizingradiationmodelingwork. Thenextsectiongivesanoverviewof thecalculationsmadetodate,

followedby summariesof thestatusin termsof specifictasksandin termsof comparisonswhichhavebeen
madewith differentmeasurementdatasets. Theemphasis=ofplannedradiationmodelingwork andrelated
assessmentsisdiscussedin the lastsection.

OVERVIEW

Calculationsmadeto datefor LDEF ionizingradiationassessmentsandfor modelcomparisonswith

dosimetrydataCanbecategorizedasfollows:

Phase0: Pre-RecoveryPredictions-- To aidin theplanningandinterpretationof radiationdosimetry
dataanalyses,pre'recoveryestimatesweremadetoCharacterizetheexpectedradiationenvironment

experiencedbyLDEF andthegeneralfeaturesandmagnitudeof theinducedenvironmentandradiation
-: : .: _ : = = _;-- : I=_-E_-_ _ -_=_[_-----'" - :_ : 32- -_-_ :

effects expected to be observed (ref. 4). This work inc]u-dedestimates of the expected radiatio n environment

(refs. 5,6)absorbed dose iref. 5), LET spectra (ref. 7), and induced radioactivity (ref. 6). These
=

calculations were of a scoping nature and included numerous approximations -- e.g., the directionality of the

environment was ignored and shielding calculations were based on simple one-dimensional geometries.

Phase 1- Preliminary Calculations and Data Comparisons -- Several approximate calculations were

CarTfied out to Obtain some'q_ :ebm]saris0nsw]_ :fla_e]_u]al da_afi_IysiS re_uI_s (e[g:.ref._g). Ttils

included_prelimin_ d6mp-arlsons of modei predic/ions wit_ab_Sb_:bed dose and' activation data.whioh were

reported at_the First LDEF Symposium (refs. 9, 10). Various approximations weremade in the calculations

to obtain these quick-look comparisons -- e.g., one-dimensional geometries were assumed, and the
...... " 2 ......

environment definition was incomplete, with aniSotmpy and orbit altitude variati0ns rieglecfed in rfios_caSes.

Phase 2: Definitive Modeling and Data Comparisons -- To obtain more accurate modeling and

definitive comparisons witfi the more complete-ffat_i:_0rn]ng available, basic_cai_uiational work was

needed in two areas: (a) a complete definition of the LDEF trapped proton exposure, taking into account

directionality, altitude variation and solar cycle dependence, and (b) a realistic (three-dimensional)

geometry/mass model of the LDEF spacecraft and dosimetry experiments in order to adequately account for

shielding e-f-fects. _q_hisWork has been compieied and reported at this symposium (refs[ ili 12)_ These

improved modelshave_en_initia]ly applid ' for 3-D dose predictions and data comparis0ns,_with results

reported at this symposium (refs. i 3, 14).

Future Work " The emphasis of futtw_ calculatiofi-S is off Using thereVised-env_O_mentdeflnitions

and 3--Dgeome_yTmass model to makedefinitive predictions'and-comp_sons with_otherlSDEF radiation

data (LET spectra, induced radioactivity, secondary particles, etc.) as it bec0mes:avaiiable. Specific

predictions and planned data comparisons are outlined in the next two sections.
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STATUS

In this section a breakdown of the completed and planned calculational tasks is given with the status of

each task indicated.

Most of the work on assessing LDEF exposure to the radiation environment has been completed

(Table I). Initial estimates (refs. 5,6) of the exposure were made to determine the importance of all sources

(trapped protons, trapped electrons, galactic cosmic rays, earth albedo neutrons, and albedo protons) to

different radiation effects. Initial work on the definition of the trapped proton environment was incomplete

in that the altitude and solar cycle dependence of directional trapped proton spectra were not determined, but

revised estimates using the MSFC anisotropy model (ref. 15) to obtain vector fluxes have now been

completed (ref. 11). An input parameter to the MSFC trapped proton anisotropy model is the effective scale

height of the atmosphere, which represents an average over proton trajectories and is difficult to estimate

from first principles. LDEF data provide a basis for investigating appropriate scale height values for model

input, and such studies are planned. Measurements of the LET spectra from heavy ions in the galactic

cosmic ray (GCR) spectra indicate strong directionality (ref. 16). While this observed directionality is

expected to be influenced by shielding variations, there are indications that the directionality of the external

environment is a factor also (ref. 16). Thus, some additional environment definition work to estimate the

angular dependence of the GCR heavy ion exposure may be needed for definitive comparisons with the

observed LET directionality.

Key to obtaining definitive model predictions for data comparisons is a realistic treatment of shielding

effects. As indicated in Table II, work on development of a detailed, 3-D geometry/mass model of LDEF is

now completed (refs. 12, 17), and this model is currently being used in radiation transport calculations and

other shielding assessments.

With the work on revised trapped proton environment calculations and 3-D geometry modeling

completed, definitive predictions with state-of-the-art modeling accuracy can be performed to compare with

the LDEF radiation dosimetry data. Initial calculations using these models have been made for the absorbed

dose and comparisons made with the LDEF measurements (refs. 13. 18-20) using thermoluminescent

dosimeters (TLDs), as indicated in Table III. These comparisons, which are complete except for some

revisions that may be needed when results from final data analyses become available, provide a test of the

accuracy of current trapped proton flux models (ref. 21) for low Earth orbit missions and provide partial

data needed to check model_ describing the directionality of the environment.

Several experiments on LDEF contained plastic nuclear track detectors (PNDTs) that measured the

linear energy transfer (LET) spectra (Table IV, ref. 1). Model predictions and comparisons with these data

are important because LET has a key role in estimating various radiation effects, and because preliminary

LET measurement results (ref. 22) indicate a high-LET component which is not predicted by pre-recovery
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estimates(Fig. 1),butwhichmayhaveimportantpracticalsignificance.LET calculationaltasksinvolve

severalsteps(TableIV), including3-D transportcalculationsto accountfor shieldingvariationsandthe
directionalityof theenvironment,influenceof secondariesfrom heavyion fragmentation,andanextension

of presentcalculationalmethodsto accountfor targetrecoilsandfragments,which isneededto compare

with theuniquedatafrom LDEFon thehigh-LETtail of thespectrum.For definitivecomparisonswith the

LET measurements,thecalculationsshould,assuggestedby theUSF group(footnote1),includethe

responsefunctionof thetxackdetectors,which involvesincludingenergyandangular-dependentrelations

for trackdetectionfrom observationsfor differenttracketchratesandfrom calibrationexperimentsusing
acceleratorbeams.

Severalmeasurementsof thesecondaryneutronfluenceweremadeonLDEF using6LiF foils (ref. 23)

andactivationsamples(ref.24). Thesedataprovideanopportunityto evaluatetheaccuracyof nuclear

modelsandradiationtransporttechniquesfor predictingsecondaryneutronspectrain spacecraft,which is of
interestin missionradiationassessmentsbecausesuchsecondaryparticlescontributeto biologicaldamage,

radiation backgrounds to sensitive instrumentation, and radiation damage to electronics. Planned

calculations related to this are listed in Table V. Since the 6LiF measurements may be influenced by the

high proton fluence present, some initial calculations delineating the neutron vs. proton response are needed

for the particular radiation environment experience by LDEF. To obtain a definitive estimate of the neutron

fluence for data comparisons, a detailed transport calculation using Monte Carlo methods (HETC code) and

the 3-D geometry/mass model of LDEF is planned with trapped, galactic, and albedo environment sources

included. Intercomparisons using the two data sets from 6LiF and activation will provide a check on the

consistency of the neutron measurement methods.

Preliminary data on high-energy neutron and proton spectra are available (refs. 23, 25) from various

fission foil measurements (Table V). Since fission is induced by both neutrons and protons, the relative

contribution to the fission data will first need to be investigated. Of particular interest is the data from

tantalum foils, where the fission threshold is above the energy of trapped protons, so the activation in this

case is a measure of the galactic fluence only.

Induced radioactivity measurements are available from both metal samples placed aboard LDEF and

from the anaIysis of various spacecraft components (refs. 24, 26-29), as summarized in TabIe VI. The

activation of samples placed in the P0006 experiment, which also contained TLDs for dose measurements,

is of particular interest for model comparisons because this will provide a cross-check on the differences

found between measured and predicted doses. The activation samples also included some elements (Co, Ta)

where the activation for particular isotopes is only from neutron-induced reactions, providing a cross-check

on the 6LiF neutron measurements and related calculations.

Several approximate calculations (ref. I0) were made to get some early preliminary comparisons with

the activation measurements on spacecraft components (Table VI). Planned are more definitive calculations

that remove the early approximations indicated in Table VI. Calculations to compare with the tray clamp

activation data are of special interest because these measurements provide a detailed mapping of the
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directional effects of trapped protons, providing a test of the accuracy of the MSFC anisotropy model. Data

on the production of various radioisotopes in the LDEF spacecraft trunnions is of interest for model

validation because it provides a measure of directional and secondary particle effects and contains

contributions from both trapped and galactic sources. Measurements for other spacecraft components, such

as the keel and end plates, provide additional directional data for model validation and confirmation.

DATA AVAILABLE FOR MODEL VALIDATION

In this section the status of work on radiation model validation is given in terms of the data available

and comparisons which have been made.

Essentially all of the data on absorbed dose measurements using TLDs is available (Table VII), and the

results of model comparisons are given in ref. 14. Initial results for measured LET spectra from PNTDs

are available (Table VIII) but much data analysis remains, and LET model predictions to compare with the

PNTD data are TBD (To Be Done).

Preliminary data on neutron and proton fluence and spectra from fission and 6LiF foil measurements

are available (Table IX), but results from some recent accelerator calibration tests need to be incorporated to

complete the data analysis (footnote 1). Thus, only very preliminary model comparisons have been made to

compare with this data.

The counting of intentionally placed activation samples on LDEF for the case of neutron measurements

(Co and Ta samples) has been completed (Table X), but analyses to determine absolute neutron fluences are

still in progress (footnote 2). Measurements for the other activation sample materials (Table X) are

essentially complete, with intercomparisons and final data analyses nearing completion. Data available from

induced radioactivity measurements in spacecraft components, and the status of calculations and

comparisons, are summarized in Table XI.

FUTURE WORK

As indicated above, to date calculations have been made to compare with only a portion of the LDEF

radiation dosimetry data. Preliminary evaluations have been made of environment models defining the

trapped proton flux, the directionality of trapped protons, and the trapped electron flux. Interim results

based on these early comparisons indicate that the proton flux model (ref. 21) underpredicts the observed

dose by about a factor of two (ref. 14). The basic validity of the MSFC trapped proton anisotropy model

(ref. 15) has been verified (ref. 14). However, preliminary results indicate that the observed directionality is

somewhat stronger than predicted, and additional data comparisons are needed to resolve this issue. The

results to date indicate that accuracy of electron flux environment models (ref. 30) for LDEF-type orbits is
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about a factor of two (ref. 14). These findings, while only tentative at present, have already been important

in establishing realistic radiation design margins for Space Station Freedom, and additional model

environment accuracy assessments utilizing the full set of LDEF radiation dosimetry data (outlined below)

are expected to provide important input for upcoming Space Station Freedom radiation design verification

evaluations.

The emphasis of future radiation modeling work and related assessments is summarized below.

Calculations and Data Comparisons

Work to date has concentrated on model comparisons with the LDEF absorbed dose data. Subsequent

work will emphasize data comparisons and model evaluations for the other measured data sets, with general

priorities as discussed below. These planned comparisons will provide a test of modeling accuracies for

predicting not only the ambient environment but the induced environment inside spacecraft and instrument

packages as well. Furthermore, these additional data comparisons provide more stringent tests of predictive

capabilities in that the model evaluations will include more detailed comparisons with differential data (LET

andparticle spectra), in contrast to the integral-type data (dose) comparisons made to date.

LET Spectra -- Modeling and data comparisons for LET spectra are of high priority for future work

for several reasons: Accurate predictive capabilities for LET spectra are of practical-significance for mission

applications due to the fundamental role of LET in assessing various radiation effects, such as biological

damage, electronics upset, and sensor noise. Also, the LET data from LDEF are unique due to their high-

statistical accuracy and the data show features at high LET that are not accounted for in present models (Fig.

1). Updated models that take into account the LDEF observations are of practical importance in radiation

assessments for spacecraft in orbits similar to LDEF, such as those planned for Space Station Freedom.

Activation -- Planned model comparisons with the activation data from induced radioactivity

measurements are important in evaluating models for predicting both ambient and induced environments. Of

high priority here are comparisons with the experiment tray clamp activation data, which will allow detailed

anisotropy model evaluations, and comparisons with the Exp_P0006 activation samples, which will provide

a check of the present tentative conclusions on the accuracy of trapped proton flux models based on

absorbed dose comparisons.

Secondaries and Particle Spectra -- Model comparisons with fission foil data, measurements of

certain radioisotopes in activation samples, and 6LiF data will allow evaluation of models and transport

methods for predicting secondary particle fluences inside spacecraft. Coarse spectral information for

protons and neutrons fs also available from these data. Also of interest here are model comparisons with

the tantalum foil measurements, which will provide a check of model predictions for the GCR proton

fluence at the geomagnetic cutoff of low inclination (28.5 °) orbits,
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Assessments

From the calculations and data comparisons outlined above, intercomparisons taking into account all of

the LDEF radiation dosimetry data sets are planned, including consistency checks comparing LDEF results

where possible with previous flights. Quantitative assessments of model uncertainties will be performed

and model improvements made, with documentation and dissemination of the updated models, data bases,

and related computer codes provided for future mission applications.

Thus, the product goal of this planned work is improved models for predicting the ambient and

induced ionizing radiation environments. While measurements of radiation effects for some of the newer

component technologies (e.g., radiation sensitive microelectronics and sensors) were not included on

LDEF, the improved radiation environment definitions from LDEF, together with ground-based

measurements of component radiation susceptibilities, will enable improved radiation effects predictions for

future missions and evolving component technologies despite the lack of LDEF radiation effects data for

specific components. In this way, the LDEF radiation modeling results can have a significant impact on

radiation assessments for future missions by reducing risk and cost associated with radiation designs and

tests.
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Figure 1. Comparison of LDEF pre-recovery predictions of linear energy transfer (LET)

spectra (ref. 7) with interim results from measured spectra in Exp. P0006 (ref. 22). The

predictions were made using the CREME code (ref. 31) and I-D spherical shielding.
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SUMMARY

Following the discovery of the almospheric derived cosmogenic radionuclide 7Be on the LDEF1),
we began a search for other known nuclides produced by similar mechanisms. None of the others have the

narrow gamma-ray line emission of 7Be decay which enabled its rapid detection and quantification. This

paper describes a search for 10Be atoms on LDEF clamp plates using accelerator mass spectrometry. An
unexpected result was obtained.
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INTRODUCTION

During the first few weeks after return of LDEF to the Kennedy Space Center, the presence of 7Be

was discovered during surveys of the spaceci'aft for cosmic-ray-produced radionuclides. It was clear from
those results that there was more of the isotope on the leading side than on the trailing. From further

experiments at the Marshall Space Flight Center the activity of 7Be was found to be 6 (:t: 2) x 105 atoms per

cm: (corrected to date of the orbital retrieval in January, 1990) on a variety of leading edge metal surfaces

including stainless steel and aluminum.i) The activity associated with similar substrates from the trailing
edge was of the order of 100 times less. The hypothesis proposed in the Nature article attributed the
production of 7Be to cosmic-ray proton and secondary neutron induced spallation of atmospheric oxygen

and nitrogen nuclei throughout the entire upper atmosphere and subsequent transport of the Be upwards to
orbital altitudes. The in situ production of Be from oxygen at orbital altitudes is too low by three or four

orders of magnitude. The Be atoms then stuck to the LDEF surfaces until they decayed (tl/2 for 7Be is 53

days).

We have subsequently described 2) a mechanism by which Be species are transported upwards as
positive ions (at least above 100km). By analogy with meteoritic metal ion chemistry in the upper

atmosphere, Be + is the most probable form in that environment, rather than Be, BeO, or BeO ÷. Simple
diffusion of mass 7 particles (without invoking electrostatic effects) from the turbopause to 300km has been

shown 3) to be adequate to explain the 7Be observation in a general way.

The front surfaces of stabilized vehicles like LDEF are scoured clean of hydrocarbon contamination
by the ambient atomic oxygen. Surfaces of aluminum and stainless steel are covered with a thin layer of
oxide; AI20 3, Cr203, Fe203, etc., which may be modified in some cases by the presence of SiO2. In all
cases these are ionic lattices into which an 8 km s -1 Be + ion could easily be absorbed. The sticking

probability at present is unknown, but because the arealdensities of 7Be on stainless steel and aluminum
were found to be similar, we have assumed it to be 1.

Nuclear spaUation is an indiscriminate shattering of a target nucleus by a high-energy projectile

(usually a proton or neutron). Fragments from the breakup can be any smaller nucleus (a nucleus where Z
or A or both are reduced relative to the target nucleus). The relative abundances of the products are
generally known from accelerator measurements. Both stable and radioactive products result, but normally
only the radioactive products are detectable because the pre-existing levels of stable nuclei in the target
material due to chemical contamination are generally several orders of magnitude larger than the levels of
these nuclei produced by spallation. Typical chemical ion purities are in the ppb to ppm range (roughly
1013 tO 1016 atoms/g). Production rates of nuclei via spallation reactions by cosmic rays, for example in

meteorites, are rarely greater than 10 7 atoms/g/year, and more usually -104 atoms/g/year. In general, the
concentrations of nuclei produced by spallation are too low to measure by ordinary chemical techniques.

Radioactive nuclei can be detected by measuring their rate of decay (as in the case of 7Be), but for the
longer-lived nuclei and those not emitting very narrow line-width gamma-rays, even this process is often
not sensitive enough. The technique of accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) offers the highest sensitivity

for detection of the unstable nuclei produced by spallation, including lnC, 7Be, and lOBe from nitrogen and

oxygen, and 26A1 and 36C1 from argon. Other unstable nuclei, notably the noble gases 3He and 37Ar and

39Ar, cannot be measured using this technique.

1°Be was chosen for our present study because of its chemical similarity to 7Be. Source functions

for both 7Be and l°Be in the atmosphere are known. We expected that the surface densities of these two

nuclides on LDEF would directly reflect differences in the steady-state concentrations at orbital altitudes.
These differences should depend on known production factors, mass dependence in atmospheric transport,
and half-life of the two isotopes, while differences in chemical behavior, including atmospheric oxidation
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or ionizationcharacteristicsor surfacereactionwith thesatellite,shouldbeeliminated.Thusweexpected
thatameasurementof l°Be wouldbeausefulcheckonmodelsof atmosphericdiffusionatthesealtitudes.

EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS)

l°Be concentrations were measured using carrier dilution and the dedicated AMS beam-line at the
Tandem Van de Graaf accelerator in the physics department at the University of Pennsylvania. The
accelerator (an HVEC FN) has been upgraded with a Pelletron charging system and Dowlish acceleration

tubes. Details of the method are described elsewhere 3), but a brief description is given here. lOBe is
measured in a combination AE-E (gas-silicon surface barrier) telescope and boron-ion chamber. The AE-E
telescope allows positive identification of each ion as it enters the detector, and the boron ion chamber

provides a means of tuning the beam transport system on l°B, which has exactly the same transport

characteristics as l°Be. The l°Be is stopped before entering the AE-E telescope by a series of absorber
foils located between the ion chamber and the AE-E telescope. The absorber foils completely eliminate the

l°Be while allowing all the l°Be through.

Samples are prepared by adding 1 to 2 mg of 9Be carrier (known to be free of l°Be) to the sample
during dissolution. Most materials contain less than a few ppm of Be so the Be in solution is dominated by

the added carrier. Concentrations of l°Be in the original material are determined from the measured

l°Be/gBe ratios (determined by AMS), multiplied by the amount of carrier added, and divided by weight of
the sample dissolved. The principal advantage of the carrier addition method is that after the addition of
carrier, results are independent of chemical yields and losses during sample processing.

Typical background levels for lOBe in measurements at Penn are -3x10 -15 (ratio of l°Be/9Be).

Currents of9BeO - are typically 10 to 20v.A, and transmissions through the accelerator are -18%. Overall

detection efficiency (including formation of BeO-) is about 0.1%, and precisions range from -3% to 7%.

A typical measurement takes about 40 minutes. For the LDEF samples, the detected l°Be/9Be ratio ranged

from lxl0 -ll to 1.5x10 -to and a minimum of 700 atoms of t°Be were detected in each sample. The blank,

taken through the wet-chemistry procedures, contributed less than 5% to the l°Be measured in the LDEF
samples.

Preparation of the Samples (Rutgers University)

AMS samples are normally in the form of a few milligrams of metal oxide which is placed into the
Cu cathode of the AMS ionization source. They are obtained by dissolving rock or mineral samples in
suitable acids, extracting the Be, and precipitating the hydroxide. In this case, it was necessary to remove a
thin layer of the surface of the LDEF material sample by chemical means. The samples available to us were

anodized aluminum tray clamps. Since about 107 atoms of l°Be are required per sample by the AMS

technique, and since the cross-section for l°Be production from O or N is similar (somewhat less) than that

for 7Be, we calculated we would need ca. 100 cm 2 of surface area per sample. This is based on the

measured density of 7Be. Since tl/2 for lOBe decay is 1.5 million years, corrections for decay since LDEF
retrieval are unnecessary.
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Each tray clamp was made of anodized aluminum alloy, of dimensions 2 in x 5 in x 0.125 in,
providing about 60 cm 2 of surface area on the exposed side. Clamps used were from LDEF locations F-9,

A-10, B-2 and F-4 (9 and 10 being leading edge rows and the others close to the trailing edge). All
surfaces of each clamp which were not to be etched were coated with Petropoxy 154 epoxy cement and
cured for a few minutes at 150°(2. The first plate 032) was etched with a few mL of 3:1 v/v solution of 9M
HCI and 20% HNO3 (high purity). Pre-existing scratches were attacked vigorously but most of the surface
did not appear to react. We were concerned that a thin layer of Si 02 a few nm thick, formed in orbit, may

have been protecting the AI surface from attack. This Si 02 layer may also contain some of the 1°Be of

interest. We abraded the surface with 5W"n A12 03 powder and later with stainless steel wool. 7Be carrier

solution containing 1.484 mg Be mL -1 was added. The other plates were treated with steel wool and a
mixture of acids including HF. Two successive etchings were performed on each of the last three plates
and these samples, each of volume 40 to 80 mL, were then processed and analyzed separately. The steps
in this processing were:

lo

,

3.

,

,

6.

7.
8.

Evaporation of solution to dryness; redissolution in 9M HC1 and filtering of
solid residue.

Removal of Fe and Co using Dowex 1-X8 ion exchange column.
Removal of A1 in a large ion-exchange column (Dowex 50W - X8). Elution
of Be with 300 mL IN HC1.

Precipitation of Be(OH)2, and some residual A1 (OH)s, using ammonium
chloride solution; washing of the precipitate.
Redissolution and passage through cation exchange column.
Redissolution and precipitation of Be(OH)2 with NH4OH.
Calcining of Be(OH)2 in quartz crucibles at 850°C.
Loading of Be oxide into copper cathodes.

RESULTS

The results of these assays are shown in Table 1. In terms of areal density it may be seen that the

absolute numbers cm -2 for 1°Be are of the order of 106, a reasonable value in light of the 7Be number
densities. However, there is clearly no ram/wake effect and a second etch of both ram (A-10) and wake

(F4) plates produced similar values. These results are inconsistent with our hypothesis of atmospheric
origin.

TABLE 1

Clamp Plate No. No. Be-10
atoms/cm 2

F9-7 (lstetch) 0.53 x 106

A10-1 (lstetch) 0.96 x 106

(2ndetch) 0.91 x 106

B2-3 (lstetch) 7.1 x 10 6

F4-2 (lstetch) 1.2 x 106

(2nd etch) 2.2 x 106

_. Measured lOBe densities on

LDEF clamp plates. Data are presented as

area density of l°Be atoms cm -2 of exposed
side of clamp plate. Note that plate B2-3 was

etched more deeply than the others. Etch

depth was not controlled and could not be

accurately measured.
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DISCUSSION

We have considered the following explanations for the result:

Laboratory contamination with lOBe

These assays were performed in laboratories familiar with the risk of ambient contamination (the

isotope is normally present in surface soil in concentration of- 108 atoms g-I). Controls are used in
various ways to catch the presence of such contamination. It was not considered a plausible cause for the
result.

Production in orbit by spallation of Al with energetic protons

l°Be g-lal = _(E)o t° • _(E) °dE
w 100MeV

for t(flight) <<tl/2 (10Be)

where: _ (E) t is the mission proton fluence given by Watts 4), NA is Avogadro's

no., A=27, and _ (E) is the energy dependent cross-section for the reaction:

p + 27A1 __> lOBe + ....

This approximate calculation gave the LDEF mission production as:

n(mission) lOBe - 1.3 x 105 atoms/g AI

The mechanism is clearly incapable of explaining our measurements.

lOBe is naturally present in industrial aluminum

It is clear that all the results are explained if this is the case. This was not known to us, and is quite

unexpected. The results in Table 1 may be converted to 1°Be atoms g-l A1, if we know the amount of A1
removed in each etch. Etching could not be controlled nor measured very precisely. If we assume a mean

etch of 100-2001am (about lg A1) we obtain a mean value of 5-10 x 107 atoms l°Be gd A1 with a dispersion
of at least a factor of 2 in this value.
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Note added after the San Diego Conference

In the weeks following the conference, we have had the opportunity to test whether l°Be might
have existed in the clamps flown on LDEF prior to their exposure in space. For this purpose, we measured
four samples: 1) the back surface of a clamp (9-7) whose front surface we had measured previously; 2) a
clamp from the same lot as those used on LDEF, but which was not flown on the satellite; 3) a piece of

ordinary AI foil; and 4) an aliquot of an A1 standard solution used in normalizing atomic-absorption
measurements. Table 2 summarizes the results of these measu/-emeritL

TABLE 2

Sample weight l°Be/9B e l°B e uncertainty

(mg of AI) (atom/atom) (atoms/g AI)

LDEF 9-7 back 219.7 0.102x10 -12 6.4x107 5%

LDEF not flown 256.7 0.122x10 -12 7.5x107 5%

AL foil 327.3 0.102x10 q2 4.1x107 6%

A1 (AA soln) 140 0.063 x 10-12 6.1 x 107 6%

All of these samples contain appreciable concentrations of 1°Be. The average value for the lOBe

contained in these samples of A1 is -6xl07 atoms/g. This confirms that clamps flown on LDEF contained

appreciable concentrations of l°Be before flight. Unfortunately, it is not possible to subtract the
contribution of this contamination from the values we have measured for LDEF clamps for two reasons:

1) we are not sure how variable the concentration of l°Be is in these clamps (there is a !6% difference
between the concentrations in the clamp that did not fly and in the l_ark of LDEF 9-7); and 2) when we
made the initial measurements, we did not weigh the amount of material etched, as we were initially
interested in the surface density of l°Be, not in-its bulk=c0ncentrati0iii "

In retrospect, we should not be too surprised that A1 contains l°Be. Most A1 is derived from
bauxite, a thoroughly weathered product of many different rock types. It is often found in association with

clay, and normally quite near the surface where it may be contaminated with lOBe from rainwater. We can

estimate an upper limit for the expected concentration of l°Be in bauxite in the following manner: For a

precipitation rate of 100 cm of rain/year, with an average concentration of 20,000 atoms of l°Be/g or rain7),

the saturation areal density of l°Be in the soil (assuming no horizontal transport) is -4x1012 atoms/cm 2. If

the entire 1°Be inventory is contained within the bauxi_tedeprsit, a bauxite layer 20m t_ick, with an Al

concentration of 30%, would have a 1°Be concentration/g of Al-metal of--3X10 _ at6ms/g. The 10Be-
concentrations that we actually measure in A1 metal are only a few percent of this value. Consequently, we

anticipate the l°Be concentrations in various bauxites, and in AI derived from them, will vary appreciably.

We are currently planning to measure 1°Be on stainless steel and copper surfaces flown on LDEF.
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SUMMARY

Heavy ions with nuclear charge Z=6 to Z=26 are detected in a stack of plastic track

detectors. The measured energies in the range 10-240 MeV/nuc are well below the

geomagnetic cutoff value of the LDEF orbit. The arrival directions of the low energy

particles (Z=6-26, E<40 MeV/nuc)are consistent with a trapped component incident in

the South Atlantic Anomaly.

INTRODUCTION

The Kiel experiment MOO02 on tray E6 was designed to measure the charge and the

arrival direction of heavy ions in the energy range 10-1000 MeV/nuc with nuclear charge

equal to or greater than 3. To complement the arrival direction measurement, two

additional stacks were integrated in subunits of the Biostack AO01S (DLR Cologne) on

trays C2 and G2.

CR-39 and Kodak CN foils are used as visual track detectors with an excellent

spatial resolution. These detectors remained sensitive throughout the whole LDEF

mission. The scientific data are stored in latent tracks and are revealed in the laboratory

after recovery. For a description of the detector arrangement see Beauiean et al. (1991a).

The extended LDEF mission time of 1.8.108 sec increased the number of collected

particles without deterioration of the detector system. The objectives of the experiment

are achieved and this progress report contains our present results on trapped radiation

and geomagneticaily forbidden particles.

i_1__ PAGE .BLANK NOT FILMED
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CALIBRATION OF THE DETECTOR

The specific response of a plastic track detector is given by the variation of the

track etching rate with respect to the energy loss of the heavy ion. For a postflight

calibration the CR-39 detector of MOO02 was exposed to 200 MeV/nuc Ar 4° ions with

a 90 o angle of incidence at the Saclay accelerator. Etching of the CR-39 was done in

6n NaOH at 70 o C for 10 hours. At this etching time the heavy ion tracks can be clearly

separated from the small etch pits which were probably produced by secondaries from

proton interactions.

The measured surface area of the Ar 4° etch cones indicates a variation of the bulk

etching rate. This variation is mainly due to the nonuniform CR-39 material. The

influence of track aging and fading during the mission is included in the internal flight

calibration using the cosmic rays particles themselves. Fig. 1 shows the result of 113

stopping heavy ions. Individual cones along a specific track are marked by the same

identification number. 48 of these ions penetrated LDEF and stopped in the detector unit

coming from backward direction.

Similar to our Spacelab-1 (Sl-1) measurement (Krause, 1986b), the data show a densely

populated band with a sharp intensity drop to more ionizing particles. This edge car_ be

allocated to Fe particles based on the knowledge of the cosmic ray elemental abundances.

The calculated track etching rate deduced from this inflight calibration shows a

slightly reduced sensitivity compared to the CR-39 in Sl-l. The overall low sensitivity

of the CR-39 detector flown in Sl-l and LDEF is due the low oxygen concentration

within the stack containers during space f!!ght. According to Fig. 1 the registration

probability for ions with Z<20 is strongly decreased with decreasing nuclear charge Z.

The calibration of the Kodak CN, integrated in the AOO1S subunits, is in progress,

The preliminary analysis indicates a higher sensitivity compared to the CR-39 and we

expect a high registration probability of nuclear charges Z a6 in these fo!ls.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

!
54 particles from Fig. 1 arrived from unshielded free space and have a nuclear charge

Z a20. Using a geometric factor of 1.2.0.03 sr.m a and a preliminary corrected particle

number of 75, the mission averaged flux of the detected particles with Z a20 in the

energy interval 40-240 MeV/h6c-is .......... : ..... '"" _" =--;_'_'-'_=-....
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J (Z_20) = (6 *-2) -lO-8/m2-sec • sr. MeV/nuc. (E = 40 - 240 MeV/nuc)

The energy spectrum in this interval is found to be almost constant.

Using the CR-39 calibration, the analysis on the arrival direction measurements of

low energy particles (Beaujean et al., 1991b) is extended to a charge identification. From

Fig. 1 we conclude that completly etched stopping ends with conelength L > 150 _m are

produced by stopping ions with Z _ 20.

In the topmost foil of MOO02 24 stopping particles are detected on |00 cm 2 with a

conelength L = 150 - 350 _m. All 24 particles arrived from unshielded space direction

having energies 18-25 MeV/nuc. A similar analysis yielded 3 particles with L > 1SO _m

on 16 cm z, stopping in the upper CR-39 foil of AO01S on tray C2 and arriving from

unshielded earth direction.

The ions with Z_20 are part of the low energy particle population, which shows a

cylindrical geometry in the arrival direction. To calculate the flux, ll particles out of 24

are used having a conelength lSO-200 _m (the corresponding energy is 18-20 MeV/nuc).

Stopping ends with L> 200 pm are not considered, because particles with Z = 20 may be

less represented due to the detector response. Assuming a trapped origin of these

particles, the collecting time within the SAA is taken as 1% of the mission time. Using

a geometric factor of 1.2.0.O1 m2.sr, the flux of the detected particles with Z>20 in

the energy interval 18-20 MeV/nuc is

J(Z_20) = (2.5+-2).10-4/m 2. sec. sr. MeV/nuc. (E = 18- 20 MeV/nuc)

The Kodak CN material integrated in AO015 is used to complement the arrival

direction measurements including lower charged particles. Fig. 2 shows the result for 205

particles, penetrating the topmost Kodak CN foil on C2. Due to the higher sensitivity of

this material we expect that particles with Z > 6 are included in this distribution.

Note that the particles arrive from earth direction (but not from space direction).

This distribution again gives a strong evidence for a cylindrical geometry and the arrival

directions of all detected low energy particles follow a plane perpendicular to the

magnetic field line at the northern edge of the SAA.
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DISCUSSION

The detected iron/subiron particles have rigidities well below the geomagnetic cutoff

value for the LDEF orbit assuming fully stripped ions. Fig. 3 shows rigidity versus

kinetic energy for some ions with different (charge to mass) ratios and a rough trans-

mission function for the LDEF orbit using vertical cutoff rigidities. From this figure we

conclude that the detected iron/subiron particles in the energy range 40 to 240 MeV/nuc

must have a charge state well below 14 to arrive at the LDEF orbit from outside the

magnetosphere. In case the detected particles enter from interplanetary space, the given

flux is a lower limit, as the ions are mainly admitted during the high latitude portions

of the orbit.

Early measurements of geomagnetically forbidden particles at balloon altitude were

reported by Blanford et al. (1972) and Friedlander et al. (1977), who explained them as

return-albedo particles. Krause et al. (1986a) reported on IO0 MeV/nuc particles below

cutoff rigidity detected in the Spacelab-1 orbit (570 inclination, 250 km altitude). Adams

et al. (1991) detected 600 MeV/nuc iron/subiron particles below cutoff rigidity in the

LDEF orbit. Further investigations are in progress to analyse the published data and

identify the source of the geomagnetically forbidden particles.

Because LDEF maintained a constant orientation during the mission, trapped heavy

ions arrive at characteristic angles, thereby making them distinguishable from other

particles. The arrival direction and the rigidity (Fig. 3) of the low energy particles

(E<40 MeV/nuc) indicate an origin from a trapped population. Oschlies et al. (1989)

and Grigorov et al. (1991) reported on oxygen particles of magnetospheric origin.

According to Grigorov et al. (1991) the trapped oxygen flux within the SAA at 2<L<3

showed a strong time dependence with a peak value of about 5"10 -6 particles/m2"sec

in the energy range 5-30 MeV/nuc.

Our measurement in Kodak CN includes oxygen particles. From the preliminary

analysis we deduce as Z_6 particles per cm 2 the numbers ($2±4) and (34*-3) in the

energy interval 21-25 MeV/nuc and 27-32 MeV/nuc respectively (Beaujean et al., 1991b).

According to the measurements of Grigorov et al. (t991) on Cosmos satellites these

particles are mainly oxygen, collected within one year from 1986 to 1987. In our

measurement a definite charge identification is not yet done. Assuming again a detection

in the SAA during 1% of the mission, we deduce a flux of
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J (Z > 6) = (0.4 +--O.1)/m 2 .sec. MeV/nuc (E = 21 - 25 MeV/nuc)

as an average during 3.105 sec mission time in the SAA region with 1.2<L<1.3. The

measured mean flux on the LDEF is about 4Z of the corresponding flux of

J (Z = 8)cosmos _ lO/mZ'sec • MeV/nuc (E = S- 30 MeV/nuc)

on the Cosmos satellite (averaged over one year during the maximum period).

If we assume a similar time dependence for the oxygen and subiron/iron particle

flux in the SAA, the detected integral fluence of particles yields a preliminary relative

abundance. Taking 52 particles/cm z (Z a6, E=21-25 MeV/nuc) and 0.11 particles/cm 2

(Za20, E=18-20 MeV/nuc), the ratio is

N(Z _ 6) / N(Z z 20) = 236 ±_4o
80

(E _ 20 MeV/nuc)

This preliminary ratio is about three times the ratio measured by Chan and Price

(1975) on Skylab. Final relative abundances will be given after completion of the detector

calibration.

This work was financially supported by the "Bundesministerium fiir Forschung und

Technologie" under grant Ol QV 297 and SO OS 9001.
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PROGRESS REPORT ON THE HEAVY IONS

 93-29645

IN SPACE (HIIS) EXPERIMENT

James H. Adams, Jr., Lorraine P. Beahm, Paul R. Boberg, i*
E. O. Hulburt Center for Space Research
Code 7654, Naval Research Laboratory

Washington, DC 20375-5352
Phone: 202/767-2747, Fax: 202/767-6473

and Allan J. Tylka

SUMMARY

One of the objectives of the Heavy Ions In Space (HIIS) experiment is to investigate heavy ions which
appear at LDEF below the geomagnetic cutoff for fully-ionized galactic cosmic rays. Possible sources of
such "below-cutoff" particles are partially-ionized solar energetic particles, the anomalous component of
cosmic rays, and magnetospherically-trapped particles. In recent years, there have also been reports of

1-5
below-cutoff ions which do not appear to be from any known source . Although most of these
observations are based on only a handful of ions, they have led to speculation about "partially-ionized
galactic cosmic rays" and "near-by cosmic ray sources ''4-6. The collecting power of HIIS is orders of
magnitude larger than that of the instruments which reported these results, so HIIS should be able to
confirm these observations and perhaps discover the source of these particles. We report here preliminary
results on below-cutoff heavy-ions. We compare our observations to possible known sources of such
ions.

A second objective of the HIIS experiment is to measure the elemental composition of ultraheavy
galactic cosmic rays, beginning in the tin-barium region of the periodic table. We also briefly report on
the status of this analysis.

THE HIIS DETECTOR SYSTEM

The HIIS detectors were contained in two trays (H3 and H12) on the space-facing end of LDEF. Each
tray contained four modules. Fig. 1 shows one of the HIIS trays and a cut-away of one of the modules.
Each module comprised two separate stacks of plastic track detectors, a main stack which was sealed in
one atmosphere of dry air and a top stack which was in vacuum. The main stack was constructed
primarily of 10-mil thick sheets oleCR-397, which were cast by Pershore Mouldings Ltd. (Pershore, UK)
according to a special process for producing highly-uniform, detector-quality material which we
developed 8. The CR-39 sheets were cast from resin containing 1% dioctylo[athalate 9. The main stack also

' " " l0
contained a few 5- and 10-mll thick sheets of Lexan . The Lexan we used was manufactured especially
for us without UV stabilizer, so as to make it possible to enhance the latent tracks with ultraviolet light n.
The top stack consisted of 25 5-mil Lexan sheets. The total vertical thickness of the detector module was
-12 g/cm 2. The total number of detector sheets is 2782, each of which has an area of 1064 cm 2. Total

collecting power of the eight detector modules is Af_ = 2.0 m2-sr. HIIS is one of the largest cosmic ray
detectors ever flown in space, second only to the Ultra Heavy Cosmic Ray Experiment (UHCRE) _2,
which also flew on LDEF.

Seven of our eight modules were constructed as described above. The eighth module was of a special
design so as to extend the detector's range to lower energies. In this module both stacks were sealed in an

atmosphere of dry air and the honeycomb lid shown Fig. 1 was replaced with four thin Kapton _3
windows.

lm

i* NRC Postdoctoral Research Associate .I_I_¢;EDCNG PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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TABLE 1 Stopping Ion Energies
(MeV/n)

Top Smck Main Stack
Ne 18- 57 72-334
Ar 23- 89 87-767
Ca 26-100 106-887
Fe 27-111 117-1022
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Figure 1: One of the two LDEF trays containing the HIIS experiment. Each tray contained four
modules, one of which is shown in a cut-away here. Table I at the right shows the energy

range for various stopping ions in the top and main detector stacks.
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METHOD OF DETECTION

Plastic track detectors record charged particles by the trails of radiation damage they leave as they pass
through the detector sheets. These tracks, which are revealed by chemically etching the detectors, are a
permanent record of the particle's path and its rate of ionization in the plastic. The response of a plastic
track detector is characterized by VT/V B, where V T is the rate at which plastic is etched away along the

damage trail and V B is the rate at which bulk undamaged plastic is dissolved by the etchant, Because of
radiation damage to the polymer, VaTV B > 1. The competition betweenVT and V B leads to the formation
of a conically shaped etch pit whenever _ '

-(VT/VB)COS(0)> 1 (1)

where 0 is the angle between the trajectory of the charged particle and the normal to thedetector sheet 14.
VT/V B is empirically found to be an increasing function of the restricted energy loss 15(RE-E)_,i_vhich" _
provides a numerical measure of the radiation damage generally dependent upon-at-0hai_ number Z, _ass_
number A, and the particle velocity 13. Etch pits are measured under a high precision microscope. From
the displacement of etch pits on the bottom and top surfaces of a detector sheet, the incidence an_gie 0 can
be measured. Vv/V B can be determined by measuring the dimensions of the etch pit 16'17.

Stopping ions are identified by following them to where they came to rest in the detector and by
measuring VT/V n in each detector surface along the particle's trajectory. When these VT/V Bvalues are
plotted versus the distance to the end of the track (the so-called "residual range"), they fall upon
characteristic curves determined by Z and (weakly) by A. Once the particle's identity is known, its total
range in the detector specifies its incident energy.

For relativistic particles, REL (and hence VT/V B) is nearly constant as the particle traverses the
detector. VT/V B can be precisely determined by averaging measurements from many detector surface.
VT/V _ depends primarily upon the atomic number Z and only very weakly upon the particle velocity D, so

the average VT/V B value identifies Z even without a measurement of 13.
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POST-FLIGHT ASSESSMENT OF THE DETECTOR PERFORMANCE

In the Proceedings of the First LDEF Post-Retrieval Symposium, we published a detailed report on the
post-flight condition of the detectors 18. In this section we briefly summarize those results. The reader is
referred to those Proceedings for more detailed information.

Temperature Effects. The single most important factor affecting the performance of track detectors is
temperature. In particular, good elemental resolution requires that the temperature of the detector stack be
maintained within narrow limits. In HIIS this was accomplished by a caremlly-designed passive thermal
control system. A detailed post-flight thermal analysis indicated that this system would hold the
temperature of the main detector stacks in the range of -7.5 + 2.0 °C, a somewhat better performance than
predicted in pre-flight analysis.

At some point in the mission, part of the HIIS thermal control system failed: the thermal blankets
protecting the HIIS modules partially detached and rolled up, exposing parts of the top detector stacks to
solar UV. The pattern of UV and atomic oxygen damage on the surfaces of the blankets suggests that the
failure occurred in the last few months of the mission, during which LDEF was at lower altitudes and
vulnerable to atomic oxygen damage. The degree of blanket failure varied from module to module. Post-
flight examination of the blankets revealed that the failures were due to shrinkage of the top face sheets,
perhaps because of the loss of some reactive or volatile component, causing them to tear loose from the
modules. Post-flight thermal analysis indicates that without the blankets, the main stacks were colder
(average temperature -13.0 °C) and underwent a larger range of temperature (rms width 2.3 °C).

Even with the partial failure of the thermal blankets, it appears that temperature variation had negligible
effect on HIIS elemental resolution, at least in the main detector stacks. Although the post-flight

examination of the blankets suggests that they failed near the end of the mission, we do not know this for
certain. We therefore took a conservative approach in simulating temperature effects on the detectors:
we assumed the "worst case" scenario, in which the blankets failed half-way through the mission, thereby

producing the widest possible range of temperature variation. We folded this thermal history with results
from accelerator studies of temperature effects for particles with comparable V:r/V Bvalues. Even in this
worst case, we find that temperature effects are small: for stopping Fe tracks, tlae charge peak is
broadened by less than 0.05 charge unit. The width of the relativistic Z=60 charge peak increases by less
than 0.1 charge unit. For more heavily-ionizing particles, temperature smearing is more severe. In all
cases, temperature effects appear to have a minor effect on the elemental resolution.

Post-Flight Condition of the Detectors. The HIIS main detector stacks were originally sealed in 1 atm
of dry air. The special module with the Kapton windows leaked because the windows were punctured by
micrometeoroids after the thermal blanket rolled up. We analyzed the air in the remaining modules and
compared it with air from the bottle used to fill the modules before flight. This air contained 10% helium
as a tracer. The same helium concentration was found in the post-flight modules, proving that they did
not leak. The analysis of the gas in the modules did, however, reveal a change in composition. The
concentration of 02 varied from module to module, with values in the range of 12-20% of thepre-flight
concentration. Most of the 02 had been replaced by CO 2, but some was no longer in gaseous form. Since
the detector sheets almost completely filled the module volume, residual oxidation and polymerization of
the CR-39 after the modules were sealed can easily account for the missing oxygen. CR-39 is known to
oxidize in room air. Also, oxygen is consumed during the polymerization process. The HIIS CR-39 was
manufactured over a six month period, and some sheets were freshly polymerized when the modules were
sealed. This could account for the variation among modules in the residual O 1 concentration. If residual
polymerization is the explanation of the missing 02 , the oxygen concentrations probably leveled out to
near their final value prior to launch.

After analyzing the gas in the detector modules, the main detector stacks were disassembled. The
detector sheets in the main stacks were not damaged, discolored, or stuck together. To date we have
etched 50 sheets from the main stacks in two detector modules: module C, in which the residual O z
concentration was lowest; and module E, in which the residual O 2 concentration was highest. (Oxygen

la s a role in fixing the radiation damage in CR-3919 ) These two modules also showed different degreesP Y
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of thermal blanket failure. In Module C, the thermal blanket was nearly intact, with only a tear in the few
topmost layers. Module E had one of the most severely damaged blankets. By choosing these two
modules, we believe that our initial examination brackets the range of sensitivities in the HIIS detectors.

In all of the etched sheets, we found both relativistic and stopping cosmic ray tracks. These tracks were
easily found by either manual or automated scanning. None of the sheets was overexposed, and surface
features did not interfere with measurements of the cosmic ray tracks. On the basis of our measure_nent
and analysis of these tracks, we conclude that the main detector stacks, at least in the seven modules
which did not leak, contain valuable cosmic ray data.

With regard to the top detector stacks, six of the seven were partially exposed to the sun. The seventh
stack remained protected by a thermal blanket. It appears to be in excellent condition and should be

useable for measuring fluxes of low energy particles (see Fig. 1). It is also possible that the protected
portions of the other top stacks may be useable as well, since they show no sign of UV exposure.

CALIBRATION OF THE HIIS DETECTORS

We conducted extensive pre-flight Bevalac calibra{i0ns of the HIIS detect0rsl Our present plan, ,
however, is to internally calibrate the detectors, using the cosmic rays themselves. The defector slaeeis_we

have etched so far contained tracks_ but not in the numbers we expected. Relativistic Fe, for example,
appears not to have been recorded 2 . The density of shallow surface pits (due to trapped protons) was
also much less than expected. Such apparent reduction in CR-39's sensitivity has been observed before2°;
it is consistent with the reduced oxygen concentration in the modulesl9. 3.

Because the observed detector response is so different from that in accelerator exposures, we believe
that "boot-strapping" from the observed cosmic ray tracks is the most reliable calibration method. This
method also ensures that the environmental effects on the HIIS detectors, whatever they may have been,
will be reflected in the detector calibration. Also, since the residual oxygen concentration varied frOffF
module to module, a separate calibration must be derived for each module.

Because we did not wish to risk losing valuable cosmic ray data to overetching, we began our analysis
by etching sheets near the bottoms of Modules C & E, at a vertical depth of ~ 1! g/cm 2 in the detector. In

each module, we found a sample of -40 long stopping tracks with precisely measured stopping ends. We
have used these tracks to calibrate the modules: our thermal modehng indicates that the temperature in the
main detector stacks should have been uniform to within 0.3°C, so the calibration should be the same

throughout.

To illustrate this internal calibration method, Fig. 2 shows the raw data from stopping tracks in CR-39
near the bottom of Module E. The data organize themselves into densely populated bands, with no tracks
above the topmost band. This indicates a sudden drop in the elemental abundance of the ions. According

2, This absence of relativistic Fe tracks confirms that the HIIS detectors did not go into space with their full
sensitivity. On the basis of pre-flight calibrations in 1 atm of air, we expected the HIIS detectors to
record 25001cm 2 relativistic Fe tracks. A detailed manual scan of- 100 cm 2 found no reiativistic-Fe

tracks. We know of _anism for the fading of such tracks, since CR-39 detectors on other LDEF
experiments and detectors stored on the ground in comparable temperature conditions show no such
effect over six years. The absence of recorded relativistic Fe tracks thus indicates that the HIIS

detectors could not have been in space at the their normal sensitivity for more than an hour!

3* Portions of some detector sheets had been exposed to a stopping Fe beam at the Bevalac before they were
sealed in the HIIS modules for flight. After retrieval_ we removed these sheets from the modules and
exposed them again tothe same beam, in 1 a(ni-6f air_--V;42]gBmeasurements-intl{e-tw0 setsof{racks "
are identical to within measurement errors, further confirming that {he suppressed Cieiector sensitivity
was due to the reduced oxygen concentration in the modules. The comparison between the two sets of
tracks also indicates that no significant amount of thermal annealing occurred during the flight.
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to the general abundance of elements, there are only two places in the periodic table where such a drop
occurs, above Fe and above Pb. Pb ions are far too rare to explain the observed fluxes, so we identified
the tracks in the topmost band as Fe. The most-lightly ionizing track in the dataset was identified as S by
demanding that its calculated ionization rate at small residual range be consistent with that of the Fe
tracks at large residual range. The Fe and S tracks were used to fit the detector response function shown
in Fig. 3. (The calibration of Module C was similar. See Ref. 21.)
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Figure 2: Raw data on stopping tracks found in 10 detector
sheets near the bottom of the main stack in Module E.

The figure shows data from -40 cosmic ray tracks,
each of which is measured in ~11 detector surfaces on

average. The ordinates are the track detector response

V.r/V B and the abscissae are the distance from the
stopping end of the track.

Figure 3: Derived detector response function, as discussed
in text. For comparison, also shown are the pre-flight
accelerator calibration in air and the Kiel calibration
for CR-39 in vacuum3k The number in brackets is the
measured O2/N2ratio in the detector module's gas
volume.

STATUS OF THE STOPPING HEAVY ION ANALYSIS

To date we have used automated scanning to locate 329 stopping tracks in the sheets etched so far, with
70% of the tracks coming from 30 sheets near the top of Module E, under 1.6 g/cm 2 of the detector. Each
stopping track was then followed and measured through at least 19 detector surfaces or as many as
allowed by the etching condition in equation (1) and/or the restricted number of etched sheets, For each

track, the set of Vvrv" B vs. residual range measurements was fitted to the response function of Fig. 3,
using a Marquardt minimization of X2, allowing two free parameters: the atomic number "Z' (which was
allowed to take on non-integer values) and "d", the ion's penetration into the stopping sheet (which was
typically measured to within an uncertainty of ~ 10 microns/*. Fig. 4 shows a sample of tracks from the

4* The mass number A was assigned froma piecewise continuous function of Z, which interpolated
between the average A value at each integer Z.
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Figure 4: A sample of 6 stopping tracks, each represented with a different Syrfibol. For clarity,
only even Z-tracks are shown. The fitted atomic numbers with errors are also shown:
Calibration curves, derived from the response function in Fig. 3 are shown for elements 15-26
(solid line: even-Z; dashed line: odd-Z). Note the fragmentation V to _'i.

main stack in Module E, along with the fitted Z values and the formal error calculated by the minimized-
X2 analTsis. In Fig. 5, we show the charge histogram for the 246 successfully-fitted stopping tracks 5. . To
maxirmze statistics, the figure includes all of the collected stopping tracks, including those which passed
through large amounts of shielding by entering through the side or bottom of the detector.

To indicate the quality of the track fits, Fig. 6 shows histograms of the reduced X2 and of the errors in
the fitted Z value, (as calculated by the minimized-x z analysis) for the successfully fitted tracks. Our. ;
track fits give acceptable values of reduced Z2, and the typical fitted error on Z is -0.3 charge unit.

Fig. 5 appears to show elementaI re_ution, with clear peaks centeredat integer Z v_alues. We have
fittedthe charge distribution to a sum of gaussians, leaving the amplitudes, standara-de_i|at-10ns, and-
means as free parameters. This fit, which gives reduced X_ = 0.6 for 15 degrees of freedom, is shown in
Table 2. Excluding the weak "peaks" at Z > 26, Z < 18, Z = 19, and Z = 21, all of the gaussians are
centered near integer Z; they have an average cr = 0.30 charge units. This is good charge resolution for a
large space-based plastic-track-detector experiment, comparable to the best results previously achieved 2').
As one would expect, this resolution is consistent with the errors on the individual track fits (Fig. 6b). As
shown in Table 2, this resolution is also consistent with Monte Carlo simulations of the detector, which

took into account all known facbrs, including measurement errors, observable track length, the observed
non-uniformity in the plastic bulk etch rate, and smearing due to multiple is0topes:

The charge histogram has, however, one surprising feature: the strongest accumuiat_on is at Mn, not Fe.
Such a composition is inconsistent with all known sources of cosmic rays, in which the ratio Mn/Fe - 0.1
or smaller. This makes it very difficult to believe that the composition shown in Fig. 5 is c0rrect, : ....

s* Forty tracks (I2% of the total) had too few precise VT/VB measurements (because of the restricted

number of etched sheets) to be reliably fit; 18 tracks (5_%) were identifed as fragmefiting in the
measured sheets; 25 tracks (8%) failed to give a good _2 for unidentifed reasons.
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TABLE 2 Fit to Sum of Gaussian: Fit Parameters & Their Errors

No. Tracks Mean Sigma MC Sigma"

S 2.0+ 1.4 16.00+0.12 0.10+ 0.11 --

Ar 7.1+ 3.6 18.10+0.11 0.26+0.12 0.27+0.01

Ca 19.1 + 5.4 19.97+0.10 0.36+0.07 0.29+0.01
Sc 4.6 + 2.4 21.02 + 0.08 0.10 + 0.05 0.20 + 0.01

Ti 13.9 + 5.1 21.83 + 0.15 0.31 + 0.15 0.30 + 0.01

V 19.3+ 6.5 22.88+__0.11 0.27+0.13 0.28+0.01
Cr 23.9 + 6.7 23.87 + 0.15 0.30 + 0.15 0.31 + 0.01

Mn 91.8 + 13.9 24.95 + 0.06 0.34 + 0.07 0.35 + 0.02

Fe 48.7 + 9.2 26.07 + 0.06 0.24 + 0.04 0.29 + 0.02

Co 4.6 + 3.5 26.85 + 0.52 0.34 + 0.36 --

Ni 1.0+ 1.1 28.00+0.17 0.11 +0.18 --

*Fitted widths of a Monte Carlo simulation of this element in the HIIS detectors.
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We have made strenuous efforts to understand the "Mn" peak as an error or artifact but have not yet
succeeded in doing so. First of all, one cannot simply shift the charge histogram by one unit, since this
produces an equally unsatisfactory (Co+Ni)_e ratio of-0.5. Second, the "Mn" peak is obviously not a
simple fragmentation effect, since at these energies (> 100 MeV/n), incident Fe would yield fragments
uniformly distributed across the sub-Fe elements. Third, the tracks in the "Mn" and "Fe" peaks cannot be
separated by selection cuts on quantities like incidence angle, track length, penetration depth into the
stopping sheet, )_2 of the fit, location in the sheets, etc. Finally, the peak structure in Fig. 5 is highly
unlikely to be statistical fluctuation: when we force the histogram at Z > 24 to fit a single gaussian, we get

= 0.8, but with z2/NDF = 3.2.

We have also verified that the charge histogram is not an artifact of our analysis software. In
particular, our Monte Carlo program yields "simulated data" identical in format to that produced by our
microscope data-acquisition programs. We used the Monte Carlo to simulate severely smeared data from
a detector with no intrinsic resolution. When we passed these data through an "end-to-end" test of our
analysis programs, they produced a flat charge distribution with no statistically significant peaks. The
multiple peaks in Fig. 5 are thus a real feature of the data.

At this point, the only detector effects which we have not yet ruled out are (1) a sudden shift in the
detector calibration; or (2) a continuous drift in the calibration, with particles collected episodically. In
either case, it is further required that the calibration shift correspond almost exactly to AZ - 1 unit. Such
a calibration shift seems unlikely, but further analysis will enable us to confirm or exclude this possibility.
In particular, 85% of the data in Fig. 5 comes from a single module. We have seven other modules, each
with a different calibration. Although environmental effects may have conspired to produce a calibration
shift of AZ = 1 in one module, it is highly unlikely that the shift could be the same in all the modules.
When we collect enough tracks from the same depth in a second module, it Should be immediately clear
whether or not the compositional anomaly shown here is real. Until then, we emphasize that the above
results should be regarded as preliminary.

If we take the charge identifications in Fig. 5 at face value, the incident composition of stopping

particles apparently varies with energy. When we select the highest energy tracks, with incident energy
at the surface of LDEF > 800 MeV/n and which have passed through an average of 33 g/cm 2 of aluminum
plus plastic, we observe a (Sc-Mn)/Fe ratio of 2.2 + 0.6. This agrees with the value of Z0 we calculate by
propagating an incident galactic cosmic ray composition and spectrum through a mass model of the
satellite 22 to the observation point• On the other hand, near the top of the stack, under only 2.6 g/cm 2 and
at incident energies 140-280 MeV/n, we observe (Sc-Mn)/Fe - 3.2 + 0.8, grossly inconsistent with both
galactic and solar energetic particle (SEP) composition.

At low energies, our composition appears to be consistent with previous reports on below-cutoff heavy-
ions observed in the magnetosphere. At 140-280 MeV/n, we observe (Sc-Cr)/Fe -- 1.3 + 0.4. Previously-
reported values are 1.2 + 0.3 (at 25-125 MeV/n; Ref. 3) and 1.5 + 0.7 (at 50-250 MeV/_ Ref. 4). It
should be noted, however, that this apparent good agreement may be accidental because (1) the HIIS data
may contain Fe from SEP events, whereas the results from Refs. 3 and 4 are not contaminated by SEPs;
and (2) it is not clear from their published data that the other experiments have sufficient resolution to
separate Mn and Fe. If Fig. 5 were correct, how they handled Mn would greatly affect their value for this

• 6*ratxo.

6. If we assume that all of our "Mn" tracks are really Fe, we get a low-energy sub-Fe/Fe ratio of-0.5. This
is consistent with normal galactic cosmic ray composition. But at such low energies, fully-ionized
galactic cosmic rays cannot reach the LDEF orbit. As discussed below, partially-ionized solar-
energetic particles can penetrate to the LDEF orbit. But in that case, we wou_d expect a sub'Fe_e ratio
of on!y a few percent. Thus, even if the "Mn" is spurious, the origin of these low-energy Fe group ions
remams unclear.
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STOPPING HEAVY ION FLUXES

Charge State of Solar Energetic Particles. Fig. 7 shows our results to date on Fe. In this plot, the
fluxes are corrected back to the surface of the satellite, taking into account fragmentation losses. (Feed-
down from heavier elements is negligible since the abundance of elements heavier than Fe is only -5% of
Fe.) The GCR curve in Fig. 7 is an absolute prediction, averaged over the solar-cycle variation during the
HIIS mission 23 and convoluted with the geomagnetic transmission function. The transmission function
was calculated using techniques described in Ref. 24 and averaged over the observed arrival directions,
which were primarily from the west, where the cutoff is lowest. The transmission function also took into

account cutoff suppression caused by geomagnetic storms. To do this, we used the model of Flueckiger,
Shea, and Smart (Ref. 25, hereafter FSS) to calculate suppressed cutoffs for nine different levels of
geomagnetic activity, corresponding to K,=0-8 ÷. These nine transmission functions were then combined

in a weighted average, with relative weigfits determined from a survey of the frequency of various Kp
conditions during the mission.

At the highest energies, our observed Fe flux is consistent with galactic cosmic rays. Galactic cosmic
rays do not, however, account for the observed flux below -800 MeV/n. We have also argued 26that the
flux at 600 MeV/n is also too large to be due to albedo. These particles may, however, come from the
very large SEP events which occurred during the LDEF mission. At - 1 MeV/n, SEP Fe is known to be
only partially-ionized 27, with a mean charge of 13.9 + 0.5. If this charge state distribution is independent
of the energy, SEPs might explain at least part of the-observed flux.

To estimate the SEP contribution to the HIIS observations, we obtained from the University of Chicago
instrument on IMP-8 a survey 28 of solar flare events during the HIIS mission. Preliminary results from
this survey show that only 3 flares (Sept 29, Oct 16, and Oct 24 1989) produced significant Fe flux at

I0 -5
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/
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Figure 7: HIIS Fe flux measurements inside the magnetosphere, compared to galactic cosmic rays
(GCR) and to partially-ionized SEPs, transmitted through a quiet magnetosphere (Kn=0,
solid line) and a stormy magnetosphere (Kp=8 +, das.hed line). The open circle at 40-240
MeV/n is a measurement from the Kiel experiment j_ on LDEF of Z > 20 ions, of which only
30-50% are estimated to be Fe.
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200-400MeV/n. For thesethreeflares,theChicagoinstrumentprovidedboth fluencesandspectral
indices.We usedtheseindicesto extrapolateto both lowerandhigherenergies.We thentransmittedthe
SEPflux to HIIS, assumingtheFeionsto havethesamechargestatedistributionatall energiesas
observedat 1MeV/n. To estimatetheeffectof geomagneticstorms,we madethecalculationstwice,
oncefor a quietmagnetosphere(.Kp=0)andoncefor ahighly-disturbedmagnetosphere(Kp=8+),usingthe
FSScutoff suppressionmodel. Theresultsof thesecalculationsarealsoshownin Fig. 7. At low
energies,thereis still moreflux thanthiscalculationaccountsfor.7. At -600 MeV/n, however,theHIIS
flux agreeswell with theextrapolationfrom theIMP-8 measurements.In fact,assumingall of the
observedFeat 600MeV/n aresolarenergeticparticlesimpliesanaveragechargestate<Q>= 13.8+0.9:

(stat) + 1.5 (syst), where the statistical error considers only that of the presently, available HIIS data and
the sys-tematlc error is an estimate of the uncertainty in geomagnetic transmlsslon. This preliminary
result is in good agreement with the measured mean charge state at 1 MeV/n.

Note that Fig. 7 grossly overstates the range of uncertainty in the SEP flux caused by g.eomagnetic
activity. In particular, our preliminary survey of geomagnetic activity during the HIIS rmssion shows that
a magnetic storm as large as I_=8 + never occurred simultaneously with the arrival of solar energetic Fe
ions. With a careful phasing oF the observed exomagnetospheric SEP fluxes, geomagnetic activity, and
the LDEF orbit, the geomagnetic uncertainty in the SEP charge state determination can be greatly
reduced. _

We will continue our study of solar energetic ions in the HIIS detectors, in order to measure the charge

state of soiar energetic Fe and possibly other elements, such as Ca. The measurements in Fig. 7, which
fall just below and just above the energy range of IMP-8 measurements, come from sheets at the top and
bottom of a module. In between there are 240 unetched sheets per module, which we can use to increase
statistics and to trace out the Fe spectrum at the same energies as the IMP-8 measurements. Data on
composition and arrival directions will also provide unique signatures of solar energetic particles (namely,
sub Fe/Fe -0.01 after correcting for fragmentation in the detector and arrival overwhelmingly from the
directions of lowest cutoff). We will reduce uncertainties in the geomagnetic transmission by carefully
phasing the SEP flux, geomagnetic activity, and the LDEF orbit. To test the reliability of our cutoff
calculations, we will do ray tracing calculations from points along the LDEF orbit, using the program of
Flueckiger et al. 29 and the Tsyganenko model 3° of the magnetosphere.

Low Energy Ions of Unknown Origin. Fig. 7 shows a larger Fe flux below 200 MeV/n than even
partially-ionized SEPs may be able to account for. (Such a conclusion, however, requires more thorough
study of geomagnetic transmission at low rigidities.) As shown in Fig. 7, our observed flux is in good
agreement with preliminary results from another LDEF experiment 31. we also appear to have a strong
compositional anomaly at these energies, similar to previous reports 25. At present the origin of these low
energy particles is not understood. In future work, we will use the HIIS data to extend observations of
these ions, in order to clarify their origin. With the top detector stacks, we can follow the Fe flux down to
-30 MeV/n. This spectral information, combined with our data on composition and arrival directions,
may be used to test models for the origin of these particles, such as albedo, quasi-trapping, and a new

exomagnetospheric source.

Anomalous Component. We plan to use the HIIS data to extend observations of the anomalous
component (AC) to -300 MeV/n. These particles are known to be singly-ionized 32, which greatly
increases their transmission through Earth's magnetic field to LDEF's orbit. At energies below -100
MeV/n neither galactic cosmic rays nor partially-ionized SEPs can penetrate to the LDEF orbit. At -100-
300 MeV/n, galactic cosmic rays are still geomagnetically excluded, and SEPs should be only a small and
calculable background 8. . Fig. 8 shows a simulation of HIIS measurements of anomalous component Ne

7* If the "Mn" tracks in Fig. 5 are taken as Fe, the low energy fluxes increase by a factor of -3, making the

apparent excess even larger. ._

8* Arrival direction distributions may be useful in separating SEPs and AC particles at these energies: the
singly-charged AC ions have high rigidities which give them unimpeded access from all directions.
SEPs at these energies, on the other hand, can only reach HIIS from westerly arrival directions, where
the cutoff is lowest.
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and Ar. In this figure, the flux expectations are derived from a power-law extension of the AC oxygen
flux 33 at -1 AU, averaged over the solar cycle variation 34during the LDEF mission, and scaled and
shifted in intensity and energy according to the factors given in Ref. 35. The open symbols show the
statistical precision we can achieve using only 10% of the detector area, except for Ar above 85 MeV/n,
where the simulated precision would require all of the available area. If the flux falls more steeply than
these extrapolations suggest, we will place upper limits on the high energy AC spectrum. In either case,
our results will give new information on the capabilities of the AC accelerator, which is believed to be at
the solar wind termination shock.

The solid points in Fig. 8 show the 90% CL upper limits we have obtained so far. The Ar upper limit
is actually based on 5 observed tracks. We treated these in an upper limit, pending an estimate of possible
background from SEPs and their fragments at E > 150 MeV/n. The Ne flux limit at -75 MeV/n comes
from a null result in scanning 1.2% of the available area, using only a portion of a single detector sheet.

By using Lexan UV enhancement, we should also be able to observe anomalous oxygen at energies of
30-50 MeV/n in the top detector stacks, with statistical precision comparable to that of the Ne simulation
in Fig. 8. We will also search for evidence of the anomalous component in the spectra of other elements.
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STATUS OF THE ULTRAHEAVY GALACTIC COSMIC RAY ANALYSIS

In Ref. 18, we outlined our method of analyzing ultraheavy galactic cosmic ray tracks. To date we
have collected 127 relativistic ultraheavy cosmic rays with Z > 45 by scanning a portion of sheets at the
top of Module E. Extrapolating from this result, we expect a total of 1120 + 100 tracks at Z > 45 in the
seven modules which did not leak. (For comparison, the HEAO dataset 36contained -370 nuclei in this
charge range.) Based on the time it took to collect and measure the tracks in Module E, we estimate that 3
microscopist-years will be required to obtain the entire ultraheavy dataset.

CONCLUSIONS

The HIIS data appear to show stopping heavy-ions from a several sources, including galactic cosmic
rays and solar energetic particles. Below -200 MeV/n, there also appears to be an additional source,
whose nature is not yet understood. At low energies we also appear to have a strong compositional

25
anomaly, with a large sub-Fe/Fe ratio, apparently consistent with earlier reports - and preliminary results
from another LDEF experiment 31. -

In future work, we will extend our observations to a second HIIS module, to confirm or refute our
compositional anomaly. We will also collect data from the -250 unetched sheets in the middle of the
stack, so as to search for SEPs in the 200-400 MeV/n energy range covered by the IMP-8/Chicago
measurements. We will also make more detailed studies of geomagnetic transmission at low rigidities,
using the ray-tracing program of Ref. 29, to fully understand the SEP contribution to our data. Once we
have understood the SEP contribution, we should be able to separate out the unknown low-energy
component. Using detector sheets nearer to the top of the module, we can follow the Fe-group flux down
to -30 MeV/n. This spectral information, combined with our data on composition and arrival directions,
may be used to test models for the origin of these particles, such as albedo, quasi-trapping, or a new
exomagnetospheric source.
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ABSTRACT

The Ultra Heavy Cosmic Ray Experiment (UHCRE) is based on a modular

array of 192 side-viewing solid state nuclear track detector stacks. These stacks were

mounted in sets of four in 48 pressure vessels employing sixteen peripheral LDEF

trays. The extended duration of the LDEF mission has resulted in a greatly enhanced

scientific yield from the UHCRE. The geometry factor for high energy cosmic ray

nuclei, allowing for Earth shadowing, was 30 m2-sr, giving a total exposure factor of

170 m2-sr-y at an orbital inclination of 28.4 degrees. Scanning results indicate that

about 3000 cosmic ray nuclei in the charge region with Z>65 have been collected.

This sample is more than ten times the current world data in the field (taken to

be the data set from the HEAO-3 mission plus that from the Ariel-6 mission) and is

sufficient to provide the world's first statistically significant sample of actinide (Z>88)

cosmic rays.
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Results to date are presented including details of a sample of ultra-heavy cosmic

ray nuclei, analysis of pre-flight and post-flight calibration events and details of track

response in the context of detector temperature history. The integrated effect of all

temperature and age related latent track variations cause a maximum charge shift of

+0.Be for uranium and -t- 0.6e for the platinum-lead group. The precision or charge

assignment as a function of energy is derived and evidence for remarkably good charge

resolution achieved in the UHCRE is considered. Astrophysical implications of the
UHCRE charge spectrum are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Prior to LDEF there were °nly two spacecraft which carried experiments ded-

icated to the investigation of ultra-heavy nuclei. HEAO-3 (Binns et al., 1989) and

Ariel 6 (Fowler et aI., 1987) were launched in 1979 and employed electronic detec-

tors of geometric factors 5 m2-sr and 2 m2-sr respectively. The combined sample

from both missions with Z _> 65 comprises approximately 300 events, and the entire

sample of actinides (Z >_ 88) is oniy 3.

The experiment on LDEF (Thompson et al., 1990) which was dedicated to the

study of ultra-heavy (UH) nuclei consists of an extensive array of primarily lexan

polycarbonate solid state nuclear track detectors, of geometric factor 30 m2-sr, which

were mounted within cylindrical aluminium pressure vessels in 16 LDEF experiment
trays.

DESCRIPTION OF UHCRE

_2

Since the primary objective or the UHCRE experiment was to study ultra-heavy

cosmic ray nuclei of Z > 65 and the geomagnetic cut-off was _ 1 GeV/N, the main

detector material chosen was lexan polycarbonate.

Each stack consists of a sandwich of many layers of lexan (approx 70 plates)

together with several sheets of lead interleaved. The lead sheets act both as electron

strippers and velocity degraders and were chosen because of their low cross section

for nuclear interactions.
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The stacks are 20.5 cm x 26.0 cm in area and are approximately 5 g/cm 2 thick.

All 192 stacks were mounted in sets of four within cylindrical Eccofoam moulds which

were then inserted into aluminium pressure vessels (48 in total).

All cylinders, except one, were pressurised to 1.0 bar with a dry oxygen-nitrogen-

helium mixture in the ratio of 20:70:10. Three pressurised vessels were mounted on

each experiment tray which in turn was mounted on the LDEF framework.

PRESENT UHCRE STATUS

Following an initial scan using wide field Nikon zoom scanning microscopes, it

was decided to employ the ammonia scanning technique for event location. This

technique, which involves long term etching (of up to 21 days) in 6.25N NaOH at

40°C was undertaken on 2 plates situated approximately at ½ and } of a stack depth

and correlations between the etched cylinders were sought.

Current scanning gives approximately 15 cosmic ray events per stack bringing

the expected number of cosmic ray nuclei recorded to approximately 2800 nuclei.

Having located the UH candidates alternate plates from a set of 20 plates at the

top of each stack and a similar set from the bottom of each stack were etched for

5 days at 40°C. The remaining plates in each set were kept for further analysis if

required.

Etch cone measurements are carried out on Leitz Ortholux microscopes which

have 10x and 12.5x eyepieces and 100x oil-immersion objectives. From these cone

measurements, both track etch rate (V_) and bulk etch rate (V g) are calculated and

( v_5_J is then determined. Shown in figures 1,2,3 and4the reduced etch rate ,S = E

are plots of S versus Path Length (lexan equivalent) for various recorded UHCRE
/

events. The small change in etch rate in traversing the stack is typical of relativistic

ultra heavy cosmic ray nuclei. Fig. 4 shows an UH nucleus (Z _ 90) which has

interacted after passing through almost 9.5g/cm 2 of matter, losing approximately 10

charge units in the process.

To date approximately 65 cosmic ray events have been measured and processed.

Charge identification is based upon the determination of the fractional etch rate

gradient (Fowler et al., 1976), defined as

1 dS
G-

S dx
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where S is the reduced etch rate and x is the path length, and on the effective reduced

etch rate (SeSy). The relevant data for a given event is reduced to one point which

may be plotted on an Sell - G plot as shown in Fig. 5. All cosmic ray events to date

are shown in Fig. 5, together with the location of the Z =80, 72, and 62 preliminary
calibration curves which are based on the assumed relation

S=g(REL) h

where REL is the restricted energy loss rate and g and h are determined from cal-

ibration data. The preliminary UHCRE status report (O'Sullivan et al., 1991) was

based on calibration using U nuclei. The present work includes calibration with

1150 MeV/N Au nuclei also. Calibration studies will be extended over the next few
months.

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION =

A post flight thermal analysis on the UHCRE was published in March 1992 by

Lockheed Engineering and Sciences Co. (Sampair and Berrios, 1992). The results of

the thermal analysis showed that the tray located at position C6 had the widest tem-

perature cycle_6f 28.8_C with a maximum of -2.3°C and a minimum of -31.1°C.

The tray position El0 had the smallest temperature cycle of 11.9°C with a tem-

perature range of-26.0°C to - 14.2°C. The analysis also showed that the maximum

detector stack thermal gradient was 0.15°C per stack. Hence we expect virtually no

difference in sensitivity between the top and bottom of a given stack.

Results of the comparison of the pre-fiight and post-flight uranium calibration

events in the UHCRE stacks (Thompson et al., 1991) indicate that there is no dif-

ference between the two, within the limits of experimental error. This work, when

taken into consi_deration with the long term ageing work (Domingo et al., 1990) and

the short term ageing (Thompson et al., 1991) indicate that there should be no

appreciable loss in charge resolution under LDEF exposure conditions.

Uranium calibration work indicates that the UHCRE detectors have undergone

viriuaHy no change insensitivity or loss of charge resolution over ihe 5.8 year exposure

period. The initial observations (see Fig.(5)) show a dramatic decrease in flux at

approximately charge 83 with most of the events falling into the region 70 _< Z < 83.

The distribution of points indicates a concentration of events in the platinum-lead

region. It is also apparent that two actlnide cosmic ray nuclei have been located at

this stage of the analysis.
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Further measuring and analysis is continuing and it is hoped that a set of data
equivalent in size to the present world sample will be available for the next LDEF
symposium.
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In view of the excellent quality of the UHCRE data it is hoped that we will be

able to distinguish between different cosmic ray source and propagation models when

a sufficient sample of nuclei has been analysed• For instance, attempts to describe

the abundances of actinides and anti-protons in the cosmic radiation by means of the

Leaky Box model have not been satisfactory. Eventually, results from the Dublin-

ESTEC experiment will be compared with the predictions of a diffusion model which

will be developed to examine the propagation of these particles.
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